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Shabbat Min!ah
The Shabbat afternoon 
service, Min!ah, has a 
unique flavor, at once 
celebrating the fullness 
of the Shabbat spirit and 
simultaneously expressing 
wistfulness at the day’s im-
minent departure. In the 
Ashkenazic tradition it is 
chanted with a distinctive 
melody that conveys this 
dual message.
"The Kabbalists called 
this time before the 
conclusion of Shabbat 
ra·ava d’ra·avin, “the desire 
of desires”—a moment 
of special intimacy, when 
Shabbat has already done 
its work of making porous 
the borders between 
heaven and earth. Liturgi-
cally, this special quality 
of the Shabbat Min!ah 
service is expressed by the 
inclusion of a biblical verse 
not found in the weekday 
Min!ah service: “I o#er 
my prayer to You, Adonai, 
at this auspicious time. 
God, in Your abundant 
mercy, answer me with 
Your faithful deliverance” 
(Psalm $%:&'; see page 
(&)). We live in a moment 
that is mei-ein olam haba, “a 
foretaste of the world that 
is coming,” right here on earth. That is the “deliverance” of which the verse speaks. Tradition holds that Moses 
died, his soul coming forth by divine kiss, during this magical hour.
"We are indeed filled with desire at this time. As we think of re-entering the fast-paced weekday world, we 
long to keep with us the holiness evoked by our slower pace of living. The extra time we spent with those we 
love makes us long for more. As we face the moment of transition, the desire to keep something of Shabbat’s 
“extra soul” with us through the week wells up within our hearts.
"And we are not alone in our yearning. The *asidic commentator Sefat Emet reads the kabbalistic term ra·ava 
d’ra·avin to mean that desire goes both ways. The vision of our souls at rest, testifying to our love of God’s cre-
ation, has made us so attractive that God loves us in a special way; we have become the objects of divine desire. 
The Shabbat Min!ah service thus speaks of the unique relationship of God and Israel. Our act of consecrating 
Shabbat, living in a holy way, has awakened both divine love and our own. And although Shabbat will end, the 
way we have lived on Shabbat will remain, inspiring us to elevate our living throughout the week.
"""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""  —+,-./, 0,112
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/(-01 234. In the Middle 
Ages it became customary in 
some communities to recite 
the fifteen psalmic Songs of 
Ascent (Psalms !"#–!$%) on 
Shabbat afternoon during the 
winter months. One of the 
associations of these psalms 
with Shabbat may have been 
the ancient rabbis’ description 
of the Levites singing them 
in the Temple, as the priests 
ascended the fifteen steps to 
the platform on which the 
sacrifices were o&ered (Baby-
lonian Talmud, Sukkah %!b). 
Shabbat serves as a substitu-
tion for the Temple, and by 
the conclusion of Shabbat we 
may feel that we have, like 
the priests, ascended to the 
highest level of the Temple.  
Similarly, a late medieval 
custom recommended recit-
ing Psalm !#', which centers 
on the wonders of creation, 
from Shabbat Bereishit (the 
Shabbat after Sukkot, when 
we begin reading Genesis) 
through Pesa(. In this spirit, 
excerpts from each of these 
texts are included here.

5678#6 *9%,. It is customary 
to read the six chapters of 
Pirkei Avot on the six Shab-
batot between Pesa( and Sha-
vuot. It is as if these teachings, 
which represented the funda-
mental religious orientation 
of the ancient rabbis, are the 
appropriate way to prepare 
for the giving the Torah. Some 
communities extended the 
custom of studying Pirkei 
Avot throughout the summer 
months. Two excerpts are 
included here; the complete 
text of Pirkei Avot can be 
found on pages "$%–")".

!"#$ %&'($ %()*% Introduction to Shabbat Min!ah 
"#$#%&'()" *+(, &-# "()." (* /"%#)&
 .! "# $% &' ()* +! , "! - .( /0 ,1! "# 23 &3 4 &( ! 56! /' ( 27 &(

I lift my eyes to the mountains;  
from where will my help come?3Psalm !"!:!

Esa einai el he-harim, mei-ayin yavo ezri.

,,89 ": "0 3;3! < $= &# 2* >!
 .<!- &9 5? ! /0 >! 4)@ 1 "! - +4 +AB# >! *BC >D 3 /( $#B 

.4 /( 2# $E "! 4 5' 184 +A <!- &6 +* >4 1! "6 +* 3 /( $#B
From Zion, A452+6 shall bless you and you shall  
see Jerusalem prosper all the days of your life. 
May you live to see your children’s children  
and all Israel living in peace!3Psalm !"#:$–%

Y’varekh’kha Adonai mi-tziyon, 
u-reih b’tuv yerushalayim kol y’mei (ayekha.
U-reih vanim l’vanekha, shalom al yisrael.

1! "' +F 3 .0B *8G 3 .0 3 /F "3
 .H .?- +! 1 5I 1! "? .( J &* - &A

How good and pleasant it is
when companions dwell together. Psalm !&&:!

Hineih mah tov u-mah na·im shevet a(im gam ya(ad.

"#$#%&'()" *+(, 0'+1#' /2(&
 KH /08' 1 +48' 23 1! "# 2* >H 3 2AL >A 4 5' 

.1! "H 2M N? JB4! "0 >I 4 5' >; 3 2H8* N' 23 4 5' >; 3 2#8O .3 4 5'
The world stands on three things—
on Torah, on worship, and on good deeds. Pirkei Avot !:"

Al sh’loshah d’varim ha-olam omed: 
al ha-torah, v’al ha-avodah, v’al g’milut (asadim. 

 ,#80 $P "4 3 2=( +4 >Q .3 <!- &4 +' (L
.3 +F - &Q "0 4 /C 2D "4 ,! "#8?R, &* 3 2O .( (L >;

It is not incumbent upon you to finish the task, 
but neither are you free to desist from it. Pirkei Avot ":"!

Lo alekha ha-m’lakhah ligmor, v’lo atah ven (orin libateil mi-menah. 

#3%#+0&" *+(, 0"/$, 456
Let me praise A452+6—

for You, A7()/' my God, are surely great;
clothed in glory and majesty,
wrapped in a cloak of light,
You stretch out the heavens like a sheet of cloth,
set the rafters of the heights in the waters above,
appoint clouds as Your chariot. . . .

You created the moon marking the seasons;
the sun knows when to set:
darkness spreads, night falls . . .
How abundant is Your creation, A7()/',

You fashioned it all with wisdom;
the earth is filled with Your riches.

There is the sea, so vast and wide,
full of countless crawling creatures—big and little living things. . . .
when Your breath blows in them, they are born,
and the face of the earth is renewed.

May the glory of A452+6 endure forever.
May A452+6 rejoice in what has been created. . . . 

Alive, I shall sing to A7()/';
as long as I am, I will make music in praise of my God.

May my words be pleasing to A452+6,
that I may truly rejoice.
May sinning cease from the earth,
transgressions be no more.

Let me praise A7()/': halleluyah.
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:6&;-". The daily Min(ah 
service consists primarily of 
an Amidah, surrounded by 
introductory and conclud-
ing prayers. On Shabbat, 
we also include a Torah 
reading: the beginning of 
the portion to be read the 
next Shabbat. Festivals do 
not follow the rhythm of 
weekly readings and no 
Torah reading is included 
in the afternoon service on 
festivals.

*("7#6 is composed of 
Psalm !'%, an alphabetical 
acrostic, preceded by two 
verses, each beginning with 
the word ashrei (Psalms 
*':% and !'':!%), whence 
the prayer derives its name. 
The first notes that we 
are sitting in God’s house, 
while the second acknowl-
edges the community with 
whom we pray. Similarly, a 
verse is added at the end 
(Psalm !!%:!*), emphasizing 

that this is the moment when we have joined 
together in prayer.
 Psalm !'% itself contains themes common to 
Jewish prayer. For instance, like many psalms it 
describes God’s caring relationship to human 
beings: “Adonai supports all who falter, and 
lifts up all who are bent down.” The ancient 
rabbis were especially taken with the line 
“Opening Your hand, You satisfy with content-
ment all that lives,” and they understood it as 
expressing thankfulness to God for spiritual 
and physical sustenance. Because of its themes 
and because it is easier to memorize a psalm 
arranged as an acrostic, it became the most 
oft-recited psalm, recited liturgically three 
times daily.

Ashrei
Joyous are they who dwell in Your house; 
they shall praise You forever. 
8Joyous the people who are so favored; 
8joyous the people whose God is A7()/'. 

+ 7520 58 9,+671, 58 4+:64
I exalt You, my God, my sovereign; I praise Your name, always. 
8Every day I praise You, glorifying Your name, always. 
Great is A452+6, greatly to be praised,  
though Your greatness is unfathomable. 
8One generation praises Your works to another,  
8telling of Your mighty deeds. 
I would speak of Your majestic glory and of Your wondrous acts. 
8Generations speak of Your awe-inspiring deeds; 
8I, too, shall recount Your greatness. 
They recount Your great goodness, and sing of Your righteousness. 
8A7()/' is merciful and compassionate, patient, and abounding in love. 
A452+6 is good to all, and God’s mercy embraces all of creation. 
8All of creation acknowledges You, and the faithful bless You. 
They speak of the glory of Your sovereignty and tell of Your might,
8proclaiming to humanity Your mighty deeds, 
8and the glory of Your majestic sovereignty.
                 continued

Ashrei yosh’vei veitekha, od y’hal’lukha selah.
Ashrei ha-am she-kakhah lo, ashrei ha-am she-Adonai elohav.
T’hilah l’david.
Aromimkha elohai ha-melekh, va-avar’kha shimkha l’olam va-ed.
B’khol yom avar’kheka, va-ahal’lah shimkha l’olam va-ed.
Gadol Adonai u-m’hulal me’od, v’ligdulato ein (eiker.
Dor l’dor y’shaba( ma+asekha, u-g’vurotekha yagidu.
Hadar k’vod hodekha, v’divrei niflotekha asi(ah.
Ve+ezuz norotekha yomeiru, u-g’dulat’kha asaprenah.
Zeikher rav tuv’kha yabiu, v’tzidkat’kha y’raneinu.
,anun v’ra(um Adonai, erekh apayim u-g’dol (ased.
Tov Adonai lakol, v’ra(amav al kol ma+asav.
Yodukha Adonai kol ma+asekha, va-(asidekha y’var’khukha.
K’vod malkhut’kha yomeiru, u-g’vurat’kha y’dabeiru.
L’hodia livnei ha-adam g’vurotav, u-kh’vod hadar malkhuto.

 .3 +4 - &S <B -4 >4 53 $! H8' ,< - &J! /* ! /* >A8! % )& *+ ,(
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 continued

Exalt
The word aromimkha 
in the first verse of 
Psalm &'; is trans-
lated here as “exalt,” 
but it comes from 
a root that literally 
means “to raise up.” 
The *asidic master 
Elimelekh of Lizhensk 
remarked that it is 
what we raise up 
from our hearts that 
constitutes the praise 
of God.

The Afternoon Service for Shabbat and Festivals "+, -+.+ !"#$ %&'( 
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Your sovereignty is eternal;  
Your dominion endures in every generation.
8A7()/' supports all who falter, and lifts up all who are bent down.
The eyes of all look hopefully to You,  
and You provide them nourishment in its proper time.
8Opening Your hand, You satisfy with contentment all that lives.
A452+6 is righteous in all that is done, faithful to all creation.
8A7()/' is near to all who call, to all who call sincerely. 
God fulfills the desire of those who are faithful, 
listening to their cries, rescuing them.
8A7()/' watches over all who love the Holy One, 
8but will destroy all the wicked. 
! My mouth shall utter praise of A452+6. 
May all that is mortal praise God’s name forever and ever.
Malkhut’kha malkhut kol olamim, u-memshalt’kha b’khol dor vador.
Somekh Adonai l’khol ha-noflim, v’zokef l’khol ha-k’fufim.
Einei khol elekha y’sabeiru, v’atah noten lahem et okhlam b’ito.
Potei+a( et yadekha, u-masbia l’khol (ai ratzon.
Tzadik Adonai b’khol d’rakhav, v’(asid b’khol ma+asav.
Karov Adonai l’khol korav, l’khol asher yikra+uhu ve-emet.
R’tzon y’rei+av ya+aseh, v’et shavatam yishma v’yoshi+eim.
Shomer Adonai et kol ohavav, v’et kol ha-r’sha+im yashmid.
! T’hilat Adonai y’daber pi, 
vi-vareikh kol basar shem kodsho l’olam va-ed.
                       Psalm !'%

8We shall praise A7()/' now and always. Halleluyah!
  Va-ana(nu n’varekh yah, mei-atah v’ad olam. Hal’luyah.
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<%=7 (%9#7#6'&,>
!" #$ %&' #( )*. The verses im-
mediately preceding and 
following this one define 
the meaning of God’s 
“sovereignty”: they describe 
God’s love for all of cre-
ation and God’s care for the 
most vulnerable in society.

Opening  
Your Hand
The *asidic master 
Elimelekh of Lizhensk 
also taught that the 
Hebrew word yadekha 
(“Your hand”) in the 
verse “Opening Your 
hand” can be read as 
yodukha, “those who 
praise You”—that is, 
“You open those who 
praise You.” When we 
open ourselves to the 
expression of grati-
tude and give up our 
own sense of mastery, 
God opens us further 
and su#uses us with 
the Divine Presence.
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Shabbat and the Festivals are 
times of celebrating creation 
and of spiritual vision. !e  
Kedushah D’sidra, which is 
recited here, is the moment 
of seeing the heavens open 
up and having a vision of the 
holy. !e Hebrew poet !ayim 
Na"man Bialik o"ers a modern 
glimpse of our experience of 
the sacred.

There is a silent speech of 
the gods, a secret language

not voiced, or sounded, but 
full of color—

magical, glorious, visionary.
It is in this language, God is 

revealed to the chosen;
in it are the thoughts the 

master of the universe 
thinks,

becoming murmurs in  
artists’ hearts,

answers to questions posed 
in incoherent dreams.

It is a visionary language 
revealed

in the expanse of sky and the 
stream of blue,

in the purity of silvered 
clouds and their dark mass,

in the rustle of golden 
cornstalks and a cedar’s 
stateliness,

in the dove’s fluttering white 
wing and eagle’s talons,

in the bared back of a human 
being and the gleam of a 
glance,

in the anger of the sea, the 
roaring of its waves and its 
laughter,

in the deep darkness of 
night, and the silence of 
falling stars,

in the tumultuous light, the 
cry of the burning sea

in the face of the rising and 
setting sun—

in this language, the mother 
of all language,

the puzzle of eternity is 
tangled . . .

—<+=6> 2+<>+2 ?6+@6A 

Kedushah D’Sidra: Kedushah for Torah Study
“A redeemer shall come to Zion, and to those of the house 
of Jacob who turn away from sin,” declares A452+6. “This 
is My covenant with them,” says A452+6, “My spirit shall 
remain with you and with your descendants. My words 
shall be upon your lips and upon the lips of your children 
and your children’s children,” A452+6 declares, “now and 
forever.”

! And You, O Holy One, are enthroned amidst the praises  
of the people Israel.
They call out, one to another: “Holy, holy, holy is A7()/' 
Tz’va·ot, the whole world is filled with God’s glory.”
Kadosh, kadosh, kadosh Adonai Tz’va·ot, m’lo khol ha-aretz k’vodo.

They call to one another, saying: “Holy in the highest 
heavens, holy on the earth, and holy forever, throughout 
all time is A7()/' Tz’va·ot. The radiance of God’s glory 
fills the whole world.”

! Then a wind lifted me up and I heard a loud tumultu-
ous voice behind me, “Praised is A452+6’s glory wherever 
God dwells.”
Barukh k’vod Adonai mimkomo.

! A452+6 will reign forever and ever.
Adonai yimlokh l’olam va-ed.

A452+6, God of our ancestors Abraham, Isaac, and Israel, 
impress this always upon Your people, and direct their 
hearts toward You.

God, who is compassionate, will forgive sin and not wreak 
destruction; for again and again God acts with restraint, 
refusing to let rage become all-consuming.

You, A452+6, are kind and forgiving, loving to all who call 
upon You.

Your righteousness is everlasting; Your Torah is truth.
You will keep faith with Jacob and be compassionate to 

Abraham, fulfilling the promise You made to our ancestors.
Praised is A452+6, the God of our deliverance, who 

 sustains us day after day.
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8#.=("-" .’(6.7-. This 
collection of biblical verses 
is known as the kedushah 
d’sidra, most likely because 
it was originally recited 
after Torah study. (The 
word sidra refers to the 
daily portions of Bible 
study.) The Min(ah service 
follows upon the Torah 
study that we have been 
engaged in during Shabbat 
or on the festival, and so it 
is appropriately included 
here. Because public 
teaching was conducted 
in the language of the day 
(Aramaic), this prayer in-
cludes both Hebrew verses 
and an Aramaic translation 
(here indicated in gray). 
The Aramaic contains 
an interpretation of the 
threefold repetition of the 
word kadosh (holy): God is 
declared holy on high, God 
is declared holy on earth, 
and God is declared holy 
throughout time.
 Unlike other versions of 
the Kedushah, the Kedu-
shah D’sidra emphasizes 
the personal experience of 
God. The introductory sen-
tence talks of God’s spirit 
never departing from us. 
As in any Kedushah, Isaiah’s 
vision of the heavens open-
ing up and Ezekiel’s vision 
of the heavenly throne are 
recited. But uniquely in 
the Kedushah D’sidra, the 
first-person statements 
of Ezekiel, which describe 
the spiritual transport that 
precedes his angelic vision, 
are included.

 The introductory verses are taken from Isaiah %-:"#–"! and Psalm 
"":'. The verses following the Kedushah D’sidra are a collection 
taken from ! Chronicles "-:!*; Psalms .*:$*, *):%, and !!-:!'"; Micah 
.:"#; and Psalms )*:"#, '):*, *':!$, and "#:!#. These verses emphasize 
redemption and the hope for deliverance, an expression of our wish 
that our study of Torah will lead to the fulfillment of the vision of an 
ideal world. 
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The Heart
The last five lines of 
Uva L’Tziyon contain an 
acrostic, l’vavo Adonai, “the 
heart of God.” (The first 
letters of lines one through 
four are lamed-bet-bet-vav; 
the last line begins with 
God’s four-letter name, 
yod-hei-vav-hei, pro-
nounced as “Adonai.”) This 
allusion to God’s heart 
parallels our prayer regard-
ing our own hearts just a 
few lines earlier: “May God 
open our hearts to the To-
rah—inspiring us to love, 
revere, and wholeheartedly 
serve God.” Thus, as we 
enter this final service of 
Shabbat or the festival day, 
we are subtly reminded 
that the ultimate goal of all 
our study and prayer is to 
attune our hearts to the di-
vine “heart,” hidden within 
the structure of all things, 
beating unceasingly.

A7()/' Tz’va·ot is with us; the God of Jacob is our refuge.
A7()/' Tz’va·ot, blessed is the one who trusts in You.
A452+6, help us; Sovereign, answer us when we call.  

Praised is our God, who created us for the divine glory, 
setting us apart from those who go astray, giving us the Torah, 
which is truth, and planting within us eternal life.
May God open our hearts to the Torah—inspiring us to love, 
revere, and wholeheartedly serve God. Thus shall we not labor 
in vain, nor shall our children su#er confusion.
A452+6, our God and God of our ancestors, may we fulfill 
Your precepts in this world, to be worthy of happiness and 
blessing in the messianic era and in the world that is coming.

Thus I will sing Your praise unceasingly; thus I will exalt You, 
A452+6 my God, forever. Blessed is the one who trusts in 
A452+6, for A452+6 will be that person’s stronghold. Trust in 
A452+6 forever and ever; A452+6 is an unfailing stronghold.
! Those who love You trust in You; You never forsake those 

who seek You, A452+6. A452+6, through divine righteous-
ness, exalts the Torah with greatness and glory.

9atzi Kaddish
Leader:

May God’s great name be exalted and hallowed throughout 
the created world, as is God’s wish. May God’s sovereignty 
soon be established, in your lifetime and in your days, and in 
the days of all the house of Israel. And we say: Amen.
Congregation and Leader:

May God’s great name be acknowledged forever and ever! 
Y’hei sh’meih raba m’varakh l’alam u-l’almei almaya.

Leader:

May the name of the Holy One be acknowledged and  
cele brated, lauded and worshipped, exalted and honored,  
extolled and acclaimed—though God, who is blessed,  
b’rikh hu, is truly [on Shabbat Shuvah we add: far] beyond all  
acknowledgment and praise, or any expressions of  
gratitude or consolation ever spoken in the world.  
And we say: Amen.

On Festivals, the service continues with the Amidah on page #$%.
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On Festivals, the service continues with the Amidah on page #$%.

/7-6(#. 6( %=7 '%. +" %&, -%. 
%&/0 1 234( 56 6%&3. This sentence 
begins the prayerful ending 
of Uva L’Tziyon. The phrase 
“not labor in vain, nor shall 
our children su&er confu-
sion” is taken from Isaiah 
)%:"$, and in its context 
here refers to Torah study 
rather than to our work 
in the world. (The original 
verse from Isaiah is in the 
singular, but it has been 
changed to the plural in 
the liturgy.)
 This concluding prayer is 
followed by a final collec-
tion of verses taken from 
Psalm $#:!$, Jeremiah !.:., 
Isaiah "):', Psalm -:!!, and 
Isaiah '":"!.

;-,?6 @-..6(". In Jewish 
liturgical usage, the ,atzi 
(or “partial”) Kaddish, call-
ing us to praise the name 
of God, marks the end of a 
section of the service and 
the beginning of a new 
one. The central line, y’hei 
sh’meih raba m’varakh 
(“May God’s great name 
be acknowledged . . .”) is 
reminiscent of the Bar’khu, 
the call to worship in 
services where the Sh’ma is 
recited. (Because Min(ah 
does not include the Sh’ma, 
we do not begin the service 
with the Bar’khu.) Here, 
the ,atzi Kaddish and its 
congregational response 
demarcate the beginning 
portion of Min(ah from 
the Torah service, which 
follows.
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!"# !%7-" A#-.6&'. A 
critical aspect of Shabbat 
is that it is a day of study. 
Having completed the 
reading of this week’s Torah 
portion in the morning, we 
now begin the parashah of 
the coming week. It is as if 
to say that the study of To-
rah is a never-ending cycle. 
(For further reflections on 
the meaning of Torah and 
its liturgical reading, see 
pages !)*–!.$.)

B %))#7 1> /7->#7 0 7/ 86 )& 
0 7$ -%( 79 #$. Psalm )-:!'. This 
verse is recited even when 
there is no minyan and 
the Torah is not read. This 
poetic phrase can be liter-
ally translated as: “And I, I 
am a prayer to You.” Our 
lives may be seen as prayers 
o&ered to God. 

-=(/6+6%=( ,61# : 4&; -, $ 2<.  
According to the ancient 
rabbis, the Torah was given 
on Shabbat (Babylonian 
Talmud, Shabbat *)b), 
and our public reading of 
it represents a fulfillment 
of God’s wish. That is what 
makes this hour especially 
auspicious, an eit ratzon.

*( ,"# -78 C-( +-776#. )%7C-7. )<4 1= #/ 7%. 0 73 #0 )&. Numbers !#:$%. Reciting this verse recalls a period of special 
closeness between God and Israel, both at Sinai and in their journey through the desert. The verse is taken 
from the biblical description of the journey in the desert, as the people moved from one encampment to 
another. It depicts the ark as the seat of divine protection, leading the march and warding o& the fledgling 
nation’s enemies. While this liturgical verse looks back to the first Israelite generation leaving Egypt, the next 
verse (“Ki mi-tziyon”) looks forward to messianic times. Torah accompanies us from a lost past to a hoped-
for future, and the third verse in this section, “Praised (barukh),” is an expression of gratitude for Torah as we 
experience it in the present.

!%7-" ("-00 '% )%7," )7%1 D6%& : 4& %0 7%; 7* 0 7%'. Isaiah ":$.

*++0-61 %&( #%> )%?. Psalm $':'. The Torah is the visible symbol of God on earth. Bowing toward the ark is an  
acknowledgment of God’s presence in the words we are about to read.

<%=7(, *.%&-6 3&30 !" #(. ! Chronicles "-:!!. According to the Chronicler, these verses were part of David’s last 
speech to the people Israel. They represent a celebration of God’s sovereignty, as the Torah is paraded through 
the congregation. The two parts of the verse begin with the same word, l’kha (“Yours”), and the next two 
verses (Psalm --:% and --:-) begin with the same word, rom’mu (“exalt”). The first is addressed to God; the 
second, to the congregation.

Va-ani T’filati
I o#er my life as a prayer to 

You, that I might reveal 
Your image in me.

May my life fulfill Your 
dream of me.

May all that I see reflect 
Your love for the world 
that You created.

May what I build and  
create, all that I do,  
usher in Your sover-
eignty.

I o#er my life as a prayer to 
You, that I might live and 
die as Your servant.

I o#er my prayer to You, A452+6, at this auspicious time.
God, in Your abundant mercy,
answer me with Your faithful deliverance.
Va-ani t’filati l’kha, Adonai, eit ratzon.
Elohim b’rov (asdekha, aneini be-emet yishekha.

Taking Out the Torah
We rise as the ark is opened.

As the ark was carried forward, Moses would say:
A452+6, rise up and scatter Your foes,
so that Your enemies flee Your presence.
Va-y’hi binso+a ha-aron va-yomer moshe:
Kumah Adonai v’yafutzu oyvekha,
v’yanusu m’sanekha mi-panekha.

Torah shall go forth from Zion, 
"and the word of A452+6 from Jerusalem.
Praised is the one who gave Torah to the people Israel 
"in holiness.
Ki mi-tziyon teitzei torah, u-dvar Adonai mirushalayim.
Barukh she-natan Torah l’amo yisrael bikdushato.

Some people may wish to include here personal prayers 
before the ark; see page &%'.

The Torah scroll is removed from the ark.
Leader, facing the ark:

% Join me in glorifying A452+6; 
let us together acclaim God’s name.
The Torah is carried in a circuit around the congregation.
Yours, A452+6, is the greatness, the strength, the glory, 
"the triumph, and the splendor—for everything in heaven  
"and on earth is Yours. 
Yours, A452+6, is the sovereignty and the majesty above all.
Exalt A452+6, our God; bow down before God, the Holy One.
Exalt A452+6, our God, and bow down at God’s holy mountain, 
"for A452+6 our God is holy.
L’kha Adonai ha-g’dulah v’ha-g’vurah v’ha-tiferet v’ha-netza( v’hahod, 
ki khol ba-shamayim uva-aretz.
L’kha Adonai ha-mamlakhah v’ha-mitnasei l’khol l’rosh.
Rom’mu Adonai eloheinu v’hishta(avu la-hadom raglav, kadosh hu.
Rom’mu Adonai eloheinu v’hishta(avu l’har kodsho, 
ki kadosh Adonai eloheinu.

,CDB 2& M )@ !.!% T 01 % -M 23 -U 0M % -V 5( R.
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     We rise as the ark is opened.
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Some people may wish to include here personal 
prayers before the ark; see page &%'.

    The Torah scroll is removed from the ark.
Leader, facing the ark:
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The Torah is carried in a circuit around the congregation.
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Torah
The Jewish understand-
ing of the word Torah 
(literally, “teaching”) 
encompasses fluid, 
ever-widening circles of 
meaning. In its narrow-
est sense, it refers to 
the scroll itself and its 
contents. But the written 
text has neither vowels 
nor punctuation; it is only 
as we chant the text aloud 
that the consonants form 
words, and the words 
form phrases, and the text 
conveys meaning. Indeed, 
the music of the trope 
with which the Torah is 
read not only delineates 
phrases and emphasizes 
the meaning of particular 
words, but may also com-
municate to us that we 
should relate to Torah as 
the song of our lives.

Studying Torah
It is through Shabbat that 
the meaning of Torah is 
revealed.
—based on -6A/216 B5.+,

!EF !GA*E AF*HBIJ *! 
:BI;*E. Shabbat is near-
ing its conclusion and we 
are anticipating the week 
ahead—not in terms of the 
work we need to do, but as 
concerns the new adven-
ture of Torah that awaits 
us. Thus, we begin to read 
next week’s parashah.
 The ancient rabbis 
decreed a minimum of 
three aliyot—that is, people 
called to the Torah—for 
each public reading; in 
addition, each aliyah must 
include a minimum of 
three biblical verses. At 
Min(ah we accord with 
this minimum and call 
three people to the Torah, 
subdividing the first section 
of next week’s portion into 
three aliyot. Some congre ga -
tions continue the custom 
of calling a kohen, a Levite, 
and a member of the com-
munity for these aliyot; 
others call any three mem-
bers of the congregation.

<%= C"% +06&' @ A%$ )6 #& 
@0 7B 2. #%> )3. Deuteronomy 
':'. The recitation of 
this verse as the Torah 
is about to be read may 
transform its meaning to 
a conditional statement: 
if you pay close attention 
to the words about to be 
read (that is, if you “cling 
to Adonai”), then you will 
have encountered the 
fullness of life (that is, you 
will be “sustained”). Those 
who inserted this verse in 
the liturgy here may have 
intended a cautionary note 

to the congregation, to pay attention and respond properly to the b’rakhot about to be recited.

K"% "-( +"%(#& =( %&/ 1 C%. , )D 1 C%.. At the moment of approaching the Torah, we may feel especially 
chosen and may also experience, at this moment, a sense of the Torah directly addressing us.

E-( '69#& =( . . . C"% '69#( ,"# !%7-" 3 -, 4& %$ )3 : 2$ 4&/ . . . 4&$ -, 4& %$E$ A6 %&/1 C(  : )$ 1 C/ #&. The Hebrew moves 
from the past tense to the present. God gave us the Torah in the past, and we also receive it 
anew whenever we devote ourselves to  studying it.

Reading from the Torah
The Torah is placed on the reading table.

/ 0+/:#+ *(+ ;#<'"- %(,,=)'&'#" ') 7'"&+#""
May the one who is the source of compassion recall the covenant 
with our ancestors and have compassion on this people borne by 
God. May the Divine rescue us in diCcult times, remove the impulse 
to commit evil from those who bear it, and grant enduring relief. May 
our requests be met with much favor deliverance, and compassion.

>#*(+# &-# *'+"& /$':/-
Leader: May God’s sovereignty be revealed to us soon. May God 
favor the remnant of the people Israel with grace and kindness, 
compassion and favor. And let us say: Amen.
Let us all declare the greatness of God and give honor to the 
Torah as [the first to be called to the Torah] comes forward. Praised is 
God, who gave Torah to the people Israel in holiness.

Congregation and Leader: You who cling to A452+6 your God have 
all been sustained today.
V’attem ha-d’veikim badonai eloheikhem (ayim kul’khem hayom.

Blessings Recited by Those Called Up to the Torah
The person who is honored with an aliyah
recites the following before the Torah is read:

Praise A452+6, to whom all praise is directed.
Bar’khu et Adonai ha-m’vorakh.

The congregation responds:

Praise A452+6, to whom all praise is directed forever and ever.
Barukh Adonai ha-m’vorakh l’olam va-ed.

The person who is honored repeats the above response, then continues:

Barukh atah A7()/', our God, sovereign of time and space,  
who has chosen us from among all peoples, giving us the Torah.
Barukh atah A7()/', who gives the Torah.
Barukh atah Adonai eloheinu melekh ha-olam, asher ba(ar banu mikol 
ha-amim, v’natan lanu et torato. Barukh atah Adonai, noten ha-torah.

The person who is honored recites the following after the Torah is read:

Barukh atah A7()/', our God, sovereign of time and space, 
who has given us a teaching of truth, planting eternal life 
in our midst. Barukh atah A7()/', who gives the Torah.
Barukh atah Adonai eloheinu melekh ha-olam, asher natan lanu torat 
emet, v’(ayei olam nata b’tokheinu. Barukh atah Adonai, noten ha-torah.

The Torah is placed on the reading table.
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 ( /U .0! "; ,1! "0 +48' J .C! /4 $[ "4 B6 - 2J8( ,)? +! >; ,1! "(BE >F 53 , "0
.1! "0 N? .# >; 3 2'BA >! 3 2*8C 3 2̂ "0 >D B6! - /J84 N( $A "0

Leader:

 B6 - /J 2C /4 >\ ,)? +! >; ,*8# +Y , .0 $% "D B6! - /4 +' 8JB= $4 50 3 &( 2# /J >; ! 91 /7 -M 0.
 ,8] 2# $4B 1! "0 N? .# $4B H &M - &? $4B , /? >4 4 /( 2# $E "! J! /D 8Q .' J .C /4 $[B

., /0 2( # .0()6 >;
.3 2#8O 54 H8* 2= B6 $JB B6! - /3L( /4 4 &H -)P B -* 23 4)@ .3

(., /3)@ .3 ___ , &D ___ H)0 N' 5! ,* 2# >Y , /3)@) 
(., /3)@ .3 ___ J .D ___ H)0 N' .O ,! "* $# "Y , /3)@ J .D) 

(.,8A( "# ___ , &D ___ H)0 N' 5!) 
(.3 +68A( "# ___ J .D ___ H)0 N' .O) 

.8J 2f ZH $Y "D 4 /( 2# $E "! 8Q .' >4 3 2#8O , .J +F &A VB# 2D
Congregation and Leader:

.PDE R! P 9K 03 Y> P% -E R< ,P 9K% )!L W( !.!% R6 P% -$ )F 08 ,! P 94 ,( 0.
The person who is honored with an aliyah
recites the following before the Torah is read:

.V 2#)* >0 .3 3;3!RJ &( B= ># 2D
The congregation responds:

.# 9@ /. P 21D@ 01 O 2&QF 0" ,! !.!% OG& 26
The person who is honored repeats the above response, then continues:

,1 +48' 23 V &4 - &0 B6! - /3L T( 3;3! 3 2O .( VB# 2D
.8J 2#8ORJ &( B6 - +4 , .J - +6 >; 1! "Q .' 23R4 X@ "0 B6 - 2D # .? - 2D # &A N(

.3 2#8O .3 , /J86 ,3;3! 3 2O .( VB# 2D
The person who is honored recites the following after the Torah is read:

,1 +48' 23 V &4 - &0 B6! - /3L T( 3;3! 3 2O .( VB# 2D
.B6 - /=8J >D ' .C +6 1 +48' ! /9 5? >; ,J &0 T( J .#8O B6 - +4 , .J - +6 # &A N(

.3 2#8O .3 , /J86 ,3;3! 3 2O .( VB# 2D
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!"6( 6( ,"# !%7-" $64F #& 
3 -, 4& %$ )3. This line does not 
appear in the Torah; it is 
actually a combination of 
two verses, Deuteronomy 
':'' and Numbers -:"$. The 
former verse is the prelude 
to the report of the rev-
elation at Sinai; the latter 
verse speaks of the people 
Israel continuing the trek 
through the wilderness 
or halting their march, 
depending on whether the 
divine cloud of glory rested 
or moved forward from 
the portable sanctuary, 
the mishkan. The biblical 
passage then concludes by 
saying that this pattern was 
observed because of what 
God had spoken to Moses, 
al pi Adonai b’yad moshe. 
As we conclude the read-
ing of the Torah and put 
away the scroll, we might 
think of our own journeys 
and how they might be 
accompanied by Torah and 
God’s word.

5(-01 LM, the Song of the 
Day of Shabbat, is recited at 
both the evening and the 
morning services on Shab-
bat. Many include it in the 
afternoon service as well, 
so that each prayer service 
includes a special men-
tion of Shabbat. The psalm 
begins by contemplating 
the wonder of creation 
and ends with a vision of 
the righteous flourishing in 

God’s house. It thus celebrates two themes of Shabbat: Shabbat as the day of appreciating creation and Shab-
bat as a taste of redemption.

-00 C"% +%116, #960 C600 N# (+-,,#7#. : A& 1 C6 0 2( 8<4 %9E( G%' %&> #, - %9 #$ 70. In this specific vision of the end-time, enemies 
are not destroyed, but simply made ine&ective.

.-,# /-01 . . . +#.-7 F A, 1 A6 #%' . . ., -* -%$ )'. Palm trees grow in the Jericho Valley, one of the lowest places on earth; 
cedars grow on the mountaintops of Lebanon, the highest peaks in the Middle East. Palm trees grow straight 
up, losing their leaves each year; cedars grow wide and are evergreens. Palms yield dates, one of the most 
nutritious fruits, but their fibrous wood is almost useless. Cedars bear no fruit, though their wood is precious; 
Solomon built the Temple out of the cedars of Lebanon. Both will be planted in God’s house, for all di&erence 
is united in the one God.

In some congregations, El Malei, the prayer in memory of the dead, is recited for those 
whose Yahrzeit is being observed in the coming week; see page ##%. 

Lifting the Torah
Two people are called up for Hagbah and Gelilah, lifting and tying the 
Sefer Torah after it is read. As the Torah is lifted, we rise and recite:

This is the Torah, God’s word by Moses’ hand, 
which Moses set before the people Israel.
V’zot ha-torah asher sam moshe lifnei b’nei yisrael al pi Adonai b’yad moshe.

Some congregations recite Psalm '( here:

+ 97+@>: -.1 7520 58 -.1 4+= 58 7.+??+-
It is good to thank You, A452+6, and sing to Your name, Most High;
to proclaim Your love at daybreak, Your faithfulness each night.
8Finger the lute, pluck the harp, let the sound of the lyre rise up.
You gladdened me with Your deeds, A452+6, 
and I shall sing of Your handiwork.
8How wonderful are Your works, A7()/', how subtle Your designs!
The arrogant do not understand, the fool does not comprehend this:
the wicked flourish like grass and every evildoer blossoms,
only to be destroyed forever—
8but You, A7()/', are exalted for all time.
Surely Your enemies, A452+6,
surely Your enemies will perish;
all who commit evil will be scattered.

As a wild bull raises up its horn, You raised my head high,
anointed it with fresh oil.

As my enemies gather against me, my gaze remains steady, 
for my ears listen and hear:

 The righteous flourish like the date palm, thrive like a cedar in Lebanon;
planted in the house of A7()/', they flourish in our God’s courtyards.

In old age they remain fruitful, still fresh and bountiful,
proclaiming: A452+6 is upright, my rock in whom there is no flaw.
Tzadik katamar yifra(, k’erez balvanon yisgeh.
Sh’tulim b’veit Adonai, b’(atzrot eloheinu yafri(u.
Od y’nuvun b’seivah, d’sheinim v’ra+ananim yihyu. 
L’hagid ki yashar Adonai, tzuri v’lo avlatah bo.
                       Psalm -"

In some congregations, El Malei, the prayer in memory of the dead, is recited 
for those whose Yahrzeit is being observed in the coming week; see page ##%. 

3 2#8O .3 J .3 2D $P 53
Two people are called up for Hagbah and Gelilah, lifting and tying the 
Sefer Torah after it is read. As the Torah is lifted, we rise and recite:

,1 )( 2& *X -% % )V 06 % )V *U -1 ! 9+Q" P 2X & 9+ 5( ! 2&D4 ,! M(Q; 0.
.! 9+Q" # R% 06 !.!% % -A 1 ,@

Some congregations recite Psalm '( here:

M 26 ,[ ,! PD% 01 &% -+ &D" *; -"
,,8! $4 &' < $0 "A >4 # /Q 5% $4B ,3;3! 54 J8H)3 >4 *8C
.J84! /U .D < >J +6B0 T( &; ,< - &̂ $M .? # &Y -)D .D H! "I 53 >4
.#8F "= >D ,8! +I "3 ! /4 N' ,4 &* - +6 ! /4 N' 5; #8E 2' ! /4 N'

., /F 5# N( <! - &H +! ! /E N' .0 >D ,<- &4 g' X[ >D 3;3! ! "6 - .O $? .Q "E ! "@
.<! - &J)* >A $? .0 BY >0 2' H)( >0 ,3;3! <! - &E N' .0 B4 >H +I 3 .0

.J()%RJ &( ,! "* +! (L 4! "M $=B ,' 2H /! (L # .' - .D A! "(
 ,, &; - 2( ! /4 N')\R4 X@ B]! - "] +9 5; * &E - /' 80 >@ 1! "' 2A ># .? -)# $[ "D 

.3;3! 1 +4)' >4 18# 20 3 2O .( >; ,H .' ! /H N' 1 2H >0 2f "3 >4
 ,BH - /*()! <! - &* >!)( 3 /F "3 ! "@ ,3;3! ,<! - &* >!)( 3 /F "3 ! "@

., &; - 2( ! /4 N' -)\R4 X@ BH ># 2\ $J "!
., +6 N' .# , &0 - &A >D ! - "J)U .D ,! "6 $# 5Y 1! /( $# "@ 1 &# - 2O 5;

,! +6 $% X( 3 +6 $' - .0 $A "O 1! "' /# >0 ! 54 +' 1! "0 +d 5D ,! +#BA >D ! "6! /' C /D .O 5;
,3 &I $E "! ,86 +* >U .D % &# - &( >@ ,? 2# $[ "! # 20 2O .@ Y! "̂ .]

.B?! - "# $[ 5! B6! - /3L T( J8# $] .? >D ,3;3! J! /* >D 1! "4BJ >A
,B! $3 "! 1! "F 56 N' .# >; 1! "6 /A >̂  ,3 2*! /E >D ,B*B6 >! H8'

.8D 3 2J - +4 $; 5' (L >; ,! "#B] ,3;3! # 2A +! ! "@ H! "I 53 >4
*] 1!43J ```````````````````
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5(-01 M4 combines two 
themes: God as the creator 
and ultimate sovereign, 
and the need for those 
who would enter God’s 
sanctuary to exhibit moral 
behavior. In fact, one may 
think of these two as cause 
and e&ect: as God is kind 
and just, so our world 
should reflect the qualities 
of its creator—anyone who 
would come close to the 
supreme sovereign should 
exhibit these traits. As we 
open the ark to return the 
Torah to its place, we em-
phasize that we would like 
to be among those who go 
up to “God’s holy moun-
tain”; as we proclaim “this 
generation seeks You. . .” we 
realize that to approach 
God, to seek God’s pres-
ence, we need to commit 
our own lives to acting 
with justice and kindness. 
It is with that commitment 
in mind that we can hope 
that the prayers we are 
soon to recite, the Amidah, 
will be acceptable.

3 2#8O .3 J .M +6 $= .3
We rise as the ark is opened. 

Leader:

.8^ .* >4 80 >A * +I $E "6 ! "@ 3;3! 1 /ARJ &( B4 >4 53 >!

Congregation:

,DN ,@ 01 C 9& : 9$ P 9&: /E R. .P -% : 2" 2+ 0. H 9& : 9( 1 ,@ D#D!
.S /%G1 01 ,! ,DFQ& 0$ P ,@ 1 )( 2& *X -% % )V *F -1 ,.% /#% -? 5<I1 JK 01 ! 23 -! 04

&D" *; -" # -. /# 01
.a 2* ! /* >A)! >; 4 /* /O ,a 2(84 $0B e &# - 2( 23 3;3! 54

. 23- &6 >68= >! J8# 23 >6 4 5' >; ,a 2H 2M >! 1! "Q 5! 4 5' (B3 ! "@
.8A $H XY 18Y $0 "D 1BY +! ! "0B ,3;3! # .3 >* 3 &4 N' 5! ! "0

,! "A $[ 56 ( $; +f 54 ( 2E +6 (L # &A N( ,* 2* /4 # .*B 1 "! - .\ .= ! "Y >6
,3 20 $# "0 >4 ' .D $A "6 (L >;     

.8' $A "! ! /3L T( /0 3 +Y +H $]B ,3;3! J /( /0 3 2= 2# >* ( 27 "!
.3 +4 - &M ,*)Y N' 5! <!- &6 +[ ! /A $Y 5* >0 ,;! +A >#8^ #8^ 3 &%

,1 +48' ! /? $J "\ B( >E +F "3 >; ,1 &=! /A( 2# 1! "# 2' >A B( >E
.H8* 2@ .3 V &4 - &0 (8* +! >;     

,#8D "P >; %Bb "' 3;3! ,H8* 2@ .3 V &4 - &0 3 &% ! "0
.3 20 2? $4 "0 #8D "I 3;3!     

,1 +48' ! /? $J "\ B( $EB ,1 &=! /A( 2# 1! "# 2' >A B( >E
.H8* 2@ .3 V &4 - &0 ()* +! >;     

,H8* 2@ .3 V &4 - &0 3 &% (B3 ! "0 "
 .3 +4 - &M H8* 2@ .3 V &4 - &0 (B3 ,J8( 2* >] 3;3!     

H= 1!43J```````````````````

Returning the Torah
We rise as the ark is opened. 

Leader:

Celebrate the name of A452+6; God’s name alone is exalted.

Congregation:

God’s glory encompasses heaven and earth; God extols the faithful—
raising up Israel, the people God keeps close. Halleluyah!
Hodo al eretz v’shamayim, va-yarem keren l’amo, t’hilah l’khol (asidav,  
livnei yisrael am k’rovo. Hal’luyah! 

+ 7520 58 4+:64
The earth is A452+6’s in all its fullness, 
"the land and all who dwell on it.
It was God who founded it upon the seas,
"and set it firm upon the flowing streams.
Who may ascend the mount of A452+6?
"Who may stand in God’s sanctuary?
One who has clean hands and a pure heart,
"who has not taken God’s name in vain, nor sworn deceitfully,
"will receive A452+6’s blessing, a just reward from God, the deliverer.
This generation seeks You;
"the descendants of Jacob long for Your presence, selah.
Open up, O gates—open up the entryway to eternity;
"let the exalted sovereign come.
Who is the sovereign who is exalted?
"A452+6, mighty and triumphant, A452+6 triumphant in battle.
Open up, O gates—open up the entryway to eternity;
"let the exalted sovereign come.
! Who is the sovereign who is exalted?
8A7()/' Tz’va·ot is the sovereign who is exalted, selah.
Ladonai ha-aretz u-m’lo·ah, teiveil v’yosh’vei vah.
Ki hu al yamim y’sadah, v’al n’harot y’khon’neha.
Mi ya·aleh v’har Adonai, u-mi yakum bimkom kodsho.
N’ki khapayim u-var levav, asher lo nasa lashav nafshi, v’lo nishba l’mirmah.
Yisa v’rakhah mei-eit Adonai, u-tzedakah mei-elohei yisho.
Zeh dor dorshav m’vakshei fanekha yaakov, selah.
Se’u she’arim rasheikhem, v’hinasu pit(ei olam, v’yavo melekh ha-kavod.
Mi zeh melekh ha-kavod, Adonai izuz v’gibor, Adonai gibor mil(amah.
Se’u she’arim rasheikhem, u-s’u pit(ei olam, v’yavo melekh ha-kavod.
Mi hu zeh melekh ha-kavod, Adonai Tz’va·ot hu melekh ha-kavod, selah.
                                    Psalm "'
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Returning the Torah
What do we take with us 
as we replace the Torah in 
the ark and close the cur-
tain? How might the Torah 
dwell with us, accompany 
us in our journeys and at 
home, in life’s battles, in 
our victories and in our 
defeats, as the ark once 
accompanied the Israelites 
on their journeys, in their 
struggles? Can we clothe 
ourselves in acts that 
reflect the teachings of
Torah, as the priests 
once wore garments to 
distinguish them? Can 
this moment be a time of 
refreshment, of letting us 
re-enter the world with 
innocent eyes—as we once 
were able to?
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The Torah scroll is placed in the ark.

Whenever the ark was set down, Moses would say:
A452+6, may You dwell among the myriad families of the  
"people Israel.
Return, A452+6, to Your sanctuary, You and Your glorious ark.
Let Your priests be robed in righteousness, 
"and Your faithful sing for joy.
For the sake of David, Your servant, 
"do not turn away from Your anointed.
! I have given you a precious inheritance: 
"do not forsake My teaching.
It is a tree of life for those who grasp it, 
"and all who hold onto it are blessed.
Its ways are pleasant, and all its paths are peace.
Turn us toward You, A452+6, and we will return to You; 
"make our days seem fresh, as they once were.
! Ki leka( tov natati lakhem, torati al ta·azovu.  
Etz (ayim hi la-ma(azikim bah, v’tom’kheha me’ushar.
D’rakheha darkhei no·am, v’khol n’tivoteha shalom.
Hashiveinu Adonai eilekha v’nashuvah, (adesh yameinu k’kedem.

The ark is closed.

9atzi Kaddish
Leader:

May God’s great name be exalted and hallowed throughout 
the created world, as is God’s wish. May God’s sovereignty 
soon be established, in your lifetime and in your days, and in 
the days of all the house of Israel. And we say: Amen.

Congregation and Leader:

May God’s great name be acknowledged forever and ever! 
Y’hei sh’meih raba m’varakh l’alam u-l’almei almaya.

Leader:

May the name of the Holy One be acknowledged and cele brated,
lauded and worshipped, exalted and honored, extolled and 
acclaimed—though God, who is blessed, b’rikh hu, is truly 
[on Shabbat Shuvah we add: far] beyond all acknowledgment and 
praise, or any expressions of gratitude or consolation ever  
spoken in the world. And we say: Amen.
On Shabbat (including Shabbat !ol Ha-mo·ed), continue on page ((#.
On Festivals (including those that fall on Shabbat), continue on page #$%.

The Torah scroll is placed in the ark.

.4 /( 2# $E "! ! /[ $4 5( J8* >* "# 3;3! 3 - 2*BA K# .0()! 3)? Z6 $*B
.<- &b Z' ,8# N( 5; 3 2O .( ,< - &J 2?B6 $0 "4 3;3! 3 - 20BY

.B6- /F 5# >! <! - &H! "M N? 5; ,Y &H - &] BA >D $4 "! <!- &6 N3)@
.< - &?! "A >0 ! /6 >\ * /A 2O 4 5( ,< - &̂ $* .' H "; +̂  #B* N' .D

.B* -)% N' .O 4 5( ! "J 2#8O ,1 &= +4 ! "O - .J +6 *8C ? 5Y- &4 ! "@ "
.& 2[ Y( 0" 2!% : 9K 0"QM 0. ,S 26 P% -$% -; 5< ,N ,1 (% -! P% -E R< H )@

.PD1 2+ 2!% : 9MDF% -M 0VI1 JK 0. ,P ,@ :QV % )K *& ,# 2!% : 9K 2& 08
.P 9# : 9$ 0> GV% : )" /% + )8 ,< ,! 2FG :+ /V 0. T%: 91 )( !.!% GV : )F% -+ 5!

The ark is closed.

A! "̂ 5Y ! "] N?
Leader:

 ,a /JB' $# "@ ,( 2# >* ! "̂  ( 20 >4 +' >D ,( 2D .# a /0 >A A .̂ 5Y $J "! >; 4 5̂ 5I $J "! 
 J! /DR4 X= >H ! /9 5? $*B ,8=! /08! $*B ,8=! /9 5? >D a /JB= $4 50 V! "4 $0 5! >;

.C )" 2( B# $0 "( >; ,*! "# +Y , .0 $% "*B ( +4 +P N' .D ,4 /( 2# $E "! 
Congregation and Leader:

.( /E R" 01 2@ % )" 01 2@ *1G P ,1 2@ 01 O ,& 2F 0" ( 26 ,& S )" 0+ ( )! 0% 
Leader:

 ( /7 56 $J "! >; 1 .08# $J "! >; # .( 2\ $J "! >; ? .D .O $A "! >; V .# 2D $J "!
,(G! O% -& 06 ,( 2A $H ZY >̂  a /0 >A 4 5U .3 $J "! >; 3 &U .' $J "! >; # .̂ .3 $J "! >;

[on Shabbat Shuvah we substitute: R4 X@ "0 ( 2U - /' >4 ( 2U - /' >4] R4 X@ , "0 ( 2U - /' >4
 ,( 20 >4 +' >D , 2#! "0 N( .̂  ( 2J 20 2? &6 >; ( 2J 2? >D $A ZO ( 2J 2#! "A >; ( 2J 2= $# "D

.C )" 2( B# $0 "( >;

On Shabbat (including Shabbat !ol Ha-mo·ed), continue on page ((#.
On Festivals (including those that fall on Shabbat), continue on page #$%.

K"#&#9#7 ,"# *78 C-( 
(#, .%C& , )*640 34D H/ #.%&. 
Numbers !#:$). As the To-
rah completes its circuit in 
front of the synagogue, we 
recall Moses’ words when 
the people finished a stage 
in their journey through 
the wilderness and came to 
rest in a new camp. In the 
verses that follow (Psalm 
!$":*–!#; Proverbs ':"; $:!*, 
$:!.; Lamentations %:"!), 
we move from consider-
ing the ark, to envisoning 
righteous religious leaders, 
to thoughts of messianic 
redemption. The conclud-
ing verses imply that our 
wish for righteous leaders 
who can point us to an 
ideal world is achievable 
if we walk in the path of 
Torah.

B, 6( - ,7## %) 06)# )%7 
,"%(# C"% '7-(/ 6, I 2< 
%3 -%. @0 7B0 7F 8D )%* )( 60 73 @0 7%0 )D. 

Proverbs $:!*.

B,( C->( -7# /0#-(-&,, 
-&. -00 6,( /-,"( -7# 
/#-+# E( G' #& @ )< 14/ 0 2' #, )> -30 1 A' -, #%>
@ 4&( - JK -30 1 A$ 4&.0 7$ #/. Proverbs 
$:!.. As we put away the 
Torah, we pray that our 
study should promote ac-
tions that lead to pleasant-
ness and peace.
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!"# *16.-". The central 
moment of prayer of the 
afternoon Min(ah service 
is the Amidah, which 
literally means “the prayer 
said while standing.” Every 
Amidah, whether recited 
on weekdays or on Shab-
bat, contains three opening 
b’rakhot and three closing 
b’rakhot. On Shabbat, there 
is one middle b’rakhah that 
speaks of the holiness of 
the day—thus a total of 
seven b’rakhot are recited. 
In the afternoon service, 
the middle b’rakhah speaks 
of the unity and wholeness 
that the rest of Shabbat has 
provided.

*.%&-6, %/#& 1> 06/( 0 -/4> 86 
D -%$ #9 7%$ 0 )$ -9 #LK. Psalm %!:!., 
where prayer is exalted over 
sacrifice.

J%. %) *N7-"-1, J%. %) 
B(--+, -&. J%. %) O-+%N 
,B -D #; 70 0 234( 56 ,@ -3 -, #. )6 0 234( 56 
.4B 8< )0 0 234(6 2&. This phrase is 
taken from Moses’ encoun-
ter with God at the burning 
bush (Exodus $:)), when 
Moses was first called to 
lead the people Israel out 
of Egypt. Standing before 
God in prayer, we too 
might sense a pull toward a 
mission or calling.

A#1#1N#7 =( %&/ 1 2, #' GF. The 
first of four insertions for 
the days between Rosh Ha-
shanah and Yom Kippur.

!"#$ %&'($ %).(2% !$.3! The Shabbat Afternoon Amidah

  With Patriarchs:

 ,3;3! 3 2O .( OG& 26 & 
 ,B6! - /J8* N( ! /3L( /; B6! - /3L T( 

 ! /3L T( ,1 23 2# $* .( ! /3L T(
 ,*)Y N' 5! ! /3L( /; ,Y +? $] "!

 ,( 2#8F 53 >; #8D "I 53 48H +I 53 4 /( 23
 1! "H 2M N? 4 /08I ,,8! $4 &' 4 /( 

,4)@ .3 3 /68Y >; ,1! "*8C
 ,J8* 2( ! /H $M .? # /=8% >; 
 ! /6 $* "4 4 /(8P (! "* /0B 
 80 >A , .' - .0 >4 1 &3! /6 >*

.3 2* N3 .( >D

With Patriarchs and Matriarchs:

 ,3;3! 3 2O .( OG& 26 & 
 B6! - /J8* N( ! /3L( /; B6! - /3L T(

 ,1 23 2# $* .( ! /3L T( ,[B6! - /J8Q "( >;]
 ,*)Y N' 5! ! /3L( /; ,Y +? $] "! ! /3L T(
 ,3 +Y $* "# ! /3L T( ,3 2# 2E ! /3L T(
 ,3 2( /4 ! /3L( /; ,4 /? 2# ! /3L T(

 ,( 2#8F 53 >; #8D "I 53 48H +I 53 4 /( 23
 1! "H 2M N? 4 /08I ,,8! $4 &' 4 /( 

 ,4)@ .3 3 /68Y >; ,1! "*8C
 J8* 2( ! /H $M .? # /=8% >; 

 4 /(8P (! "* /0B ,[J83 2Q "( >;]
 80 >A , .' - .0 >4 1 &3! /6 >* ! /6 $* "4

.3 2* N3 .( >D

First B’rakhah: Our Ancestors
With Patriarchs:

a Barukh atah A7()/',
our God and God of our 3
3ancestors,
God of Abraham, God of 
3Isaac, and God of Jacob,
great, mighty, awe-inspiring,
3transcendent God,
who acts with kindness
3and love, and creates all,
who remembers the loving
3deeds of our ancestors,
and who will lovingly bring a 
3redeemer to their children’s 
3children for the sake of 
3divine honor.

On Shabbat Shuvah we add:
Remember us for life, Sovereign who delights in life,  
and inscribe us in the Book of Life, for Your sake, God of life.

With Patriarchs:

You are the sovereign  
who helps and saves  
and shields.
a Barukh atah A7()/', 
Shield of Abraham.

With Patriarchs and Matriarchs:

a Barukh atah A7()/',
our God and God of our
3ancestors,
God of Abraham, God of 
3Isaac, and God of Jacob,
God of Sarah, God of
3Rebecca, God of Rachel,
3and God of Leah,
great, mighty, awe-inspiring,
3transcendent God,
who acts with kindness
3and love, and creates all,
who remembers the loving
3deeds of our ancestors,
and who will lovingly bring a 
3redeemer to their children’s 
3children for the sake of 
3divine honor.

A transliteration of the opening b’rakhot of the Amidah may be found on page 
)%%. When a minyan is present, some communities repeat the Amidah after it 
is recited silently; others recite the first three blessings (including the Kedushah 
on page ((*) aloud and the rest of the Amidah silently. The Amidah concludes 
on page (('.

[Leader: .B6! - /3L( /4 4 &H -)P B* 23 ,( 2# $Y &( 3;3! 1 /A ! "@]
.< - &J 2U "3 >O H! "I 5! ! "[B ,? 2O $[ "O ! 5J 2[ >E ! +6)H N( 

A transliteration of the opening b’rakhot of the Amidah may be found on page 
)%%. When a minyan is present, some communities repeat the Amidah after it 
is recited silently; others recite the first three blessings (including the Kedushah 
on page ((*) aloud and the rest of the Amidah silently. The Amidah concludes 
on page (('.

[Leader: As I proclaim the name A452+6, give glory to our God.]
A452+6, open my lips that my mouth may speak Your praise.

With Patriarchs and Matriarchs:

You are the sovereign  
who helps and guards,  
saves and shields.
a Barukh atah A7()/', 
Shield of Abraham and 
Guardian of Sarah.

           On Shabbat Shuvah we add:

 ,1! "9 5? .D e /[ 2? V &4 - &0 ,1! "9 5? >4 B6 - /# $= h%
.1! "9 5? 1! "3L T( < $6 5' .0 >4 ,1! "9 5? .3 # &[ - /M >D B6 - /* $J X= >;

                 With Patriarchs:

 # /%8' V &4 - &0 
., /P +0B .'! - "A80B

 ,3;3! 3 2O .( VB# 2D b 
.1 23 2# $* .( , /P +0

With Patriarchs and Matriarchs:

 H /Y8[B # /%8' V &4 - &0
., /P +0B .'! - "A80B

 ,3;3! 3 2O .( VB# 2D b
.3 2# 2E H /Y8[B 1 23 2# $* .( , /P +0

Cartographies 
of Silence, no. ?
The technology of silence
The rituals, etiquette

the blurring of terms
silence not absence

of words or music or even
raw sounds

Silence can be a plan
rigorously executed

the blueprint to a life

It is a presence
it has history"a form

Do not confuse it
with any kind of absence

—+4,61221 ,6D.
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Those Who Sleep 
in the Dust
God keeps faith with us 
even when we are spiritu-
ally asleep; our souls can 
awaken at any time.

Who Brings
Death and Life
Every moment of despair 
can become a moment of 
renewed spiritual life and 
new directions.

—after 7.21/,  
B+@>+2 58 @6+46

(#+%&. N’7-8"-": '%.’( 
(-96&' +-7#. In instituting 
this b’rakhah, the rabbis of 
the Mishnah referred to it 
as Gevurot, a reference to 
God’s might and power to 
save. Strikingly, the enu-
meration of God’s powers 
in this prayer are neither 
political nor military, such 
as overcoming enemies 
or defeating false idols. 
Rather, God’s saving power 
is expressed as attending 
to the weakest and most 
vulnerable members of 
society. This, then, is seen 
as the ultimate triumph of 
spiritual values: care and 
kindness for the fallen, the 
sick, the imprisoned, the 
dying, and the dead. 

$=//%7, ,"# )-006&' +" 2* 4&= 
@0 7( #9 4&/. After Psalm !'%:!'.

E#-0 ,"# (6+8 @0 7( 4&D 6 29 4&,. 
After Exodus !%:").

P%%(#& ,"# +"-6&( %) ,"# 
N%=&. @0 7, %&= 86 ,0 7%$ )*. Psalm 
!'):..

Q76&'( .#-," -&. 06)# 3 A%0 )D #*%& $0 7* 2*. 
! Samuel ":).

J69#( 06)# ,% ,"# .#-. @0 7$ 2%* )3 3 2%0 )D #*. 
Over the millennia, many Jewish perspec-
tives on the afterlife have been proposed. 
Many sages (including Saadiah Gaon, !#th 
century, and Maimonides, !"th century) 
caution against speculation about the 
specific implications of the doctrine of 
bodily resurrection of the dead. Some 
understand it to be an articulation of  
God’s supreme power: God cares even  
for the dead.

Second B’rakhah: God’s Saving Care
You are ever mighty, A452+6— 
You give life to the dead—
great is Your saving power:

From Sh’mini Atzeret until Pesa":
You cause the wind to blow and the rain to fall,
[From Pesa" until Sh’mini Atzeret, some add: 
You cause the dew to fall,]

You sustain the living through kindness and love, 
and with great mercy give life to the dead, 
You support the falling, heal the sick,
loosen the chains of the bound, 
and keep faith with those who sleep in the dust. 
Who is like You, Almighty,
and who can be compared to You?  
The sovereign who brings death and life
and causes redemption to flourish.

On Shabbat Shuvah we add:
Who is like You, source of compassion,  
who remembers with compassion Your creatures for life?

You are faithful in bringing life to the dead.
Barukh atah A7()/', who gives life to the dead.

When the Amidah is recited silently, we continue on page ((% with “Holy are You.”

 ,! +6)H N( 1 +48' >4 &D6 -7 ! 24 ,(
 ,3 2O .( 1! "J /0 3 /9 5? >0

. .'! - "A83 >4 * .#
From Sh’mini Atzeret until Pesa":  ,1 &A- 2I 53 H! "#80B .?B -# 23 *! "f .0 

[From Pesa" until Sh’mini Atzeret, some add:  ,4 2G .3 H! "#80] 

 ,H &M - &? >D 1! "9 5? 4 /@ $4 5= >0
 ,1! "D .# 1! "0 N? .# >D 1! "J /0 3 /9 5? >0

 ,1! "#BM N( #! "O .0B ,1! "48? ( /[8# >; ,1! "4 >[86 V /08M 
.# 2[ 2' ! /6 /A! "4 8J +6B0 T( 1 /9 5Y $0B

 J8#B* >I 4 5' - .D <8 -0 2= ! "0 
 ,V 2U 3 &08 -̂  ! "0B

 .3 2'BA >! .?! - "0 $] .0B 3 &9 5? $0B J! "0 /0 V &4 - &0
   On Shabbat Shuvah we add:

.1! "0 N? .# >D 1! "9 5? >4 ;! +#B] >! # /=8% ,1! "0 N? .# 23 * .( <8 -0 2= ! "0

 .1! "J /0 J8! N? .3 >4 3 2O .( , 20 T( &6 >; 
.1! "J /Q .3 3 /9 5? >0 ,3;3! 3 2O .( VB# 2D

When the Amidah is recited silently, we continue on page ((% with !" #$% &' ( &)* +,.
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Kedushah: Holiness
Just as it is impossible 
to fully know God, 
it is impossible to 
adequately define 
holiness—a word 
closely connected to 
the Divine. Yet, just 
as God may at times 
be experienced as 
a presence, so may 
holiness be sensed 
in those moments 
when mundane 
everday existence, 
the material realm, 
seems touched, as if 
su#used by something 
transcendent. At 
such moments we 
experience ourselves as 
interconnected—not 
separate, isolated, lonely 
beings—we sense the 
universe as resident 
with connection. At 
such times, too, we may 
wonder at the glorious 
pulsating cosmos that 
has issued in the place 
on which we stand. 
“The whole world is 
filled with God’s glory.”

Adonai Tz’va@ot
Tz’va@ot means “armies” 
and is frequently 
translated as “hosts.” 
Who are God’s armies? 
The clouds, the rain, 
the tectonic plates of 
earth, the sunbursts, the 
exploding stars, and the 
expanding universe.

@#.=("-" 3 - M JK H> #B. In this 
prayer, composed by Jewish 
mystics, we imitate the 
angelic glorification of God. 
The Kedushah included 
in the Amidah always 
contains three biblical 
quotations: “Holy, holy, 
holy...” (Isaiah ):$), “Praised 
is Adonai’s glory wherever 
God dwells” (Ezekiel $:!"), 
and “Adonai will reign 
forever” (Psalm !'):!#). The 
liturgy surrounding these 
verses varies. On weekdays 
and Shabbat afternoon, it 
is brief; on Shabbat and 
festival mornings, it is more 
elaborate. (adapted from 
Reuven Hammer)

E%0> JK 4&> -B. We become 
holy when we imitate God’s 
qualities: “As God is called 
‘merciful,’ so should you be 
merciful . . . as God is called 
‘righteous’ and ‘loving,’ so 
should you be righteous 
and loving” (Leka( Tov, 
Re’eih).

!"# C"%0# C%70. 6( 
)600#. C6," J%.’( '0%7> 
4&> 4&. #%' I A, 1 C6 -3E( G' 64( #*. There 

are two contrasting themes in the Kedushah, 
based on the two di&erent prophetic visions 
that it incorporates. Isaiah speaks of God as 
present throughout the world, while Ezekiel 
speaks of God as in heaven. The paradox of 
the religious life is that at times we feel a di-
vine presence close at hand and at other times 
God’s distance, or even absence, is terribly 
palpable.
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 The Kedushah is recited only with a minyan. 

,1 +48' 2D < $0 "ARJ &( A /̂ 5Y >6
,18# 20 ! /0 $A "D 8J8( 1! "A! "̂ $Y 5Q &A 1 /A >@

K# .0 2( >; 3 &% 4 &( 3 &% ( 2# +Y >; ,< - &(! "* >6 H 5! 4 5' *BJ 2@ .@
,MD( 2F 0B !.!% ,+D# /$ ,+D# /$ ,+D# /$

.D#DF 0> H 9& : 2( 2!I1 JK (L 0"

KB# - /0()! VB# 2D 1 2J 2Q Z' >4
.D"D$ 0N -" !.!% #DF 0> OG& 26

K#)0( /4 *BJ 2@ < >A $H XY ! /# $* "H $*B
.S /%G1 01 ,! ,&Q# /. &Q# 01 CDE -B O -% : ,!L W( ,P 21D@ 01 !.!% OL *" -%

.A! "̂ $Y 56 < >J 2f ZH >Y 1! "? 2] >6 ? .]- /6 $4B ,<- &4 $H XI H! "I 56 #8H +; #8H >4
,H &' +; 1 +48' >4 AB0 +! (L B6! - "\ "0 B6! - /3L T( < N? $* "A >;

.3 2O - 2( i8H +Y >; 48H +I V &4 - &0 4 /( ! "@
.A8H +d 53 4 /( 23 ,3;3! 3 2O .( VB# 2D

On Shabbat Shuvah we substitute:
  .A8H 2d .3 V &4 - &Q .3 ,3;3! 3 2O .( VB# 2D

We continue on the next page with the Fourth B’rakhah, % &- ., ( &)* +,.

Third B’rakhah: God’s Holiness
&-# 1#7="-/-
The Kedushah is recited only with a minyan. 

We hallow Your name in this world as it is hallowed  
in the high heavens, as Your prophet Isaiah described:
Each cried out to the other:

“Holy, holy, holy is A7()/' Tz’va·ot, the whole world is filled  
with God’s glory!”
Kadosh, kadosh, kadosh Adonai Tz’va·ot, m’lo khol ha-aretz k’vodo.

Others respond with praise:
“Praised is A452+6’s glory wherever God dwells.”
Barukh k’vod Adonai mimkomo.

As the psalmist sang:
A452+6 will reign forever;
your God, O Zion, from generation to generation. 
Halleluyah!
Yimlokh Adonai l’olam, elohayikh tziyon l’dor vador, hal’luyah.

From generation to generation we will declare Your greatness, 
and forever sanctify You with words of holiness.  
Your praise will never leave our lips,  
for You are God and Sovereign, great and holy.
Barukh atah A7()/', the Holy God.

On Shabbat Shuvah we substitute: 
Barukh atah A7()/', the Holy Sovereign.

We continue on the next page with the Fourth B’rakhah, “You are one.”
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One
Through us God  

becomes one.
God who is everywhere
scattered and dispersed
comes here to greet us, 

excited and fearful,
here
with us,
becoming one.

—,6:A+ >6,6+> 

K’dushat Hayom: 
The Sanctification 
of the Day
You have given Your 

people a day of rest and 
holiness.

Sarah will shine,
Rebecca will be renewed,
Leah and Rachel will be 

comforted,
Zilpah and Bilhah will be 

honored,
as their children find rest 

on this day—a rest that is 
an o#ering of love;

a true and trustful rest;
a peaceful rest, serene, still, and secure;
a fulfilling rest in which You delight. 

Day of Rest: 
Yom M’nu!ah
The essence of Shabbat, the splendor of this day, is its gift—
rest. Shabbat ushers in a special kind of rest; not just a ces-
sation of work, not just a time to regroup and rally our inner 
resources so we may once again join the fray come starlight. It 
is the rest of fulfillment, the utter, even transcendent, content-
ment with life. Love; giving; truth; trust; peace; surety; ease.
"Experiencing this complement of blessings in our daily lives 
is a rare gift indeed. It is sometimes found in the most tender 
of moments between two life-long lovers; or the deep, aching 
laughter shared between friends; or the primal moment of a 
devoted mother gently, intently cradling her just-fed infant. 
In all, the fullness of the one flows into the other. Each gives, 
each receives, and both are sated.
"So it is (or is meant to be) on Shabbat. For six days, God and 
we work. We give and we receive throughout the long week. 
And when done just right, on Shabbat, both of us are sated.

—262+ ?1-. D+,462
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The following paragraph is said only when the entire Amidah is recited silently:

Holy are You and holy is Your name; 
holy ones praise You each day.
Barukh atah A7()/', the Holy God.

On Shabbat Shuvah we substitute: 
Barukh atah A7()/', the Holy Sovereign.

All continue here:

Fourth B’rakhah: The Holiness of Shabbat
You are one, Your name is one;
is there any one nation on earth like Your people Israel?
For You have given Your people the splendor of greatness, 
the crown of deliverance—a day of rest and holiness.
Abraham will rejoice, Isaac shall sing, as Jacob and his children 
find rest on this day—a rest that is an o#ering of love; 
a true and trustful rest; 
a peaceful rest, serene, still, and secure; 
a fulfilling rest in which You delight.
May Your children know You as the source of their rest,  
and in their rest may Your name be sanctified.

The following paragraph is said only when the entire Amidah is recited silently:

 ,A8H +Y < $0 "A >; +D# /$ ! 24 ,( 
.3 +4 - &S <B -4 >4 53 >! 18!R4 X= >D 1! "A8H $YB
.A8H 2d .3 4 /( 23 ,3;3! 3 2O .( VB# 2D

On Shabbat Shuvah we substitute:
  .A8H 2d .3 V &4 - &Q .3 ,3;3! 3 2O .( VB# 2D

All continue here:

,H 2? &( < $0 "A >; # 2< 9( ! 24 ,(
.e &# - 2( 2D H 2? &( !8I 4 /( 2# $E "! < >Q .' >@ ! "0B

,3 2'BA >! J &# - &C N' 5; ,3 2U ZH >I J &# - &( $[ "O
. 2O - 2J +6 < >Q .' >4 3 2f ZH $YB 3 2?B6 >0 18!

,, /F 5# >! Y +? $] "! ,4 /P +! 1 23 2# $* .(
,8* B?B -6 +! ;! +6 +*B *)Y N' 5!

,3 2* 2H $6B 3 2* N3 .( J .?B6 >0
,3 +6B0 T( &; J &0 T( J .?B6 >0

,? .C - &* +; C /Y $A .3 >; 3 +; $4 5A >; 184 +A J .?B6 >0
.a 2D 3 &]8 -# 3 2O .( 2A 3 20 /4 >A 3 2?B6 >0

,1 2J 2?B6 >0 (! "3 < >O "( /0 ! "@ B' >H /! >; <!- &6 +* B#! - "@ 5!
.< - &0 >ARJ &( BA! - "̂ $Y 5! 1 2J 2?B6 >0 4 5' >;

<%= -7# G&# > -D A6 3 -%$ )6. 
On festivals, the Amidah 
remains the same for the 
evening, morning, and 
afternoon services; only on 
Shabbat does this b’rakhah 
have di&erent versions for 
each of these three services. 
Many medieval sources 
ascribe these di&erences 
to the various aspects of 
Jewish theology that the 
ancient rabbis perceived 
Shabbat as incorporating. 
The Friday evening b’rakhah 
is centered on creation; the 
Shabbat morning b’rakhah, 
on the revelation at Sinai 
(“Moses rejoiced...”); and 
the b’rakhah at Min(ah is 
focused on Shabbat as a 
symbol of redemption—an 
ideal time. In that vein, the 
blessing here begins with a 
reprise of Zechariah’s vision 
of future redemption that 
is voiced at the end of each 
service in the Aleinu: “On 
that day, Adonai will be 
one, and the name of God, 
one.” (!':-).

6( ,"#7# -&> %&# &-,6%& 
068# >%=7 /#%/0# 6(7-#0 > -D A6 0 4& %? ( 26 -, #LK 70 !" #%* )< #%' 0 7*%&. ! Chronicles !.:"!, David’s 
prayer after being told by God that his son Solomon would build the Temple. It 
is at this time of day, when Shabbat has been fully experienced, that we might 
feel that Shabbat has built a Temple in time; we may feel whole, at one with 
ourselves, and at ease with our community. And so the liturgy plays on this 
sense of wholeness: we are one; God is one; and the people Israel, having rested 
on this day, are one.

* H*< GR AF$! 3 -D%&/ #* @ 4&0. The noun for rest, m’nu"ah, appears seven times in 
this paragraph—seven being a sacred number.

*N7-"-1 C600 7#S%6+# ( 2? -0 @ -3 -, #. )6. On Shabbat, the patriarchs will see the 
fulfillment of the promise that their descendants will find deliverance and bless-
ing. Each of the patriarchs is depicted here as expressing a unique relationship 
to God, perhaps reflecting their di&erent personalities of God. Jacob Emden 
(!)-.–!..), Germany) notes the progression from Abraham, who here expresses 
inner emotion, to Isaac, who sings out loud, and finally to Jacob, who celebrates 
with his family. Jacob’s family, reunited at the end of his life, becomes an image 
of ultimate reconciliation.

B(--+ ("-00 (6&' : 2%/ ), #0 B -D #; 70. According to the midrash, Isaac o&ered up songs of 
praise when he saw heaven open up at the time of the binding.
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 ,B6 - /J 2?B6 $0 "* 3 /] ># ,[B6! - /J8Q "( >;] B6! - /J8* N( ! /3L( /; B6! - /3L T(
 ,< - &J 2#8J >D B6 - /Y $4 &? , /J >; ,<! - &Jc $] "0 >D B6 - /A >̂ 5Y

 ,< - &J 2'BA! "D B6 - /? >Q .E >; ,< - &*BG "0 B6 - /' >D .E
 ,J &0 T( &D < >̂ $* X' >4 B6 - /D "4 # /3 .C >;

 ,< - &A $H XY J .D .A ,8] 2# $*B 3 2* N3 .( >D B6! - /3L T( 3;3! B6 - /4! "? $6 53 >;
.< - &0 >A ! /A >̂ 5Y >0 4 /( 2# $E "! a 2* B?B -6 +! >;
.J 2D .f .3 A /̂ 5Y >0 ,3;3! 3 2O .( VB# 2D

 ,1 2J 2U "[ $J "*B 4 /( 2# $E "! < >Q .' >D ,B6! - /3L T( 3;3! ,! )B 0&
,< - &J! /D #! "* $H "4 3 2H8* N' 23RJ &( * /A 23 >;
 ,,8] 2# >D 4 /D 5Y >J 3 2* N3 .( >D 1 2J 2U "[ $JB

.< - &Q .' 4 /( 2# $E "! J .H8* N' H! "0 2O ,8] 2# >4 ! "3 $JB
On Rosh !odesh and !ol Ha-mo·ed we add:

 ,3 &( 2# /! >; .'! - "I 5! >; ,()* +! >; 3 &4 N' 5! ,[B6! - /J8Q "( >;] B6! - /J8* N( ! /3L( /; B6! - /3L T(
 ,8# $= "% >; ,B6- /68H $Y "[B B6- /68# $= "% # /= +b "! >; H /Y +\ "! >; ,' .0 2f "! >; 3 &] 2# /! >; 

 ,8# $= "% >; ,< - &̂ $* .' H "; +̂ R, &D .?! - "A 20 ,8# $= "% >; ,[B6! - /J8Q "( >;] B6! - /J8* N(
 ,<!- &6 +[ >4 4 /( 2# $E "! J! /D < >Q .'R4 X@ ,8# $= "% >; ,< - &A $H XY #! "' 1 "! - 54 +AB# >!

18! >D ,184 +A $4B 1! "9 5? >4 ,1! "0 N? .# $4B H &M - &? $4B , /? >4 ,3 2*8C >4 ,3 2C! /4 $[ "4
 On Sukkot:  On Pesa": On Rosh !odesh:
 .3 &b .3 J8@ ZS .3 P .? .3 &b .3 J8: .Q .3 P .? .3 &b .3 A &H -)? .3 A()#  

,3 2*8C >4 8D ,B6! - /3L T( 3;3! ,B6 - /# $= h%
,3 2= 2# $* "4 8* B6 - /H $Y X[B

.1! "9 5? >4 8* B6 - /'! "A83 >;
 ,B6 - /'! "A83 >; B6! - /4 +' 1 /? .# >; ,B6- /F X? >; MB? ,1! "0 N? .# >; 3 2'BA >! # .* $H "*B

.3 2O - 2( 1B? .# >; ,BF 5? V &4 - &0 4 /( ! "@ ,B6!- /6! /' <!- &4 /( ! "@

.1! "0 N? .# >D ,89 "] >4 < >*BA >D B6!- /6! /' 3 +6!- &% T? &J >;
.,89 "] >4 8J +6! "= >A #! "% N? .Q .3 ,3;3! 3 2O .( VB# 2D

Our God and God of our ancestors, embrace our rest.
Make us holy through Your mitzvot  
and let the Torah be our portion.
Fill our lives with Your goodness
and gladden us with Your deliverance.
Purify our hearts to serve You truly.
A452+6 our God, lovingly and willingly grant that we inherit 
Your holy Shabbat, that the people Israel, 
who make Your name holy, may find rest on this day.
Barukh atah A7()/', who makes Shabbat holy.

Fifth B’rakhah: The Restoration of Zion
A452+6 our God, embrace Your people Israel and their prayer. 
Restore worship to Your sanctuary. May the prayers of the 
people Israel be lovingly accepted by You, and may our service 
always be pleasing.

On Rosh !odesh and !ol Ha-mo·ed we add:
Our God and God of our ancestors, may the thought of us rise up 
and reach You. Attend to us and accept us; hear us and respond to 
us. Keep us in mind, and keep in mind the thought of our ancestors, 
as well as the Messiah, the descendant of David; Jerusalem, Your holy 
city; and all Your people, the house of Israel. Respond to us with 
deliverance, goodness, compassion, love, life, and peace, on this

On Rosh !odesh: On Pesa": On Sukkot:
Rosh *odesh.  Festival of Matzot. Festival of Sukkot. 

Remember us for good;
respond to us with blessing;
redeem us with life.
Show us compassion and care with words of kindness and  
deliverance; have mercy on us and redeem us. Our eyes are  
turned to You, for You are a compassionate and caring sovereign.

May our eyes behold Your compassionate return to Zion. 
Barukh atah A7()/', who restores Your Divine Presence to Zion.

#1N7-+# >%=7 /#%/0# 
6(7-#0 -&. ,"#67 /7->#7  
( 26 -, #LK 70 !" #%* )< #%. . . . 3 2; #,  
@ -$ -%( 79 #$ 7.%&. On the one 
hand, this b'rakhah rec-
ognizes that our religious 
service is imperfect. It lacks 
the grandeur, the beauty, 
the order, or the religious 
intensity that characterized 
worship in the Temple. On 
the other hand, we hope 
that what we have o&ered 
up in prayer—however 
poorly worded, however 
imperfect, however am-
bivalent our feelings—will 
be acceptable, because it 
expresses our humanity: we 
are vulnerable and finite, 
imperfect beings who are 
striving to reach beyond 
ourselves.

K"% 7#(,%7#( ,0 7F 8D )%* )3. In 
the Land of Israel in the /st 
millennium, this b’rakhah 
concluded “You alone shall 
we worship in awe” 
(> 4&. 8< )/ 3 -6 #, 70 #%. !" #%> ). #( !" #$ 4&6 A JK).

Avodah: Longing for 
the Sanctuary
It is not unusual to experi-
ence our religious life as 
inadequate. We may see 
our prayer life as unin-
spiring or fruitless, not 
a#ecting our inner lives 
or our external world; our 
ritual observance may not 
transport us in any way. 
In Jewish theology these 
feelings are encapsulated 
in the idea that we are in 
exile—that somehow we 
are deprived of an intimacy 
with the Divine that was 
available when the Temple 
was standing.
"The assertion that there 
was once a perfect time is, 
of course, mythic. When 
the First Temple stood, 
the prophets railed against 
the false worship that took 
place there; in Second 
Temple times, the oCce of 
High Priest was frequently 
bought and sold. 
"But despite this, we 
maintain the dream of 
some day getting it right: 
of our religious worship 
being a pathway to making 
our lives and the world 
reflect the divine good. 
"That dream—that our 
lives and our society em-
body authentic service to 
the Divine—is implicit in 
this prayer for restoration. 
It is even more explicit in 
the version of this b’rakhah 
that was recited in the 
Land of Israel in the late Est millennium 
prayer, which concludes with the phrase 
“that You alone shall we worship in awe.” 
Living a life in accord with God remains 
a constant challenge, yet the ideal that 
“You alone shall we worship in awe” is 
always before us. On Shabbat we may 
come closest to its realization.
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:-> -00 ,"-, 069#( ,"-&8 
<%= -0C->( @0 7%0 )D )3 (4' #&  
3 -( 1 A%= !" %& 1> 4&0. Prayer can 
connect people or isolate 
them from each other. 
After reciting our litany of 
hundreds of words, we may 
have slipped into a solitary 
trance. Now, as our prayer 
moves to a conclusion, we 
become aware once again 
of all living things—people, 
animals, and plants—that 
share this world, and 
share in praising God. We 
thus move to the widest 
possible consciousness, 
embracing all of life in our 
prayer. (Daniel Nevins)

Modim: Gratitude
How di#erent our lives are 
when we appreciate life 
itself as a gift.
"How beautiful a day 
then seems, how forgiving 
we can then be of the petty 
disturbances that so easily 
distract and annoy us.
"We go out then to the 
world, and each encoun-
ter seems fresh, open to 
new possibility; and what 
we experience may seem 
miraculous.

Sixth B’rakhah: Gratitude for Life and Its Blessings
When the Amidah is recited silently, we read the following paragraph.
When the Amidah is chanted aloud, the leader reads this paragraph 
as the congregation reads the next passage.
a We thank You, for You are ever our God and the God of our 
ancestors; You are the bedrock of our lives, the shield that 
protects us in every generation. We thank You and sing Your 
praises—for our lives that are in Your hands, for our souls that 
are under Your care, for Your miracles that accompany us each 
day, and for Your wonders and Your gifts that are with us each 
moment—evening, morning, and noon. 
! You are the one who is good, whose mercy is never-ending; 
the one who is compassionate, whose love is unceasing. We 
have always placed our hope in You.

This paragraph is recited by the congregation when the full Amidah is 
repeated by the leader, by custom remaining seated and bowing slightly.
a We thank You for the ability to acknowledge You. You are  
our God and the God of our ancestors, the God of all flesh,  
our creator, and the creator of all. We o#er praise and blessing  
to Your holy and great name, for granting us life and for  
sustaining us. May You continue to grant us life and sus- 
tenance. Gather our dispersed to Your holy courtyards, that  
we may fulfill Your mitzvot and serve You wholeheartedly,  
carrying out Your will. May God, the source of gratitude,  
be praised.

On !anukkah we add Al Hanissim on page )#$.

For all these blessings may Your name be praised and exalted, 
our sovereign, always and forever.

On Shabbat Shuvah we add: 
And inscribe all the people of Your covenant for a good life.

May all that lives thank You always, and faithfully praise Your 
name forever, God of our deliverance and help. 
a Barukh atah A7()/', Your name is goodness and praise of 
You is fitting.

When the Amidah is recited silently, we read the following paragraph.
When the Amidah is chanted aloud, the leader reads this paragraph as 
the congregation reads the next passage.

 ! /3L( /; B6! - /3L T( 3;3! (B3 3 2O .( 2A O 21 GV *<: RV 5( P% -#D" b 
 ,B6 - /' $A "! , /P +0 ,B6!- /9 5? #B] .H &' +; 1 +48' >4 [B6! - /J8Q "( >;] B6! - /J8* N(
 B6!- /9 5? 4 5' ,< - &J 2U "3 >O # /\ .M $6B < >U 3 &H86 .#8H +; #8H >4 (B3 3 2O .( 
 <! - &S "6 4 5' >; ,V +4 J8HBY >\ .3 B6! - /J80 $A "6 4 5' >; < - &H +! >D 1! "#BM >Q .3
 ,J /'R4 X= >D &A <! - &J8*8C >; <! - &J8( >4 $[ "6 4 5' >; ,B6 - 2Q "' 18!R4 X= >D &A 

 ,<! - &0 N? .# B -4 += (L ! "@ ,*8G .3 " .1 "! - 2# g3 X] >; # &Y -)* +; * &# - &'
.V +4 B6! - "B "Y 1 +48' /0 ,<! - &H 2M N? BQ - .J (L ! "@ ,1 /? .# >0 .3 >;

This paragraph is recited by the congregation when the full Amidah is 
repeated by the leader, by custom remaining seated and bowing slightly.

 ! /3L( /; B6! - /3L T( 3;3! (B3 3 2O .( 2A V +4 B6 $?- 56 N( 1! "H80 b
 # /]8! ,B6 - /# >]8! ,# 2E 2DR4 X= ! /3L T( ,[B6! - /J8Q "( >;] B6! - /J8* N( 

 ,A8H +d 53 >; 48H +I 53 < $0 "A >4 J8( 2H83 >; J8= 2# >D .J! "A( /# >D 
 _8M T( &J >; ,B6 - /0 >9 5Y $JB B6- /9 5? >O , /@ .B6 - 2O $0 59 "Y >; B6 - 2J! "! T? &3 &A 4 5' 

 ,<- &68] >#   J8E N' 54 >; <! - &d Z? #80 $A "4 ,< - &A $H XY J8# $] .? >4 B6! - /J89 Z4 +I 
 .V +4 1! "H80 B6 $?- 56 N( &A 4 5' ,1 /4 +A * 2* /4 >D < >̂ $* X' $4B 

.J8( 2H83 .3 4 /( VB# 2D
On !anukkah we add Al Hanissim on page )#$.

.H &' +; 1 +48' >4 H! "0 2O B6 - /@ $4 50 < $0 "A 1 .08# $J "! >; V .# 2D $J "! 1 2U Z@ 4 5' >;
On Shabbat Shuvah we add:

  .< - &J! "# >* ! /6 >DR4 X@ 1! "*8C 1! "9 5? >4 *8J $=B

 ,3 +4 - &S <B -H8! 1! "9 5? .3 4)= >;
 ,J &0 T( &D < $0 "ARJ &( B4 >4 53! ";

 .3 +4 - &M B6 - /J 2# $% &' >; B6 - /J 2'BA >! 4 /( 23
 .J8H83 >4 3 &( +6 < $4B < $0 "A *8G .3 ,3;3! 3 2O .( VB# 2D b
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$#9#&," N’7-8"-": /#-+#. 
Why is Jewish liturgy so 
su&used with prayers for 
peace? Is prayer for peace a 
set of pious words, an ab-
straction or ideal that can 
never be realized? Rather, 
the rabbis taught that 
the pursuit of peace is a 
mitzvah without beginning 
or end, to be unremittingly 
practiced every day with 
those near to us and those 
at a great distance. The 
prayer for peace reminds 
us to pursue reconciliation 
in our own lives: inside 
ourselves; with loved ones, 
neighbors, and colleagues; 
with community members 
and fellow citizens; and 
in our engagement with 
people across the world. 
As God is holy, we are to 
emulate God’s holiness. As 
God is peacemaker, so too 
are we to serve the cause 
of peace every day in the 
midst of our lives. (Amy 
Eilberg)

:> J%. 0 )34( 56. One opinion 
voiced in the Babylonian 
Talmud states that every 
Amidah must be accompa-
nied by a personal prayer 
(Berakhot "-b). The prayer 
that is printed here is of-
fered by the Babylonian 
Talmud (Berakhot !.a) as 
an example of such a per-
sonal prayer; it is attributed 
to Mar son of Ravina ('th 
century) and it was so 
admired that it entered the 
formal liturgy. Distinctively, 
it uses the first-person sin-
gular (“I”), whereas almost 
all other formal prayers in 
the liturgy are in the first- 
person plural (“we”).

:-> ,"# C%7.( : 4&; -, #( %&0 #3 70. 
Psalm !-:!%.

Shalom: Peace
(
How distant peace 
seems—both inner peace 
and outer peace. How torn 
we are by our emotions, 
our desires, our competi-
tiveness. Yet having prayed 
for wholeness, having 
expressed our gratitude, 
having spent Shabbat at 
rest, perhaps for a moment 
we can savor our own quiet 
breath and make peace 
with the world around us.

*
Our rabbis taught: Great 
is peace, for the Messiah 
will begin by speaking 
of peace, as the prophet 
Isaiah says, “How beautiful 
upon the hilltops are the 
footsteps of the messenger 
declaring peace” (;(:F).

—@1:6-6D/7 ,+??+.

P
A true peace,  

not an armistice, not a 
covenant of non- 
interference,

but understanding and 
compassion

if not love.
Struggle for the sake of 

accomplishment,  
not for rivalry or  
competition.

Let fulfillment and attain-
ment be the order of the  
day, and may death

come only as a blessing.

A Meditation
May the spirit of Shabbat 
remain with me through-
out the week. May I have the strength, the courage, and the resilience to do what I need to do and what only I 
can do. Amidst the work I set out to accomplish in the world, may I find sustenance for my soul, that I may be 
a faithful partner in God’s creation, an instrument of healing and peace.

A Teaching 
May love and truth never depart from you. . . Know God in all that you do and God will make your paths straight.

""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""—9,5:1,?7 G (selected verses)

Seventh B’rakhah: Peace
Grant abundant and lasting peace to Your people Israel and  
all who dwell on earth, for You are the sovereign master of the 
ways of peace. May it please You to bless Your people Israel at 
all times with Your gift of peace.
Shalom rav al yisrael am’kha v’al kol yosh’vei teiveil tasim l’olam,  
ki atah hu melekh adon l’khol ha-shalom. V’tov b’einekha l’varekh et 
am’kha yisrael b’khol eit u-v’khol sha·ah bishlomekha.

On Shabbat Shuvah we recite the following paragraph, 
in place of the line that follows it:
May we and the entire house of Israel be called to mind  
and inscribed for life, blessing, sustenance, and peace in  
the Book of Life. Barukh atah A7()/', who brings peace.

Barukh atah A7()/', who blesses Your people Israel with peace.
The silent recitation of the Amidah concludes 
with a personal prayer or the following:

My God, keep my tongue from evil, my lips from deceit.
Help me ignore those who would slander me.
Let me be humble before all.
Open my heart to Your Torah, that I may pursue Your mitzvot.
Frustrate the designs of those who plot evil against me;  
nullify their schemes.
Act for the sake of Your name; act for the sake of Your triumph;
act for the sake of Your holiness; act for the sake of Your Torah.
Answer my prayer for the deliverance of Your people.

May the words of my mouth and the meditations of my heart 
be acceptable to You, A452+6, my rock and my redeemer.
Some have the custom of taking three steps backward and bowing at the 
conclusion of the Amidah, as if exiting the court of a sovereign.

May the one who creates peace on high bring peace to us and 
to all Israel [and to all who dwell on earth]. And we say: Amen.
Yihyu l’ratzon imrei fi v’hegyon libi l’fanekha, Adonai tzuri v’go+ali.
Oseh shalom bimromav hu ya+aseh shalom aleinu v’al kol yisrael  
[v’al kol yosh’vei teiveil], v’imru amen.

When the Amidah is to be repeated aloud, we turn back to page ((#.

 1! "E 2O 4 /* /J ! /* >A8!R4 X@ 4 5' >; < >Q .' 4 /( 2# $E "! 4 5' F 2& PD1 2+
 *8C >; .184 +f .3R4 X= >4 ,8H 2( V &4 - &0 (B3 3 2O .( ! "@ ,1 +48' >4

 3 2' 2AR4 X= $*B J /'R4 X= >D 4 /( 2# $E "! < >Q .'RJ &( V /# 2* >4 <!- &6! /' >D
.< - &084 $A "D

On Shabbat Shuvah we recite the following paragraph, 
in place of the line that follows it:

,3 2*8C 3 2M +6 $# .[B ,184 +A >; ,3 2= 2# >D ,1! "9 5? # &[ - /M >D  
,4 /( 2# $E "! J! /D < >Q .'R4 X= >; B6 $?- 56 N( ,<!- &6 +[ >4 * /J 2@ "6 >; # /= +b "6  

.184 +A $4B 1! "*8C 1! "9 5? >4  
.184 +f .3 3 /E8' ,3;3! 3 2O .( VB# 2D

     

.184 +f .D 4 /( 2# $E "! 8Q .'RJ &( V /# 2* >0 .3 ,3;3! 3 2O .( VB# 2D

The silent recitation of the Amidah concludes
with a personal prayer or the following:

 ,3 20 $# "0 # /D .̂ "0 ! 5J 2[ $EB ,' 2# /0 ! "68A >4 &DB 0V ,% R!L W( 
 .3 &! $3 "O 4)@ 54 # 2[ 2' &@ ! "A $[ 56 >; ,1)^ "J ! "A $[ 56 ! 54 >4 5Y $0 "4 >; 

 .! "A $[ 56 _8^ $# "O <! - &Jc $] "0 $*B ,< - &J 2#8J >D ! "D "4 ? .J >\ 
 ,3 2' 2# ! 54 +' 1! "* >A8? .3R4 X= >; 

 .1 2O $* .A N? .0 4 /Y $4 5Y >; 1 2J 2] N' # /[ 23 3 2# /3 >0 
 ,<- &6! "0 >! , .' - .0 >4 3 /E N' ,< - &0 >A , .' - .0 >4 3 /E N' 

 .< - &J 2#8O , .' - .0 >4 3 /E N' ,< - &J 2f ZH >Y , .' - .0 >4 3 /E N' 
.! "6- /6 N' 5; < >6! "0 >! 3 2'! - "A83 ,<! - &H! "H >! ,B] >4 +? /! , .' - .0 >4

 .! "4 N(8P >; ! "#B] 3;3! ,<!- &6 +[ >4 ! "D "4 ,8! $P &3 >; ! "[ ! /# $0 "( ,8] 2# >4 B! $3 "!
Some have the custom of taking three steps backward and bowing 
at the conclusion of the Amidah, as if exiting the court of a sovereign.

 B6! - /4 +' 184 +A 3 &E N' 5! (B3 ,;! +08# $0 "D 184 +A 3 &E)' 
., /0 2( B# $0 "( >; ,[4 /* /J ! /* >A8!R4 X@ 4 5' >;] 4 /( 2# $E "!R4 X@ 4 5' >;

When the Amidah is to be repeated aloud, we turn back to page ((#.
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<%=7 76'",#%=(&#(( 
B A> 1 A; !" #$ -B #> 7;. On weekdays, 
the afternoon Amidah 
is followed by personal 
prayers, ta"anunim, 
expressing humility 
and pleas for help. Such 
prayers were considered 
inappropriate for Shabbat, 
when we concentrate on 
contentment, and so this 
series of verses expressing 
confidence in God’s righ-
teousness was substituted. 
At the close of Shabbat, 
we are assured that God’s 
presence will not depart as 
Shabbat departs. The word 
tzedek, here translated as 
“righteousness,” can also 
be understood as “faith-
fulness,” and these verses 
emphasize the constancy of 
God’s help and deliverance 
and the eternity of God’s 
truthfulness. The three 
verses, each beginning with 
the word tzidkat’kha (“Your 
righteousness”) are taken 
from Psalms !!-:!'", .!:!-, 
and $):.. The practice of 
reciting these verses began 
in the /st millennium.
 Since this passage sub-
stitutes for the collection 
of personal prayers known 
as Ta(anun, it is omitted 
whenever Ta(anun would 
be omitted. Such occasions 
are typically festive ones, 
such as holidays and Rosh 
,odesh, as well as personal 
festive moments, such 
as a b’rit milah or when a 
couple in their first week of 
marriage are present. It is 
also omitted for the entire 

month of Nisan (the month in which Pesa( occurs), and also from the day before Yom Kippur 
until the end of the month of Tishrei. 

@-..6(" $"-0#1 is recited at the end of every worship service that includes an Amidah. Its dis-
tinguishing sentence is the line titkabel tz’lot’hon, “May the prayers . . . of all Israel be accepted.”

5F*TF . . . /#-+# @ 4&( - JK . . . 6 -* -( # JK. In ancient times this prayer concluded the service, so that the 
concluding line was a prayer for peace.

The following verses are omitted on festive occasions (see note):

Your righteousness is eternal and Your teaching is true.
Your righteousness, God, extends to the highest heights; 

who may be compared to You, for the great deeds You  
have accomplished?

Your righteousness is like the unending mountains, 
Your judgments as the great deep:
A452+6, You will rescue both humans and beasts. 

Kaddish Shalem
Leader:

May God’s great name be exalted and hallowed throughout 
the created world, as is God’s wish. May God’s sovereignty 
soon be established, in your lifetime and in your days, and in 
the days of all the house of Israel. And we say: Amen.

Congregation and Leader:

May God’s great name be acknowledged forever and ever! 
Y’hei sh’meih raba m’varakh l’alam u-l’almei almaya.

Leader:

May the name of the Holy One be acknowledged and  
celebrated, lauded and worshipped, exalted and honored,  
extolled and acclaimed—though God, who is blessed,  
b’rikh hu, is truly [on Shabbat Shuvah we add: far] beyond all  
acknowledgment and praise, or any expressions of gratitude 
or consolation ever spoken in the world.  
And we say: Amen.

May the prayers and pleas of all Israel be accepted by their 
creator in heaven. And we say: Amen.

May heaven bestow on us, and on all Israel, life and abundant 
and lasting peace. And we say: Amen.

May the one who creates peace on high bring peace to us and 
to all Israel [and to all who dwell on earth].  
And we say: Amen.

The following verses are omitted on festive occasions (see note):

.J &0 T( < >J 2#8J >; ,P 21D@ 01 $ 9# : 9B T 0M /$ *# -B
 ,J84)H >P 2J! - "E 2' # &A N( 18# 20 H .' 1! "3L T( < >J +Y $H "] >; 

.<8 -0 2= ! "0 1! "3L T(`
 ,3 2D .# 183 >O <! - &C 2\ $A "0 ,4 /( ! /# ># .3 >@ < >J +Y $H "] 

.3;3! , .'! - "A8O 3 20 /3 $*B 1 2H 2(`

1 /4 +A A! "̂ 5Y
Leader:

 ,a /JB' $# "@ ,( 2# >* ! "̂  ( 20 >4 +' >D ,( 2D .# a /0 >A A .̂ 5Y $J "! >; 4 5̂ 5I $J "!
 J! /DR4 X= >H ! /9 5? $*B ,8=! /08! $*B ,8=! /9 5? >D a /JB= $4 50 V! "4 $0 5! >;

 .C )" 2( B# $0 "( >; ,*! "# +Y , .0 $% "*B ( +4 +P N' .D ,4 /( 2# $E "!
Congregation and Leader:

.( /E R" 01 2@ % )" 01 2@ *1G P ,1 2@ 01 O ,& 2F 0" ( 26 ,& S )" 0+ ( )! 0%
Leader:

 ( /7 56 $J "! >; 1 .08# $J "! >; # .( 2\ $J "! >; ? .D .O $A "! >; V .# 2D $J "! 
,(G! O% -& 06 ,( 2A $H ZY >̂  a /0 >A 4 +U .3 $J "! >; 3 &U .' $J "! >; # 2̂ .3 $J "! >;

[on Shabbat Shuvah we substitute: R4 X@ "0 ( 2U - /' >4 ( 2U - /' >4] R4 X@ , "0 ( 2U - /' >4
 ,( 20 >4 +' >D , 2#! "0 N( .̂  ( 2J 20 2? &6 >; ( 2J 2? >D $A ZO ( 2J 2#! "A >; ( 2J 2= $# "D

.C )" 2( B# $0 "( >;
 ,83B* N( 1 2H gY 4 /( 2# $E "!R4 X= >̂  ,83 >JB' 2*B ,83 >J84 >] 4 5D 5Y $J "O

.C )" 2( B# $0 "( >; ( +9 50 $A "* ! "̂
 ,4 /( 2# $E "!R4 X@ 4 5' >; B6! - /4 +' 1! "9 5? >; ,( +9 50 >A , "0 ( 2D .# ( 20 +4 >A ( /3 >!

.C )" 2( B# $0 "( >;

 B6! - /4 +' 184 +A 3 &E N' 5! (B3 ;! +08# $0 "D 184 +A 3 &E)'
.C )" 2( B# $0 "( >; ,[4 /* /J ! /* >A8!R4 X@ 4 5' >;] 4 /( 2# $E "!R4 X@ 4 5' >;
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Concluding Prayers %$.3!% -+.1
We rise.

 ,J! "A( /# >D # /]8! >4 3 2U ZH >I J /J +4 ,4)@ .3 ,8H N( 54 .? - /D .A >4 GV% : )1 2@
 ,J8] 2# N( 23 ! /!8P >@ B6 - 2E 2' ()U &A

 ,3 20 2H N( 23 J8? >\ $A "0 >@ B6 - 20 2E (L >;`
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We are seated.

Aleinu
We rise.

It is for us to praise the ruler of all, to acclaim the Creator, who has not made  
us merely a nation, nor formed us as all earthly families, nor given us an  
ordinary destiny. 
a And so we bow, acknowledging the supreme sovereign, the Holy One, 
who is praised—who spreads out the heavens and establishes the earth, whose 
glory abides in the highest heavens, and whose powerful presence resides in the 
highest heights. This is our God, none else; ours is the true sovereign, there is  
no other. As it is written in the Torah: “Know this day and take it to heart, that  
A452+6 is God in heaven above and on earth below; there is no other.”
Aleinu l’shabei+a( la-adon hakol, lateit g’dulah l’yotzer b’reishit, 
shelo asanu k’goyei ha-aratzot, v’lo samanu k’mishp’(ot ha-adamah, 
shelo sam (elkeinu kahem, v’goraleinu k’khol hamonam.
a Va-ana(nu korim u-mishta(avim u-modim,
lifnei melekh malkhei ha-m’lakhim, ha-kadosh barukh hu.
Shehu noteh shamayim v’yosed aretz, u-moshav y’karo ba-shamayim mima+al,  
u-sh’khinat uzo b’govhei m’romim, hu eloheinu ein od. 
Emet malkeinu efes zulato, ka-katuv b’torato: v’yadata hayom  
va-hasheivota el l’vavekha, ki Adonai hu ha-elohim ba-shamayim mima+al, 
v’al ha-aretz mita(at, ein od.

And so, A452+6 our God, we await You, that soon we may behold Your strength 
revealed in full glory, sweeping away the abominations of the earth, obliterat-
ing idols, establishing in the world the sovereignty of the Almighty. All flesh will 
call out Your name—even the wicked will turn toward You. Then all who live 
on earth will understand and know that to You alone every knee must bend, all 
allegiance be sworn. They will bow down and prostrate themselves before You, 
A452+6 our God, treasure Your glorious name, and accept the obligation of Your 
sovereignty. May You soon rule over them forever and ever, for true dominion is 
Yours; and You will rule in glory until the end of time. 
! As is written in Your Torah: “A452+6 will reign forever and ever.” 
And as the prophet said: “A452+6 shall be acknowledged sovereign of all the earth. 
On that day A452+6 shall be one, and the name of God, one.”
V’ne+emar: v’hayah Adonai l’melekh al kol ha-aretz,
bayom hahu yihyeh Adonai e(ad, u-sh’mo e(ad.

We are seated.

*PFBIU. In the High Middle 
Ages, European Jewry 
added this prayer, originally 
a part of the High Holy 
Day liturgy, as a conclusion 
to each service. They saw 
it as simultaneously an 
a0rmation of monotheism 
and the people Israel’s role 
in the world and also as a 
vision of a world redeemed. 
In this regard, the juxtapo-
sition of the two para-
graphs is instructive: the 
mission of the people Israel 
is not directed inward, we 
are not simply concerned 
with our redemption, but 
in the redemption of the 
world. The dream of the 
world’s turning to God 
represents the desire for all 
evil to end.
 Some, however, bridle at 
the exclusive a0rmation 
of the people Israel’s faith 
and have substituted other 
phrases. For instance, the 
Israeli Masorti Movement 
o&ers as an alternative the 
verse from the prophet 
Micah: “For the people 
of every nation shall walk 
in the name of their god, 
but we shall walk in the 
name of Adonai, our God, 
forever” (':%).
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Saying Kaddish
Beyond language, Kaddish 
is more than the sum of its 
words. First and foremost, 
it is an experience of the 
senses. Like music, there is 
no understanding Kaddish 
without hearing and feel-
ing it and letting go of the 
words.
"One of the great ironies of 
Kaddish is that it was written 
in a vernacular language so 
that it could be understood 
and led by scholars and 
laborers alike. Today, of 
course, Aramaic is far more 
obscure than Hebrew. 
"That the recitation of 
words long dead can remain 
a source of consolation 
testifies to the fact that Kad-
dish transcends language. 
Its comforts are rooted in 
preverbal ways of knowing. 
Like a mother’s heartbeat 
against the infant ear, Kad-
dish makes an elemental 
sound—natural as rain on a 
wooden roof and as human 
as a lullaby.
"In addition to being a 
profession of faith and a 
doxology, it is also mantra 
and meditation. In rhythmic 
repetition of syllables and 
sounds, the list of praises 
(glorified, celebrated, 
lauded) builds into a kind of 
incantation. . . .  
"On some level, the words 
are pretext. The real mean-
ing, the subtext, is embed-
ded in the repetition . . . 
perhaps another reason the 
rabbis were so insistent it 
be recited within a minyan. 
Only with a collective voice 
is there enough energy to lift 
up the lonely mourner, the angry mourner, the mourner 
too hurt to even say “Amen.” The minyan chorus implic-
itly reassures the wounded soul, “You are not alone.”
""""""""""""""—+26-+ 46+>+2-
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18J +! A! "̂ 5Y
Mourners and those observing Yahrzeit:

 ,( 2D .# a /0 >A A .̂ 5Y $J "! >; 4 5̂ 5I $J "!
 ,a /JB' $# "@ ,( 2# >* ! "̂  ( 20 >4 +' >D 

 ,8=! /08! $*B ,8=! /9 5? >D a /JB= $4 50 V! "4 $0 5! >;
 ,4 /( 2# $E "! J! /DR4 X= >H ! /9 5? $*B

 ,*! "# +Y , .0 $% "*B ( +4 +P N' .D
.C )" 2( B# $0 "( >; 

Congregation and mourners:

.( /E R" 01 2@ % )" 01 2@ *1G P ,1 2@ 01 O ,& 2F 0" ( 26 ,& S )" 0+ ( )! 0%
 

Mourners:

 ( /7 56 $J "! >; 1 .08# $J "! >; # .( 2\ $J "! >; ? .D .O $A "! >; V .# 2D $J "!
 ,(G! O% -& 06 ,( 2A $H ZY >̂  a /0 >A 4 5U .3 $J "! >; 3 &U .' $J "! >; # .̂ .3 $J "! >;

[on Shabbat Shuvah we substitute: R4 X@ "0 ( 2U - /' >4 ( 2U - /' >4] R4 X@ , "0 ( 2U - /' >4
 ,( 20 >4 +' >D , 2#! "0 N( .̂  ( 2J 20 2? &6 >; ( 2J 2? >D $A ZO ( 2J 2#! "A >; ( 2J 2= $# "D

.C )" 2( B# $0 "( >;
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Mourner’s Kaddish
Mourners and those observing Yahrzeit:

May God’s great name be exalted and hallowed throughout 
the created world, as is God’s wish. May God’s sovereignty 
soon be established, in your lifetime and in your days, and 
in the days of all the house of Israel. And we say: Amen.
Congregation and mourners:

May God’s great name be acknowledged forever and ever!
Mourners:

May the name of the Holy One be acknowledged and 
 celebrated, lauded and worshipped, exalted and honored, 
extolled and acclaimed—though God, who is blessed,  
b’rikh hu, is truly [on Shabbat Shuvah we add: far] beyond all  
acknowledgment and praise, or any expressions of gratitude 
or consolation ever spoken in the world. And we say: Amen.

May heaven bestow on us, and on all Israel, life and abundant 
and lasting peace. And we say: Amen.

May the one who creates peace on high bring peace to us and 
to all Israel [and to all who dwell on earth]. And we say: Amen.

Mourners and those observing Yahrzeit:
Yitgadal v’yitkadash sh’meih raba, b’alma di v’ra, kiruteih, v’yamlikh 
malkhuteih b’(ayeikhon u-v’yomeikhon u-v’(ayei d’khol beit yisrael, 
ba+agala u-vizman kariv, v’imru amen.

Congregation and mourners:
Y’hei sh’meih raba m’varakh l’alam u-l’almei almaya.

Mourners:
Yitbarakh v’yishtaba( v’yitpa+ar v’yitromam v’yitnasei v’yit+hadar 
v’yitaleh v’yit+halal sh’meih d’kudsha, b’rikh hu, l’eila min kol  
[on Shabbat Shuvah we substitute: l’eila l’eila mikol] birkhata v’shirata 
tushb’(ata v’ne(amata da+amiran b’alma, v’imru amen.

Y’hei sh’lama raba min sh’maya v’(ayim aleinu v’al kol yisrael,  
v’imru amen.

Oseh shalom bimromav hu ya+aseh shalom aleinu v’al kol yisrael  
[v’al kol yosh’vei teiveil], v’imru amen.

@*HHB$E. For an explana-
tion of  Kaddish, see page 
%*.
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  Weekday Evening Service 
  for the Conclusion of Shabbat 
  or a Festival
  !"# )%$"*'&" (+, $-%'.
   The Sh’ma and Its Blessings
  !$% )/%+() $!%0$
   The Amidah
  !&' )!%0$) 1"%2
   Concluding Prayers
  !&( )!/&)
   Havdalah
  !&" )3&! ,"/%.
   Blessing of the New Moon

 !&) !"#! )#3+
  Weekday Afternoon Service 
  Before Shabbat or a Festival
  !)' )/%+() $!%0$
   The Amidah
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Prayer
The twentieth-century 
Jewish philosopher Franz 
Rosenzweig remarked 
that we are not praying 
for God to change the 
order of nature; rather, 
what we pray for is 
that, as we go out to the 
world, we may experi-
ence God’s love.

The Great Silence
In the Sinai Desert, on a 

cloud of granite
Sculpted by the Genesis-

night,
Hewn of black flame  

facing the Red Sea,
I saw the Great Silence.

The Great Silence
Sifts the secrets of the 

night.
Unmoving, its thin flour 

falls on my brows.
Silently, whispering,
I ask the Great Silence,
If I could I would ask 

more silently:
How many stars did you 

count
Since your beginning, 

since your hovering 
steady

Over the Genesis-night 
facing the Red Sea?

And the Great Silence 
replies:

When I shall count it 
all—

From nothing to the very 
first thing,

Then, son of man, I shall 
tell you first.

—*+,*-*. /0123454,
(translated by Barbara and 

Benjamin Harshav) 

Bar’khu: The Call to Worship Together
God is compassionate and will wipe away sin, not wreak destruction;  
for again and again God acts with restraint, refusing to let rage become 
all-consuming. A678*9 help us—surely our sovereign will answer us as 
in the hour of our calling.

The following is recited when a minyan is present. We rise.

Leader:

Praise A678*9, to whom all praise is directed.
Congregation, then the leader repeats:

% Praise A678*9, to whom all praise is directed forever and ever.
Barukh Adonai ha-m’vorakh l’olam va-ed.

We are seated.

The Coming of Evening Light
Barukh atah A!"#$%, our God, sovereign of time and space, 
whose word brings the evening dusk, whose wisdom opens the 
gates of dawn, whose understanding changes the day’s  
division, whose will sets the succession of seasons and  
arranges the stars in their places in the sky, who creates  
day and night, who rolls light before darkness and darkness 
from light, ! who makes day pass into night, who disting uishes 
day from night; Adonai Tz’va·ot is Your name. Living  
and ever-present God, may Your rule be with us, forever and 
ever. Barukh atah A!"#$%, who brings each evening’s dusk.

Torah and God’s Love
With timeless love, You have loved Your people, the house of 
Israel: You have taught us Torah and mitzvot, statutes and laws.
Therefore, A678*9 our God, as we lie down and as we rise  
up, we shall speak of Your laws, rejoicing in the words of Your  
Torah and in Your mitzvot forever and ever. For they are our life 
and the fullness of our days, and on them we shall meditate day 
and night. ! Do not ever withdraw Your love from us.
Barukh atah A!"#$%, who loves the people Israel.

 45 6- &% 78 9) :! ) 9; <' 7) :" ,$% 7# <8 =% -> :" ?@ 9( ' A5 6* :% 1B# 6' -B) :" 
.B3 C A- <' D. 14% :& B3C A3 E( =% F G! C GH 6) ,) 9(% C 784) )")% .4$ 9+ E#I! DJ '% 7( K% -> :"

The following is recited when a minyan is present. We rise.

Leader:

.F 9'L& :+ 6) )")%I$ G- B* :' 9;
Congregation, then the leader repeats:

.- .( /$ 0 123( 42 5 1&6' 4) 7! !$!" 58& 19 &
      We are seated.
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,V% C GY Z# :; 6#% C 7W K3 B3 C A+B. <&B B3 C A& <* D8 :; ,B3% C A)> M- )")% ? AJ ! =(
./ G( K" 1 K!4( :! V% C G$@ <R 7+ <&B V C G$ 9'4$ % A' <& 7/ :; # 6+ <W 73 :"
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!"# $##%&'( #)#*+*, 
-#.)+/#, Arvit (also called 
Maariv), consists of the 
recitation of the Sh’ma 
and its blessings, as well as 
the weekday Amidah, the 
silent prayer. At the end 
of Shabbat or a festival, it 
also includes Havdalah, a 
ceremony marking the con-
clusion of the holy day.

01& +- /123'--+1*'4# . . . 
'&1*'+, "#53 6- 
! "#$ % & '( )*! !*!$ . . . +,*- ./ 0,*! 1*. 
Psalms !":#" and $%:&%. To 
be human is to be fallible—
to have made mistakes, to 
allow base emotions to rule 
us some of the time—even 
if all the while we strive to 
do what is right. We seek to 
approach God in innocence 
and so we ask that our 
transgressions be forgiven, 
that our prayers may be 
received as the heartfelt 
o'erings of the pure soul.

7.'+-# '&1*'+ 23 40 ,*5 1/ ",6
!*!$. Public prayer begins 
with a call and response. It 
is as if the leader asks, “Are 
you ready to pray?” and 
the congregation responds, 
“Yes, we are ready.”

$"1 .155- 5+,"4 8#91.# 
&'.%*#-- $ 78 1 ,9 &: / )*0 ; 7; )* ,< 
=> 4 '() %-. Seen through a reli-
gious lens, every change in 
nature is remarkable—each 
day and night, each season. 
The ideal of a religious 
consciousness is to see each 
of these moments afresh.

!1.'" '*& 01&’- :1)#. 
The religious life, with its 
mitzvot, is seen not as a 
burden but rather as a gift.

!"#! $%'() The Weekday Evening Service
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"#'. . . . 1*# ? "- 40 . . . # .: 1 '(. 
The biblical paragraph that 
follows instructs us: “speak 
of them . . . when you lie 
down, and when you rise 
up.” The ancient rabbis 
took this quite literally 
and understood it as an 
injunction to recite the 
Sh’ma in the morning and 
the evening—that is, the 
time of lying down and the 
time of rising up. Some see 
the Sh’ma as a basic Jewish 
creed, and so its repetition 
is a constant reiteration of 
faith. Another interpreta-
tion of the Sh’ma is that 
it is addressed not to God 
but to the community of 
Israel: when we sit together 

and hear each other pray, we come to understand 
that though each of us may have very di'erent 
spiritual lives, we are “one” in our humanity. The 
souls that reside in each of us are formed by the 
one God. Through the recitation of the Sh’ma, we 
a(rm this common yet plural community.
 The Sh’ma consists of three paragraphs taken 
from the Torah. The first talks of our love for God, 
the second describes the terrible consequences of 
deserting a religious and moral life, and the third 
emphasizes both religious practice and the funda-
mental Jewish story: the exodus from Egypt.

7.'+-#& 8# 4"# *'2# + 7 '( => ,*/ ",6. This is the congre-
gational response to the biblical verse. Because it 
is the only line of this paragraph that is not bibli-
cal, it is said quietly.

!"#-# $1.&- ! 4,; 70 "! +$ &/ "6 1,? .!. Which words does 
the verse refer to? Some scholars think that the 
phrase “these words” refers to the Decalogue, 
which was recited just before the Sh’ma in the 
ancient synagogue. In its current context, this 
phrase may refer to the previous sentence, which 
contains the command to love (v’ahavta). In this 
view, we are to walk through life constantly re-
minded that with each step we take, we can bring 
the perspective of love.

( 6+ :8 $ 6-% 7' :.
In the absence of a minyan, we add the following: @ ": A0 48 => 4; % 4: ; 70.

./ C 9# G- ) [")% B3% \ A)> M- ) [")% ! ] A- 9' <W 7% ( \ 6+ :8
Recited quietly: ./ G( K" 1 K!4( :! 4$B* <! =+ /4& :J 1 A8 FB' 9;

 \V :8 <0 =3I! D* <&B [V :& 9& :!I! D* :; V% ] G)> M- )"̂)% $ \ A- _ 9Q <& 6) ^ 9- :" 
 V̀ :B =R :+ % a 7* L3 K- ' bG8 E- ) Gc d A- 9) 1% ^ 7' 9& :S 6) B e% K) :" fV C G/L- :+I! D* <&B 
 gV :Q <& 78 :; 1] 9; \ 9Q <' 6; 7/ :" V% _G3 K& :! 1 ^ 9Q <3 =N 78 :" fV C G& 9& :!I! =( 14 \U =)

 fV C G+B. :&B \V :; <* D8 <&B F G' _ GS 6& V̂ :Q <* G! <&B hV bG$% A& :;
 fV%C G3% A( ?% [ A; $L \0 9XLX :! B [% K) :" V ] G/ K%I! =( $4 \- :! 1 [ 9Q <' 68 <.B

 fV% C G' 9( <8 7&B V \ G$% A; $4 [i Zi :+I! =( 1 ` 9Q <& 6$ <*B
<--=$ 0"&'-jjjjjjjjjjj

Recitation of the Sh’ma
In the absence of a minyan, we add the following:  
God is a faithful sovereign.

Hear, O Israel, A678*9 is our God, A678*9 is one.
Sh’ma yisrael, Adonai eloheinu, Adonai e)ad.
Recited quietly: Praised be the name of the one whose glorious 
sovereignty is forever and ever.

You shall love A678*9 your God with all your heart,  
with all your soul, and with all that is yours. 
These words that I command you this day  
shall be taken to heart. 
Teach them again and again to your children; 
speak of them when you sit in your home,  
when you walk on your way,  
when you lie down,  
and when you rise up. 
Bind them as a sign upon your hand  
and as a symbol above your eyes; 
inscribe them upon the doorposts of your home  
and on your gates.  
V’ahavta et Adonai elohekha b’khol l’vav’kha u-v’khol nafsh’kha 
u-v’khol me’odekha. V’hayu ha-d’varim ha-eileh asher anokhi  
m’tzav’kha hayom al l’vavekha. V’shinantam l’vanekha v’dibarta 
bam, b’shivt’kha b’veitekha u-v’lekht’kha va-derekh u-v’shokhb’kha 
u-v’kumekha. U-k’shartam l’ot al yadekha v’hayu l’totafot bein  
einekha. U-kh’tavtam al mezuzot beitekha u-visharekha.
:::::::::::::::::Deuteronomy !:"–#

Final Notations
it will not be simple, it will 

not be long
it will take little time, it 

will take all your thought
it will take all your heart, it 

will take all your breath
it will be short, it will not 

be simple

it will touch through your 
ribs, it will take all your 
heart

it will not be long, it will 
occupy your thought

as a city is occupied, as a 
bed is occupied

it will take all your flesh, it 
will not be simple

You are coming into us 
who cannot withstand 
you

you are coming into us 
who never wanted to 
withstand you

you are taking parts of 
us into places never 
planned

you are going far away with 
pieces of our lives

it will be short, it will take 
all your breath

it will not be simple, it will 
become your will

—*6,94884 ,9;-
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;9 (16 $+55 "#'. ! "$ "! 1* 
.# %): " '(2+ &0. Although in its 

biblical context the conse-
quences of sin mentioned 
in this paragraph were 
probably understood liter-
ally, in the liturgy they can 
be understood metaphori-
cally. After all, many people 
who recited this paragraph 
were not living o' the 
land. Rather, one way of 
understanding what the 
paragraph conveys may 
be that the observance of 
Torah and a life of walking 
on the path of mitzvot 
leads to a rich life, a life 
that seems fertile. Without 
the cultivation of a spiritual 
life, we may be left with 
a sense of emptiness, of 
having been diverted by 
entertainments but never 
having lived life fully.

<&1*'+ -'+& 41 =1-#-
! 4 '():2; 40 !*!$ / 4:0) ,$ .* 
/):0 7,;. The ancient rabbis 
emphasized that the last 
words of this paragraph, 
the injunction to remem-
ber the exodus from Egypt, 
was the prime reason for its 
inclusion in the Sh’ma. In 
Jewish theology, the exodus 
anticipates the redemption 
in the future: true freedom. 
The means of achieving 
redemption, we are taught, 
is remembering our respon-
sibility to live lives that are 
holy.

!.65(—4"+- +- 16. 
#*&6.+*, '99+.2'4+1* 
! "8,*: A0 4* 3 4: A0. So closely 
was the Sh’ma linked with 
this b’rakhah, the blessing 
of redemption, that the 
rabbis insisted that its first 
word—“truly”—be recited 
along with the very last 
words of the Sh’ma, so 

continued 

If you will hear and obey the mitzvot that I command you this 
day, to love and serve A678*9 your God with all your heart 
and all your soul, then I will grant the rain for your land in 
season, rain in autumn and rain in spring. You shall gather in 
your grain and wine and oil; I will provide grass in your fields 
for your cattle and you shall eat and be satisfied. Take care 
lest your heart be tempted, and you stray and serve other 
gods and bow to them. Then A678*9’s anger will flare up 
against you, and God will close up the sky so that there will 
be no rain and the earth will not yield its produce. You will 
quickly disappear from the good land that A678*9 is giving 
you. Therefore,  impress these words of mine upon your heart 
and upon your soul. Bind them as a sign upon your hand and 
as a symbol above your eyes; teach them to your children, 
by speaking of them when you sit in your home, when you 
walk on your way, when you lie down, and when you rise 
up. Inscribe them upon the doorposts of your home and on 
your gates. Then your days and the days of your children, on 
the land that A678*9 swore to your ancestors to give them, 
will be as many as the days that the heavens are above the 
earth. ::::::::::::::::<Deuteronomy $$:$%–&$

A678*9 said to Moses: Speak to the people Israel, and in-
struct them that in every generation they shall put tzitzit on 
the corners of their garments, placing a thread of blue on the 
tzitzit, the fringe of each corner. That shall be your tzitzit; you 
shall look at it and remember all the mitzvot of A678*9, and 
fulfill them, and not be seduced by your eyes and heart as they 
lead you astray. Then you will remember and fulfill all My 
mitzvot, and be holy before your God. I am A678*9 your God, 
who brought you out of the land of Egypt to be your God. I am 
A678*9 your God—::::::::::::Numbers $':%(–"$

     Truly
When there is a minyan, the leader adds:
! A678*9 your God—truly—

This is our enduring a=rmation, binding on us: that A678*9 
is our God and there is none other, and we, Israel, are God’s 
people. God is our sovereign, redeeming us from earthly  
rulers, delivering us from the hand of all tyrants, bringing 
judgment upon our oppressors, just retribution upon all our 
mortal enemies,

 )[ GB =R :+ % ` 7* L3 K- ' a G8 E- % _6$@ <R 7+I! G- hB( :+ <8 7Q 6(L g+ 98I1 7- ! >/" /! 4$
I! D* :; 4 _/ <& D( <!B h1 G*% A)> M- ) g")%I$ G- ) e9& E) 6- :! 14 ]U =) 1\ G* <$ G-

 ) ^ G'4% 4 \Q 7( :; 1` G* :R <' 6-I' 6X :+ % a 7Q 6$ K3 :" f1 C G* :8 <0 =3I! D* :&B 1\ G* <& 6& :!
 & GW [ A( % ` 7Q 6$ K3 :" fV C G' 9) <R 7% :" \V :8L'% 7$ :" V _G3 Kk :/ ^ 9Q <0 62 9- :" 84 ]. <! =+B

 ) \ GQ <0 7%I? G5 1 _G* K! B'̂ :+ 9l 7) f 9Q <( C 9& 9W :" \ 9Q <! =* 9- :" V ] GQ <+ G) <& 7! \V :/ 9W :;
 1 \ G$% 7" E# 6Q <8 7) :" 1% _ 7' A# E- 1% ^ 7)> M- h1 GQ </ 6& E( =" 1 dGQ <' 62 :" 1] G* <& 6& :!

 )̂ G% <) 7%I-> :" h1 7% b6+ 9l 6)I$ G- 'g 6R 9( :" 1 dG* 9; ) m")%IP 6- ) b 9' 9# :" f1 C G) K!
 h! =( A+ ) d 9' A) :+ 1 ^ GQ </ 6& E- =" n] K!B& :%I$ G- ? \ AQ 7$ - [> ) _9+ 9/ E- ^ 9) :" ' _9X 9+

 % ^ 6' 9& :SI$ G- h1 GQ <+ 6W :" f1 C G* K! ? [ A$L3 ) \")% ' [ G8 E- ) _9&Lo 6) p G' ^ 9- 9)
 h$4- :! 1 g 9$L- 1 bGQ <' 68 <.B 1] G* :8 <0 =3I! =( :" 1\ G* <& 6& :!I! =( ) Gc _ A-
 1 ` 9$L- 1 [ GQ </ 6H 7! :" f1 C G*% A3% A( ?% [ A; $L \0 9X4X :! B [% K) :" 1 _G* </ G%I! =( 

 F G' _ GS 6& V̂ :Q <* G! <&B hV bG$% A& :; gV :Q <& 78 :; 1] 9; '^ A; 6/ :! 1\ G*% A3 :;I$ G-
 fV% C G' 9( <8 7&B V \ G$% A; $4 [iBi :+I! =( 1 ` 9Q <& 6$ <*B fV C G+B. <&B \V :; <* D8 <&B

 (a 6; <8 73 ' bG8 E- ) _9+ 9/ E- 9) ! =q( 1 _G*% A3 :& % ^ A+% 7" h1 G*% A+ :% B g; <' 7% ? 6( b6+ :!
fp G' C 9- 9)I! =( 1 7% \ 6+ 9l 6) % [ A+% 7J 1 ] G) K! $ ^ A$ K! 1\ G*% A$L& E- =! )"̀)%

+%-?"=+" 0"&'-

 h! A- 9' <W 7% %g A3 <;I! G- ' eA; 6S f'L C+- Ac ) [ G8L+I! G- ) \")% & .)+6 @A B$
 1 \ G)% A/ <k 7& % [ A0 <3 =JI! =( $ ` 7R% 7R 1 [ G) K! B bW 9( :" 1 _G) A! E- ^ 9Q <' 6+ 9- :"
 )^ K% K) :" f$ G! C A* :Q !% [ 7$ :5 P\ K3 KJ 6) $ [ 7R% 7RI! =( B3̀ :$ K3 :" 1 ] 9$L'L/ :!

 ) _")% $^@ <R 7+I! DJI$ G- h1 GQ <' 6* <iB 4 d$L- 1 ^ G$% 7- <'B r$ 7R% 7R :! s1 G* K!
 1 _G*% A3% A( % ^ A' E# 6- :" h1 G* <& 6& :! % g A' E# 6- B'B m$ 9$ - b> :" 1 ] 9$L- 1 \ G$% 7W E( ="

 1 \ G$% 7W E( =" B _' :J <i 7Q ? 6( ^ 6+ :! f1 C G)% A' E# 6- 1% \ 73Li 1 [ GQ 6-I' G8 E-
 )"̂)% % e73 E- f1 C G*% A)>- A! 1% \ 78L/ :. 1 [ G$% 7% <) 7" % ] 9$@ <R 7+I! DJI$ G-
 $4 [% <) 7! 1 7% _ 6' <R 7+ p G' ^ G- A+ h1 G* <$ G- % 7$-g AR4) ' bG8 E- 1 dG*% A)> M-

+)-C2=$< &'-)' jjjf1C G*% A)> M- ) [")% % \ 73 E- 1% ] 7)>- A! 1\ G* K!
$ G+ M-               

When there is a minyan, the leader adds:

 – $ G+ M- – 1 G*% A)> M- )")% " 
 B3% C A)> M- )")% -B) % 7J ,B3% C A! K( 1 KU =. :" ,$-LiI! DJ ) K3B+ M- G"

 ,1% 7* K! :+ / =U 7+ B3 C A/45 6) .4H 6( ! A- 9' <W 7% B3 <#C =3 E- =" ,4$ K!Bi ?% A- :"
 ( 9' <0 7N =) ! A- 9) .1% 7R% 7' 9( G)I! DJ P 6J 7+ B3 C A! E-4T =) B3 C AJ <! =+ 

,B3 C A8 <0 =3 % A& :%4-I! D* :! !B+ :T 1 Ac 68 :+ 6) :" ,B3% C A' 9t 7+ B3 C K!

“If You Will Hear”:
An Interpretive 
Translation
If you faithfully obey My 
laws today, and love Me,  
I shall give you your liveli-
hood in good time and 
in full measure. You shall 
work and reap the results 
of your labor, satisfied with 
what you have achieved. 
Be careful, however. Let 
not your heart be seduced, 
lured after false goals, 
seeking alien ideals, lest 
God’s image depart from 
you and you sink, becom-
ing desolate, and lose 
your joyous, God-given 
heritage.

—*86,> 08?*,
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Emunah: Faith
Emunah or “faith” is 
related to the Hebrew 
word “Amen.”. . . Emunah 
in the Bible . . . has the 
sense of a=rmation and 
trust, a commitment 
of the entire self to the 
truth as told, seen, or 
witnessed. . . . “Believe” is 
too intellectual a term. . . .
For the Bible as well as for 
the early rabbis, emunah 
connotes a=rmation with 
the entire self, a=rmation 
even unto martyrdom. 
This is more than one 
would do for mere “belief ” 
in an idea, especially one 
that is not proven. . . . It 
is perhaps for this reason 
that the a=rmations in the 
great philosopher Moses 
Maimonides’ (@@AB–@CDE) 
Thirteen Articles of Faith 
began each statement 
with: “I believe with a 
whole faith . . .” Belief in the 
articles would not su=ce 
without emunah sh’leimah, 
a faith that carries us far 
beyond just “believing” 
into the realm of the deep-
est sureness.

—*,1-0, ?,448

performing wonders beyond understanding, marvels beyond 
all reckoning. God places us among the living, not allowing our 
steps to falter, and leads us past the false altars of our enemies,
exalting us above all those who hate us. A678*9 avenged us 
with miracles before Pharaoh, oFered signs and wonders in 
the land of Egypt. God smote, in anger, all of Egypt’s firstborn, 
brought Israel from its midst to lasting freedom, and led them 
through the divided water of the Sea of Reeds. As their pursu-
ers and enemies drowned in the depths, God’s children beheld  
the power of the Divine; they praised and acknowledged  
God’s name,  ! willingly accepting God’s sovereignty. Then 
Moses, Miriam, and the people Israel joyfully sang to You:
! U-malkhuto b’ratzon kiblu aleihem, moshe u-miryam u-v’nei yisrael  
l’kha anu shirah, b’sim)ah rabah v’amru khulam:

“Who is like You, A678*9, among the mighty! Who is like You, 
adorned in holiness, revered in praise, working wonders!”
Mi khamokha ba-eilim Adonai, mi kamokha nedar bakodesh,
nora t’hilot, oseh feleh.

Your children recognized Your sovereignty, as You split the sea 
before Moses. “This is my God,” they responded, and said:
“A678*9 will reign forever and ever.”
Malkhut’kha ra’u vanekha, bokei*a yam lifnei moshe, zeh eili anu v’amru:
Adonai yimlokh l’olam va-ed.

! And so it is written: “A678*9 has rescued Jacob and  
redeemed him from the hand of those more powerful than he.” 
Barukh atah A!"#$%, who redeemed the people Israel.
! V’ne*emar: ki fadah Adonai et yaakov, u-ge’alo miyad )azak mimenu.
Barukh atah Adonai, ga*al yisrael.

Peace in the Night
Allow us, A678*9 our God, to sleep peacefully; awaken us to 
life, O sovereign. Spread over us Your canopy of peace, restore 
us with Your good counsel, and save us for the sake of Your 
name. Shield us. Remove from us enemies, pestilence, sword, 
starvation, and sorrow; remove the evil forces that surround us. 
Shelter us in the shadow of Your wings, for You, God, watch 
over and deliver us, and You are sovereign, merciful and com-
passionate. ! Ensure our going and coming for life and peace, 
now and forever.
Barukh atah A!"#$%, eternal guardian of Your people Israel.

continued 
the leader reads them to-
gether: Adonai eloheikhem 
emet. Thus we a(rm that 
God is true, or truth itself. 
The world as it is presented 
to us is a world in which 
the totality of truth is 
hidden; its full revelation 
constitutes redemption.

01& -214# ! 4,5 .,: .!. While 
the first paragraph of the 
Sh’ma talks of love, the 
exodus from Egypt reminds 
us that sometimes justice 
is achieved only by battling 
for it.

=+.+'2 + "$ 1/ &:.  After the 
deliverance at the Sea, we 
are told that Moses led the 
men in song and Miriam, in 
response, led the women in 
joyous singing.

>"1 +- 5+%# ?16 ! "5 %): "5 $ &:. 
Exodus &+:&&.

?16. /"+5&.#* .#/1,-
*+@#& ?16. -1)#.#+,*4( 
B>$% 48 "6 ,*0 "/ B> 13 ,*5 1; .:. Or “Your 
children saw Your domin-
ion.” To view the end of 
slavery and oppression is to 
see God’s dominion.

<ABC<; $+55 .#+,* !*!$ 
=>); 1: &$. Exodus &+:&".

<ABC<; "'- .#-/6#& $ &,5 
!*!$ ! "? "9. Jeremiah #&:&&.

<551$ 6- . . . 41 -5##3 
,*8% 76$ &,5 1 '( .!. This prayer, added 
after reciting the Sh’ma in 
the evening, speaks to the 
fears of the night.

 .' 95 <2 7+ ?% A- / 6( $4- K! <0 73 :" ,' G. C A# ?% A- / 6( $4!4/ :k ) GWL( 9)
 .B3 C A! <k =' X4H =! ? 6$ K3 -> :" ,1% 7U =# 6; B3 C A8 <0 =3 1 9u 6)

 .B3% C A- :34WI! DJ ! =( B3C A3 <' =. 1 G'C KU =" ,B3% C A& :%4- $4+ 9; ! =( B3 C A*% 7' </ 6H 6)
 ,)L( <' 60 :; ) 9+ K. <3B 1% 7v 73 B3 C 9c ) GW CL( 9) 

 .1 9# % A3 :; $ 6+ </ 6- :; 1% 7$ :04+B $4$4-
  ,1 7% C 9' <R 7+ % A'4* :;I! DJ 4$ 9' <& G( :& ) GJ 6H 6) 

 .1 K!4( $B' A# :! 1 9*4Q 7+ ! A- 9' <W 7% 4H 6(I$ G- - AR4U =" 
 ,PB2 1 =% % A' <i 7T ?% A; "% K3 K; '% 7& E( 6H 6) 

.( 6; 7X $4+4) <$ 7; 1 G)% A- :34WI$ G- :" 1 G)% A0 :/4'I$ G-
.4+ <8 7! B/4) :" B# :; 78 ,4$ 9'B& :T "% K3 K& B- 9' :"

 ,1 G)% A! E( B! :; 7. ?4R 9' :; 4$B* <! =+B "
 ,) 9; 6' ) 9# <+ 7W :; ) 9'% 78 B3 K( V :! ! A- 9' <W 7% % A3 <&B 1 K% <' 7+B ) G8L+

f1 9c Z* B' :+ 9- :"
 ,D .-6 EF 79 & 1G H+ .I ! 1%6 E) 1J " K) ,!$!" 0 K2 L+ 19 ! 1%6 E) 1% " K) 

.+ .2 E .M ! LN6 E( ,#6O K! 4# + 1&3I
 ,) G8L+ % A3 <0 7! 1 K% 6( C A.4; ,V%C G3 K& B- 9' V :$B* <! =+ 

fB' :+ 9- :" B3 K( % 7! A- ) Gi
.- .( /$ 0 126( 42 5P H) K" !$!"

 ,&L. E( =%I$ G- )")% ) 9/ 90 % 7J f' 6+ M- G3 :" " 
 .! A- 9' <W 7% ! =- KT ,)")% ) 9Q 6- FB' 9; .BN C GH 7+ . Ki K# / =U 7+ 4! K- <kB

 ,1% 7U =# :! B3 C AJ <! =+ B3 C A/% 7+ E( 6) :" ,14! K8 :! B3% C A)> M- )")% 8I E L'" KJ HD 7!
 ,V%C G3 K0 :c 7+ ) 9&4X ) 9R A( :; B3C A3 :Y =$ :" ,V C G+4! :8 $ 6J Z2 B3% C A! K( W4' <0B

 ,& A%4- B3% C A! K( A+ ' A2 9) :" ,B3 C A/ E( 6; ? Ak K) :" .V C G+ :8 ? 6( C 6+ :! B3 C A(% 784) :"
 ,B3% C A' E# 6- A+B B3%C A3 K0 :c 7+ ? 9X 9W ' A2 9) :" ,?4k K% :" ,& 9( 9' :" ,& G' C G# :" ,' G& C GS
 ,) 9Q C 9- B3 C A!% 7t 6+B B3 C A' :+48 ! A- % 7J  ,B3 C A'% 7Q <2 6Q V% C G0 K3 :J ! AR <&B

 ,B3 C A-4&B B3 C A$- AR '4+ <8B " ,) 9Q C 9- 1B# 6' :" ?BN =# F G! C G+ ! A- % 7J
 .1 K!4( / 6( :" ) 9Q 6( A+ ,14! K8 <!B 1% 7U =# :!

./ 6( K! ! A- 9' <W 7% 4H 6( ' A+48 ,)")% ) 9Q 6- FB' 9;
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The Dream of 
a New Day
Creator of peace, compas-

sionate God,
guide us to a covenant of 

peace
with all of Your creatures, 

birds and beasts
as well as all humanity 

reflecting Your image of 
compassion and peace. 

Give us strength 
to help sustain Your prom-

ised covenant abolishing 
blind strife

and bloody warfare, so 
that they will no longer 
devastate

the earth, so that discord 
will no longer tear us 
asunder.

Then all that is savage and 
brutal will vanish,

and we shall fear evil no 
more. 

Guard our coming  
and our going, now 
toward waking, now 
toward sleep,

always within Your tran-
quil shelter.

Beloved are You, Sovereign 
of peace,

whose embrace encom-
passes the people Israel 
and all humanity.

—G0H4/ -*,H7I

Many congregations omit the following paragraphs after Shabbat or a Festival:

May A678*9 be blessed forever and ever; amen and amen.
May A678*9 be blessed from Zion, A678*9 who dwells in  

Jerusalem, halleluyah.
Bless A678*9 who is God, the God of Israel, doer of wonders, 

alone.
May God’s glorious name be blessed forever and ever;
may God’s glory fill the whole world; amen and amen.

May the glory of A678*9 be forever; may A678*9 rejoice with 
what A678*9 has created.

May the name of A678*9 be blessed now and forever.
Surely A678*9 will not abandon God’s people, if only for the sake 

of the greatness of the divine name,
for A678*9 desired to make you a people dedicated to the Divine.

When all the people saw, they bowed down and said, “A678*9 is 
God; A678*9 is God.”

A678*9 shall be acknowledged sovereign of all the earth.  
On that day A678*9 shall be one, and the name of God one.

Shower Your kindness upon us, for our hope is in You.

Help us, A678*9 our God, and gather us from the nations,  
that we might acknowledge Your holy name and find glory in 
praising You.

All the nations You created shall come and bow before You, our 
master, and honor Your name.

For You are great and You act wondrously; You alone are God.
And we, Your people, the flock whom You shepherd, shall  

acknowledge You always, praising You, one generation to  
the next.

Many congregations omit the following paragraphs after Shabbat or a Festival:

.? A+ 9- :" ? A+ 9- ,1 K!4( :! )")% FB' 9;
.n K%B! :! =) ,1 7% C K! K8B' :% ? A*L8 ,?4U 7t 7+ )")% FB' 9;

.4S 6& :! $4- K! <0 73 ) AWL( ,! A- 9' <W 7% % A)> M- 1% 7)> M- )")% FB' 9;
,1 K!4( :! 4/4& :J 1 A8 FB' 9&B

.? A+ 9- :" ? A+ 9- ,p G' C 9- 9)I! DJI$ G- 4/4& :* - A! KH 7% :"

."% KW E( 6+ :; )")% # 6+ <W 7% ,1 K!4( :! )")% /4& :* % 7) :%
.1 K!4( / 6( :" ) 9Q 6( A+ ,F 9'L& :+ )")% 1 A8 % 7) :%

,!4/ KT =) 4+ :8 'B& E( 6; 4H 6(I$ G- )")% 8Lo 7% -> % 7J
.1 9( :! 4! 1 G* <$ G- $4W E( =! )")% !% 7-4) % 7J

,1 G)% A3 :5 ! =( B! :5 7U =" 1 9( 9)I! DJ - <' =U ="
.1% 7)> M- 9) -B) )")% ,1% 7)> M- 9) -B) )")% fB' :+-LU ="

,p G' C 9- 9)I! DJ ! =( F G! C G+ :! )")% ) K% K) :"
./ 9# G- 4+ <8B / 9# G- )")% ) G% <) 7% -B) 6) 14U =;
.F K! B3 <! C 6# 7% ' G8 E- 6J ,B3% C A! K( )")% V :S <2 6# % 7) :%

,1 7%4T =) ? 7+ B3 C AR :; =. :" ,B3% C A)> M- )")% B3 C A(% 784)
.V C G$ 9c 7) <$ 7; 6# C A; 6Q <8 7) :! ,V C G8 </ D. 1 A8 :! $4/4) :!

.V C G+ <8 7! B/ :; 6*% 7" ,% K3L/ E- V%C G3 K0 :! B" E# 6Q <8 7% :" B- CL& K% 9$% C 7W 9( ' G8 E- 1 7%4TI! DJ
.V C GS 6& :! 1% 7)> M- ) 9Q 6- ,$4- K! <0 73 ) GWL( :" ) 9Q 6- !4/ Kk % 7J

,1 K!4( :! V :c ) G/43 ,V C G$% 7( <' 6+ ?-LR :" V :H 6( B3 <#C =3 E- ="
.V C G$ 9c 7) :Q ' A5 62 :3 '4/ K" '4/ :!

='( <&1*'+ 8# 85#--#& 
91.#)#. '*& #)#.; '2#* 
'*& '2#* !*!$ => ,*/ ",6  
@ 7: "0 1* @ 7: "0 ,+ "; )*# 1;. Stylisti-
cally this prayer is typical 
of much early liturgi-
cal writing. Until its last 
paragraph, it is composed 
entirely of verses from the 
Bible—mostly Psalms, but 
other books of the Bible as 
well—especially those pas-
sages that are themselves 
prayers. Each verse men-
tions a word or concept 
included in the previous 
verse. The prayer begins by 
praising God, then moves 
on to promises of messianic 
times, and finally adds a 
personal note of placing 
one’s own care in God’s 
hands. This conclusion is 
especially fitting for the 
evening, when the fears of 
the night stir the soul; it 
is the only portion of the 
prayer not composed of 
biblical verses. The opening 
verses begin with the word 
barukh, and the prayer at 
the end also begins with 
several phrases containing 
the initial word barukh—
thus forming a frame for 
the entire prayer.
 According to the 

Babylonian sages, the geonim, this prayer was added to the evening 
liturgy so that all would have time to arrive in the synagogue and then 
leave together; walking together, the group could o'er protection from  
marauders. Since on Saturday night people had already gathered for the 
afternoon prayer and for study, there was no need to include it then. 
The verses quoted are: Psalms ",:+#, &#+:$&, !$:&"–&,, &%-:#&, &&#:$; & Samuel 
&$:$$; & Kings &":#,; Zechariah &-:,; Psalms ##:$$; &%.:-!; ".:,–&%; !,:&#. 

>"#* '55 4"# 3#135# -'$ + "# "!2; C,5 0 1/ .,$ .*. & Kings &":#,. In the Bible, 
this verse describes the reaction of the people when Elijah’s sacrificial 
o'ering brings storm clouds, thus ending the drought that had plagued 
Israel. Perhaps, though, the liturgist has deliberately placed the verse 
here devoid of context. What we see is not an event beyond natural 
circumstance, like the miraculous response to Elijah; rather, we see the 
everyday that is miraculous: going to sleep at night and waking in the 
morning. 
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May A678*9 be blessed by day,
may A678*9 be blessed at night,
may A678*9 be blessed as we lie down,
may A678*9 be blessed as we arise.
In Your hands is the spirit of the living and the dead.
In Your hands is the breath of every living being and the spirit of 

every person.
Into Your hands I entrust my spirit; You are my redeemer, A678*9, 

faithful God.
God in heaven, may Your name be one,
may Your sovereignty be established forever,
and may You rule over us always.
May our eyes see, may our hearts rejoice, and may our spirit sing 

with Your true triumph, when in Zion it shall be  
declared, “Your God reigns.”

A678*9 is sovereign, A678*9 has always been sovereign,  
A678*9 will be sovereign forever. 

! For sovereignty is Yours, and You shall rule in glory forever and 
ever; we have no ruler but You.

Barukh atah A!"#$%, the Sovereign who in glory shall rule over us 
forever, and over all Your creation.

&atzi Kaddish
Leader:

May God’s great name be exalted and hallowed throughout 
the created world, as is God’s wish. May God’s sovereignty  
soon be established, in your lifetime and in your days, and in  
the days of all the house of Israel. And we say: Amen.
Congregation and Leader:

May God’s great name be acknowledged forever and ever! 
Y’hei sh’meih raba m’varakh l’alam u-l’almei almaya.

Leader:

May the name of the Holy One be acknowledged and  
cele brated, lauded and worshipped, exalted and honored,  
extolled and acclaimed—though God, who is blessed,  
b’rikh hu, is truly [between Rosh Hashanah and Yom Kippur we add: far] 
beyond all acknowledgment and praise, or any expressions  
of gratitude or consolation ever spoken in the world.  
And we say: Amen.

 ,) K! <% C 9c 6; )")% FB' 9; ,14U =; )")% FB' 9;
 ,B3 C A+B. :; )")% FB' 9; ,B3 C A& <* D8 :; )")% FB' 9;

,1% 7$ AH 6) :" 1% 7U =# 6) $48 <0 =3 V :/ K% :& % 7J
.8% 7- ' 6W :;I! DJ 6#B C' :" % K#I! DJ 8 G0C G3 4/ K% :; ' G8 E-

.$ G+ C G- ! A- )")% % 7$4- ) 9$% C 7/ 95 ,% 7#B' /% 7. <0 6- V :/ K% :;
,/% 7+ 9Q V :$B* <! =+ 1 AU =. :" ,V <+ 78 / A# =% ,1 7% C 6+ 9l 6; G8 B3% C A)> M-

 ./ G( K" 1 K!4( :! B3% C A! K( F4! <+B
 ,B3%C A3% A( B- <' 7%

 ,B3 C A; 7! # 6+ <W 7% :"
 ,$ G+ M- G; V :$ 9(B8% 7; B3 C A8 <0 =3 ! Ak K$ :"

 .F 7% C 9)> M- F =! K+ ,?4U 7R :! '4+ M- G;
 ./ G( K" 1 K!L( :! F> <+ 7% )")% ,F K! K+ )")% ,F G! C G+ )")%

 ,/4& 9* :; F4! <+ 7Q / 6( % A+ :!4 C( <!B ,-% 7) V :c G8 $B* <! =H 6) % 7J "
 .) 9Q C 9- - 9c G- F G! C G+ B3 C K! ?% A- % 7J

 1 K!4( :! B3% C A! K( F4! <+ 7% /% 7+ 9Q 4/4& <* 7; F G! C GH 6) ,)")% ) 9Q 6- FB' 9;
."% KW E( 6+I! DJ ! =( :" ,/ G( K"

8% 7S =. % 7R E#
Leader:

 ,n A$B( <' 7J ,- 9' :& % 7S - 9+ :! K( :; ,- 9; 6' n A+ :8 8 6S =. <$ 7% :" ! =S =T <$ 7%
 $% A;I! D* :/ % AU =# <&B ?4*% A+4% <&B ?4*% AU =# :; n A$B* <! =+ F% 7! <+ =% :"

.Q L) 1+ B' <+ 7- :" ,&% 7' K. ? 6+ <i 7&B - K! Kk E( 6; ,! A- 9' <W 7% 
Congregation and Leader:

.+ /A B) 42 1( " L) 42 1( H28 0 72 1( 42 5 7& 1' 4) + 19 7& R L) 4D + L! 4" 
Leader:

 ' 6S 6) <$ 7% :" - Au =3 <$ 7% :" 1 6+4' <$ 7% :" ' 6- 95 <$ 7% :" # 6; 6Q <8 7% :" F 6' 9; <$ 7%
 I! DJ ? 7+ - 9c C A( :! ,+8! 5" K& 49 ,- 98 </ Z. :S n A+ :8 ! =c 6) <$ 7% :" ) Gc 6( <$ 7% :"
[between Rosh Hashanah and Yom Kippur we substitute: I! DJ 7+ - 9c C A( :! - 9c C A( :!]
 ,- 9+ :! K( :; ? 9'% 7+ E- 6S - 9$ 9+ 9# G3 :" - 9$ 9# :; <8 ZQ - 9$ 9'% 78 :" - 9$ 9* <' 7;

.Q L) 1+ B' <+ 7- :"

='( <&1*'+ 8# 85#--#& 8( 
&'( + )* ,$ .,6 !*!$ => ,*/ ",6. This fi-
nal passage of the b’rakhah 
is no longer composed 
of biblical verses strung 
together to form a new 
prayer; instead, we now 
have thoughts expressed 
in post-biblical language 
that use biblical verses as 
prooftexts: “the breath 
of every living being and 
the spirit of every person” 
(Job &$:&%) and “into Your 
hands . . .” (Psalm #&:.). It is 
an appropriate prayer for 
the evening: before I go to 
sleep, “into Your hands I 
entrust my spirit, God.”

D'4@+ E'&&+-". As re-
marked upon earlier, the 
evening service consists 
of two central moments: 
the recitation of the Sh’ma 
and the Amidah, the silent 
personal prayer. The /atzi 
Kaddish separates the two 
sections. Its central line, 
y’hei sh’meih raba m’varakh, 
“May God’s great name be 
acknowledged,” expresses 
the same thought as the 
call to worship, bar’khu, 
with which the evening 
service began. It is as if the 
leader is calling us to a new 
service of personal prayer 
that begins here.

='( 01&’- ,.#'4 *'2# 
0 ",6 ./ ,! 7: 1 '( 0 7! 1$. The seven 
words of this response are 
an almost exact Aramaic 
translation of the Hebrew 
refrain commonly used in 
the ancient Temple in Jeru-
salem: barukh shem k’vod 
malkhuto l’olam va-ed, 
“Praised be the name of the 

one whose glorious sovereignty is forever and ever.” 
This line is familiar to us today as the response fol-
lowing the first verse of the Sh’ma. In ancient Israel, 
it may have been the standard response to a call by 
the leader of the service.
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4"# '2+&'" is “the prayer 
said while standing”—un-
like the Sh’ma, the other 
central moment of the 
morning and evening 
services, which is recited 
while seated. The Amidah 
is also known as the “Silent 
Prayer” and it is a moment 
of personal meditation. 
While the morning and 
afternoon Amidah prayers 
are recited aloud by the 
service leader, the evening 
prayer is singularly a mo-
ment of personal medita-
tion: it is recited entirely 
individually.
 The weekday Amidah 
includes the same three 
introductory and closing 
b’rakhot that are found in 
every Silent Prayer (includ-
ing those of Shabbat and 
festivals). But on week-
days we include thirteen 
b’rakhot of request as the 
middle portion of the Ami-
dah. The Amidah recited at 
the conclusion of Shabbat 
and festivals also includes a 
prayer marking the division 
between the holy day and 

the weekday, Havdalah. With the evening service, 
we begin our week.

<&1*'+, 13#* 2( 5+3- - ",3 19 &,3 $ .3 "9 1D( $ "8)? E0. Psalm +&:&!.

51)+*,5( ! "6 E! .0 1,6. The Hebrew paragraph ends with 
the word ahavah (“love”), as that is what our ances-
tors discovered: the God of love. They rejected the 
capricious gods of the ancient world. As we begin 
our week, we might seek to carry with us the love of 
God and of people that has characterized Shabbat 
or the festival.

F#2#28#. 6- ,*8 % 7/ 15 CF. This brief prayer is the first of 
four that are added to the Amidah (in its first two 
and last two b’rakhot), during the ten days of the 
High Holy Day season.

Weekday Prayer
As we enter a new week, a 
new time, we may want to 
ask ourselves: “What of the 
past do I want to take with 
me? What, of that which I 
have inherited, represents 
the values that are most 
important to me?”
:Some people find it 
hard to clean their desk, to 
decide what to throw away 
and what to keep. Too 
much clutter on the desk 
makes it di=cult to do the 
day’s work. But without 
some papers lying around, 
we may not be su=ciently 
stimulated to know what it 
is we have to do.
:The past is like that, 
too: some of it has to be 
put away, let go, so that 
we might move forward. 
But some of it needs to 
be taken with us into the 
future—because it sustains 
us as we continue to grow.
:As we leave Shabbat or 
the festival day behind, we 
might ask ourselves: What 
have we learned about our 
life choices? our relation to 
our family and our friends? 
What do we want to take 
with us from this holy day 
into our everyday life?

The evening Amidah is recited silently through its conclusion on page !"#.

.V C G$ 9c 7) :Q /% 7T =% % 70B ,# 9Q <0 7Q % =$ 90 :W % K3L/ E-

'"* +"%" $', %-."/! 01%/)0 $!%&$Amidah for the Conclusion of Shabbat and Festivals

 With Patriarchs:

 ,)")% ) 9Q 6- 58& 19 & 
 ,B3% C A$4& E- % A)>- A" B3% C A)> M- 

 % A)> M- ,1 9) 9' <& 6- % A)> M-
 ! A- 9) ,&L. E( =% % A)>- A" ,. K# <R 7%

 ,- 9'4N =) :" '4; 7T =) !4/ KT =)
 1% 7/ 92 E# ! A+4T ,?4% <! G( ! A- 

,!LJ 6) ) A34. :" ,1% 7&4X
 -% 7& A+B ,$4& 9- % A/ <2 6# ' A*4i :"

 ? 6( C 6+ :! 1 G)% A3 :& % A3 <& 7! ! A-4k
.) 9& E) 6- :; 4+ :8

With Patriarchs and Matriarchs:

 ,)")% ) 9Q 6- 58& 19 & 
 B3% C A$4& E- % A)>- A" B3% C A)> M-

 ,1 9) 9' <& 6- % A)> M- ,[B3% C A$4H 7- :"]
 ,&L. E( =% % A)>- A" ,. K# <R 7% % A)> M-
 ,) K. <& 7' % A)> M- ,) 9' 9W % A)> M-
 ,) 9- A! % A)>- A" ,! A# 9' % A)> M-

 ,- 9'4N =) :" '4; 7T =) !4/ KT =) ! A- 9)
 1% 7/ 92 E# ! A+4T ,?4% <! G( ! A- 

 ,!LJ 6) ) A34. :" ,1% 7&4X
 $4& 9- % A/ <2 6# ' A*4i :" 

 ! A-4k -% 7& A+B ,[$4) 9H 7- :"]
 4+ <8 ? 6( C 6+ :! 1 G)% A3 :& % A3 <& 7!

.) 9& E) 6- :;

The evening Amidah is recited silently through its conclusion on page !"#.

A678*9, open my lips that my mouth may speak Your praise.

Three Introductory B’rakhot 
"'( $#)*+,"(+
With Patriarchs:

a Barukh atah A!"#$%,
our God and God of our <
<ancestors,
God of Abraham, God of 
<Isaac, and God of Jacob,
great, mighty, awe-inspiring,
<transcendent God,
who acts with kindness
<and love, and creates all,
who remembers the loving
<deeds of our ancestors,
and who will lovingly bring 
:a redeemer to their 
:children’s children for 
:the sake of divine honor.

With Patriarchs and Matriarchs:

a Barukh atah A!"#$%,
our God and God of our
<ancestors,
God of Abraham, God of 
<Isaac, and God of Jacob,
God of Sarah, God of
<Rebecca, God of Rachel,
<and God of Leah,
great, mighty, awe-inspiring,
<transcendent God,
who acts with kindness
<and love, and creates all,
who remembers the loving
<deeds of our ancestors,
and who will lovingly bring 
:a redeemer to their 
:children’s children for 
:the sake of divine honor.

     Between Rosh Hashanah and Yom Kippur we add:

 ,1% 7U =# 6; p A0 9# F G! C G+ ,1% 7U =# :! B3 C A' <* wi
.1% 7U =# 1% 7)> M- V <3 =( 6+ :! ,1% 7U =# 6) ' G0 C A2 :; B3 C A& <$ D* :"

   Between Rosh Hashanah and Yom Kippur we add:
Remember us for life, Sovereign who delights in life,  
and inscribe us in the Book of Life, for Your sake, God of life.
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Supports the Falling, 
Heals the Sick,
Loosens the Chains 
of the Bound
“This is my God whom I 
would glorify” (Exodus 
@J:C). How is it possible to 
glorify God? Abba Shaul 
taught: just as God is
compassionate, so should 
you be compassionate.

—.43-9H1*

Holiness
We may experience 
holiness as a time when 
conflict is resolved, a mo-
ment when we appreciate 
diFerence as part of an 
essential unity, when all 
seems in balance and the 
world is experienced as 
welcoming and filled with 
peace. Such moments 
are transitory. When we 
encounter people who 
strive for and achieve such 
moments more frequently, 
we may experience a sense 
of holiness in or through 
them; and we call God—
the ever-present source of 
such moments—“holy.”

G"+#5& 19 <8.'"'2 @ 7< ": 
+ "! "/ 16 .0. After Genesis &+:&.

06'.&+'* 19 G'.'" 
! "/ "D( ? 7G )*9. Or “the one who 
remembered Sarah” (after 
Genesis $&:&).

?16 /'6-# 4"# $+*& 41 
851$ .- ,* %/ "! 6$ & H '( .:. The tim-
ing of the prayer for rain 
reflects the needs of the 
Land of Israel, where rain 
falls only during the winter 
months.

0+)#- 5+9# 41 4"# &#'& 
+$ &3 7,: .! ! 7,$ .- 1:. Certainly, the 
originators of this b’rakhah 
had in mind that the dead 
experience life in the world 
that is coming. But the 
b’rakhah may equally tell 
us something about the 
present. As we leave Shab-
bat or the festival there 
is an awakening of the 
senses, symbolized in the 
ceremony of Havdalah: the 
wine, the spices, and the 
light call us to the fullness 
of a week of experience. 
We can enter that week 
spiritually alive because of 
what we take with us from 
having been renewed on 
Shabbat or the festival. We 
may be able to experi-
ence our world more fully, 
appreciate the life around 
us, engage in healing more 
empathetically—revivifying 
both those whom we meet 
and ourselves.
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 With Patriarchs:

.? Ak K+B 6(% C 784+B ' Ai4( F G! C G+
 ,)")% ) 9Q 6- FB' 9; b 

.1 9) 9' <& 6- ? Ak K+

 ,) 9Q 6- 1% 7$ A+ ) AU =# :+ ,% K3L/ E- 1 K!4( :! &39 KS ! 1: 7+
. 6(% C 784) :! & 6'

From Sh’mini Atzeret until Pesa$:  ,1 G8C 9T =) /% 7'4+B 6#B C' 9) &% 7l 6+ 
[From Pesa$ until Sh’mini Atzeret, some add:  ,! 9o 6) /% 7'4+] 

 ,/ G2 C G# :; 1% 7U =# ! AJ <! =* :+
 ,1% 7; 6' 1% 7+ E# 6' :; 1% 7$ A+ ) AU =# :+

 ,1% 7'B2 E- '% 7Q 6+B ,1% 7!4# - A04' :" ,1% 7! :043 F A+42 
 .' 90 9( % A3 A8% 7! 4$ K3B+ M- 1 AU =. <+B

 ,F 9c ) G+4 CS % 7+B $4'B& :T ! =( C 6; V4 C+ 9* % 7+
 .) 9(B8 :% 6#% C 7+ <R 6+B ) GU =# <+B $% 7+ A+ F G! C G+

  Between Rosh Hashanah and Yom Kippur we add:
.1% 7+ E# 6' :; 1% 7U =# :! "% K'BR :% ' A*4i ,1% 7+ E# 6' 9) & 6- V4 C+ 9* % 7+

 .1% 7$ A+ $4% E# 6) :! ) 9Q 6- ? 9+ M- G3 :" 
.1% 7$ AH 6) ) AU =# :+ ,)")% ) 9Q 6- FB' 9;

 ,84/ K. V <+ 78 :" D3- /, ! 1: 7+ 
.) K! C Gv VB C! :! =) :% 14%I! D* :; 1% 784/ <.B
.84/ 9Y 6) ! A- 9) ,)")% ) 9Q 6- FB' 9;

Between Rosh Hashanah and Yom Kippur we substitute:
.84/ 9Y 6) F G! C GH 6) ,)")% ) 9Q 6- FB' 9;

With Patriarchs:

You are the sovereign  
who helps and saves  
and shields.
a Barukh atah A!"#$%, 
Shield of Abraham.

-"!’+ +$.%#- )$(*
You are ever mighty, A678*9— 
You give life to the dead—
great is Your saving power:

From Sh’mini Atzeret until Pesa$:
You cause the wind to blow and the rain to fall,
[From Pesa$ until Sh’mini Atzeret, some add: 
You cause the dew to fall,]

You sustain the living through kindness and love, 
and with great mercy give life to the dead, 
You support the falling, heal the sick,
loosen the chains of the bound, 
and keep faith with those who sleep in the dust. 
Who is like You, Almighty,
and who can be compared to You?  
The sovereign who brings death and life
and causes redemption to flourish.
  Between Rosh Hashanah and Yom Kippur we add:

Who is like You, source of compassion,  
who remembers with compassion Your creatures for life?

You are faithful in bringing life to the dead.
Barukh atah A!"#$%, who gives life to the dead.

-"!’+ /"0%#*++
Holy are You and holy is Your name; 
holy ones praise You each day.
Barukh atah A!"#$%, the Holy God.

Between Rosh Hashanah and Yom Kippur we substitute:
Barukh atah A!"#$%, the Holy Sovereign.

With Patriarchs and Matriarchs:

You are the sovereign  
who helps and guards,  
saves and shields.
a Barukh atah A!"#$%, 
Shield of Abraham and 
Guardian of Sarah.

With Patriarchs and Matriarchs:

 / A.40B ' Ai4( F G! C G+
.? Ak K+B 6(% C 784+B

 ,)")% ) 9Q 6- FB' 9; b
.) 9' 9W / A.40B 1 9) 9' <& 6- ? Ak K+
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The Cycles of B’rakhot
Abraham Joshua Heschel 
taught that needs can 
become “spiritual op-
portunities.” As we emerge 
from Shabbat or a festival, 
refreshed by the rest and 
communal joy those days 
aFord, the middle blessings 
of the weekday Amidah in-
vite us to consider anew the 
twofold question of needs: 
our own needs, and the 
needs of others. As we pray, 
we may consider first: What 
do I most need in this week 
to come? What are my 
truest, most authentic, and 
most pressing needs? And 
then, we may ask ourselves: 
How am I needed by my 
loved ones, my community, 
by God?

1#"20*!-*
What is the meaning of 
God teaching us? God 
raises us up after we have 
been mistaken, for it is only 
through failure that any 
true learning is achieved.

—based on *+,*-*. 
+48 4H9G*- 

It is said in the name of the 
Baal Shem Tov: What is 
knowledge? It is the con-
stant awareness that God 
dwells within you.

—K4-06*- *,K4- H49+ 
7L ?0,

What is wisdom? It is the 
increasing knowledge of 
the world, for the more  
you know of the world  
the more you will come  
to love God.

—based on .*9.78964/

!".## H(/5#- 19 
8’.'%"14. On Shabbat, a 
taste of the perfection of 
the world that is coming, 
we did not petition for our 
needs; the Amidah on both 
Shabbat and festivals con-
tains a single central bless-
ing celebrating the holiness 
of the day. As we emerge 
from the fullness and 
sanctity of Shabbat or the 
festival, we again focus on 
what is lacking in our lives, 
in our community, and in 
the world, and so we in-
clude petitionary prayers in 
the Amidah. These prayers, 
the middle b’rakhot of the 
Amidah, unfold in three 
cycles: prayers for personal 
transformation, prayers 
for health and prosper-
ity, and prayers calling for 
societal transformation and 
redemption. Additionally, 
since this is the first service 
recited at the conclusion 

of Shabbat or a festival, we include in the first of these middle 
b’rakhot a prayer marking the distinction between the weekday 
and the holy day.

?16 "')# ,.'/#& 6- ,*8 % I ,3 18 .8 )*- ! ",3 .0. In a sense, Shabbat or a 
festival ends with the recitation of this prayer and so we can 
continue with the weekday requests in the b’rakhot that follow. 
This paragraph is added to the weekday evening service at the 
conclusion of Shabbat or a festival, to mark the transition from 
the holy time that is ending and the weekday that is beginning. 
In it, we remark on the distinction between one realm and 
another and we express the hope that the peace and aspira-
tions expressed in our prayers during Shabbat or during the 
festival carry over and guide us in the days to come.

E*1$5#&,#, 6*&#.-4'*&+*,, '*& $+-&12 ; 7,5 1D( .! 1* ! "8$ &,6 ! "# 7,?. 
One way of understanding the di'erence between these terms 
is to think of “knowledge” as comprising factual information, 
“understanding” as denoting the ability to analyze, and “wis-
dom” as that insight gained from experience. (based on Elliot 
Dorff)

First Cycle of B’rakhot of Request:  
Personal Transformation

1#"20*!-*
You graciously endow human beings with knowledge, and 
You teach understanding to humanity.

At the conclusion of Shabbat or Festivals we add:
You have graced us with the ability to know Your teaching,  
and taught us to observe the precepts that accord with Your will. 
A678*9 our God, You have distinguished between the sacred 
and the ordinary, light and darkness, the people Israel and the 
peoples of the world, and between the seventh day and the 
six days of creation. Avinu Malkeinu, grant that the days ahead 
welcome us in peace; may they be free of any sin, cleansed of any 
wrongdoing, and filled with awe-inspired attachment to You.

May You grace us with knowledge, understanding,  
and wisdom.
Barukh atah A!"#$%, who bestows knowledge.

 ,$ 6( C 6S 1 9/ 9- :! Q LI3T ! 1: 7+
.) K3% 7; 843 M- G! / AH =! <+B

At the conclusion of Shabbat or Festivals we add:

 ,V C G$ 9'4Q ( 6S 6+ :! B3 C 9Q <3 =34# ) 9Q 6-
 ,VC G34R :' % AY Z# $4W E( =! B3 C A/ :H =! :Q ="

 ,!4# :! 8 G/L C. ?% A; B3% C A)> M- )")% ! AS <& 6Q ="
 ,F G8L C# :! '4- ?% A;

 ,1% 7H 6( K! ! A- 9' <W 7% ?% A;
 .) GW E( 6H 6) % A+ :% $ G8 C A8 :! % 7(% 7& :l 6) 14% ?% A;

 1% 7- 9; 6) 1% 7+ KU =) B3% C A! K( ! A# 9) ,B3 C AJ <! =+ B3% C 7& 9- 
 ,14! K8 :! B3 C A$- 9' <. 7!

 ,- <X A#I! DJ 7+ 1% 7*BW E#
 ,?@ 9(I! DJ 7+ 1% 7Y Z3 <+B

. . . :" .V C G$ 9- <' 7% :; 1% 7. K; Z/ <+B

 .! AJ <W 6) :" ) K3% 7; ) 9( AS V :Q 7- A+ B3C AN D#
.$ 6( C 9S 6) ? A34# ,)")% ) 9Q 6- FB' 9;
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?16. 4#'/"+*, B> % 43 "/ )*3 1;. 
The Hebrew word torah 
sometimes refers to the 
Five Books of Moses and 
sometimes to the entire 
Bible, but in the context of 
this b’rakhah it more likely 
carries its root meaning 
of “teaching.” The prayer 
expresses the hope that all 
that we do will be a walk-
ing in God’s way, following 
God’s teaching.

I1.,+)# 6- ,*8% I; - .; 1J. Some 
strike their chests, indicat-
ing regret, when reciting 
the words $atanu (“we 
have sinned”) and fashanu 
(“we have transgressed”).

<)+*6 . . . ='5%#+*6
,*8 % 7,5 1; .: . . . ,*8$ % &6 "0. Liter-
ally, “father” (meaning 
“creator”) and “sovereign.” 
These words are well 

known from prayers for forgiveness. The image 
of God as “father” represents relatedness and 
closeness; that of God as “sovereign” conveys 
authority and greater distance. The ancient 
rabbis expressed our relationship to these two 
aspects of God’s nature as love and awe, ahavah 
and yirah.

$"1 +- /'55#& ,.'/+16- @,* ,8 .-. What allows us 
to voice regret is the knowledge that what we 
say when we approach God will be accepted 
lovingly. Our admission of guilt will not be used 
to judge us negatively, it will not be used against 
us, and it will not incriminate us; rather, our 
admission of guilt will be received for what it is: 
an attempt to purify ourselves, to wipe the slate 
clean—so that we might now start again with a 
sense of freshness.

F#&#234+1*. Each of the three cycles of b’rakhot 
of request ends with a prayer for ultimate 
redemption, and each of these endings builds 
on the previous one, so that they achieve a cre-
scendo when we come to the end of the three 
cycles. This first request is a simple prayer calling 
for an end to any su'ering and oppression.

(*3*#,$#)*
Return us, Avinu, to Your teaching, 
and bring us closer, Malkeinu, to Your service—
that we may truly turn and face You.
Barukh atah A!"#$%, who desires our return.

4"(-%.*#*++
Forgive us, Avinu, our Creator, for we have sinned; 
pardon us, Malkeinu, our Sovereign, for we have 
transgressed—
for Your nature is to forgive and pardon.
Barukh atah A!"#$%, who is called gracious and is  
exceedingly forgiving.

(*!*53,%"#
Look upon our suFering and take up our cause; 
redeem us soon for the sake of Your name—
for surely You are a mighty redeemer.
Barukh atah A!"#$%, Redeemer of Israel.

 ,V C G$ 9'4$ :! B3% C 7& 9- 8I E L'" KD ;!
 ,V C G$ 9/4& E( =! B3 C AJ <! =+ B3 C A& :' K. :"

 .V%C G3 K0 :! ) 9+ A! :8 ) 9&B8 <$ 7; B3 C A'% 7i E# 6) :"
.) 9&B8 <$ 7; ) GR4' 9) ,)")% ) 9Q 6- FB' 9;

 ,B3- C 9X 9# % 7J ,B3% C 7& 9- 8I E 12 T 72 4U
 ,B3 <( C 98 90 % 7J ,B3 C AJ <! =+ B3 C K! ! =# :+

 .) 9Q C 9- 6# C A!42 :" ! A#4+ % 7J
. 6# C> <2 7! ) G; <' 6H 6) ?BN =# ,)")% ) 9Q 6- FB' 9;

 ,B3 C A&% 7' ) 9&% C 7' :" ,B3C A% <3 D( :& + /I ! L+ :'
,V C G+ :8 ? 6( C 6+ :! ) 9' A) :+ B3 C A! K- <kB

 .) 9Q C 9- . Ki K# ! A-4T % 7J
.! A- 9' <W 7% ! A-4T ,)")% ) 9Q 6- FB' 9;

(*3*#,$#)*
What is t’shuvah compared to? 
It is like two people who had 
their backs to each other and 
then turn, full of wonder at 
seeing each other’s face.

—/-840, 2*H.*8 7L H9*69

4"(-%.*#*++  
We say, “We have sinned”—
when do we sin? We sin when 
we forget that we are God’s 
children.

—/7H7.78 7L 3*,H98

(*!*53,%"#
Before we pray for Israel’s 
redemption, or the world’s 
redemption, we first have to 
understand what our own 
redemption might mean.

—based on ,*/-9
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/*$0%#-
Heal the people I know 
and heal the people whom 
I don’t know. Heal those 
who have helped me in the 
past and heal those who 
have harmed me. Heal 
those I love and heal those 
with whom I am angry.

—4H9G*- 64 596*/

$6'#!$#)*
The Masidic master 
Zadok Hakohen of Lublin 
understood this paragraph 
this way: May all that we 
consume be for our good.

*7%0*+
A Masidic master taught: 
When we bring into the 
light the parts of ourselves 
that we have let languish, 
that is the ingathering of 
the exiles.
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J#'5 6- ,*8 % 70 "9 1/. Healing 
is a dual process. Physi-
cians and nurses can aid 
the healing process of the 
body, and our tradition 
a(rms that they are acting 
as God’s agents. However, 
healing also goes beyond 
the physical; it includes 
emotional and spiritual 
components, as well. Both 
are included in this prayer 
for “complete healing.”

2'%# 4"+- ' 85#--#& (#'. 
30),F .! ! "8 " H '( .! . . . => 7/ ",6. This 
b’rakhah expresses a con-
sciousness that the Land of 
Israel is very much depen-
dent on rain in its proper 
season. Equally, it can be 
understood to speak to the 
universal need for su(cient 
agricultural produce to 
sustain all.

$+4" &#$ '*& .'+* ; .K
! "5 "/ 16 &; / "K ":,*. The Sephardic 
custom is to pray for dew 
in the summer and rain in 
the winter. The Ashkenazic 
custom combines both the 
prayer for dew and rain in 
winter. In the Land of Israel, 
the prayer for rain begins 
on the seventh of /eshvan, 
some two weeks after the 
holiday of Sukkot. In Baby-
lonia, the prayer for rain 
began sixty days after the 
fall equinox. Jews living in 
the diaspora generally fol-

low the Babylonian custom. In the year preceding a Gregorian leap year, the prayer for rain begins 
one day later (i.e., on the evening of December +).

G16*& 4"# ,.#'4 -"19'. ; )*? ",< / "9 )* '( 1,6 # .G 1,3. The first cycle of b’rakhot of request ended with a call 
to end persecution. This second cycle ends with the call to announce freedom. The sound of the 
shofar signals freedom. The Bible speaks of the blowing of the shofar to announce a Jubilee year 
(Leviticus $+:,), and the prophet Isaiah extends that image of liberation to describe the announce-
ment of messianic redemption: “In that day, the sound of the shofar will be trumpeted abroad and 
those who wandered to the land of Assyria and those who were chased out to the land of Egypt 
shall come and worship Adonai on the holy mount, in Jerusalem” ($!:&#).

K.+*, 6- 41,#4"#. ,*8 % 7L 1,6 .G 1*. This prayer concludes with the prophets’ promise that redemption 
will signal the gathering of the Jewish people in the Land of Israel.

Second Cycle of B’rakhot of Request: 
Healing and Prosperity
/*$0%#-
Heal us, A678*9, so that we may be truly healed; 
save us, that we may be truly saved. 
You are the one deserving of praise. 
Bring complete healing to all our suFering;

On behalf of one who is ill:
our God and God of our ancestors, may it be Your will to send 
speedy and complete healing of body and soul to __________, 
along with all others who are ill;  
strengthen as well the hands of those concerned with their care,

for You are God and sovereign, a faithful and 
compassionate healer. 
Barukh atah A!"#$%, Healer of the ill among 
Your people Israel.

$ ,%5* "4 $6'#!$#)*
A678*9 our God, make this a blessed year for us; 
may its varied harvest yield prosperity. 
May the land be blessed 
[from December ! until Pesa$, we add: with dew and rain] 
and satisfy us with its goodness. 
Bless this year, that it be like the best of years.
Barukh atah A!"#$%, who is the source of blessing of each year.

-$,/*(%#- "4 *7%0*+
Sound the great shofar announcing our freedom, 
raise the banner signalling the ingathering of our exiles, 
and bring us together from the four corners of the earth. 
Barukh atah A!"#$%, who gathers the dispersed of 
Your people Israel.

 ,- A0 9' A3 :" ,)")% 8I E L+ 1M 4&
 ,) 9Q C 9- B3 C A$ 9c 7) :$ % 7J ,) 9( C A8 KB 73 :" B3 C A(% 784)
.B3% C A$4J 6+I! D* :! ) 9+ A! :8 ) 9-B0 :' ) A! E( 6) :"

                  On behalf of one who is ill:

 % A)>- A" B3% C A)> M- )")% V%C G3 K0 :c 7+ ?4R 9' % 7)% 7" 
 ,[B3% C A$4H 7- :"] B3% C A$4& E-

 ,1 7% C 6+ 9l 6) ? 7+ ) 9+ A! :8 ) 9-B0 :' ) 9' A) :+ # =! <8 7Q G8
 ,PBT =) $ 6-B0 <'B 8 G0C GN =) $ 6-B0 :'

 ,1% 7!4# 6) ' 9- :8 F4$ :; ________ :!
 ,1 G)% A* <' DR :; 1% 7. :24( 9) % A/ :%I$ G- . AO =# :"

 .) 9Q C 9- ? 9+ E# 6' :" ? 9+ M- G3 - A04' F G! C G+ ! A- % 7J
.! A- 9' <W 7% 4H 6( % A!4# - A04' ,)")% ) 9Q 6- FB' 9;

$-LO =) ) K3 Kl 6)I$ G- B3% C A)> M- )")% 8I" E L2 1( 5 L& 19
? A$ :" ,) 9&4X :! n 9$ 9-B& :$ % A3% 7+I! DJI$ G- :"

From Pesa$ until December %: ) 9* 9' :;
From December & until Pesa$: ) 9* 9' <& 7! ' 9X 9+B ! =X

 ,) 9+ 9/ E- 9) % A3 :5 ! =(
 ,n 9&Bo 7+ B3 C A( :; 6W :"

.$4&4o 6) 1% 73 Kl 6J B3 C A$ K3 :8 F A' 9&B
.1% 73 Kl 6) F A' 9& :+ ,)")% ) 9Q 6- FB' 9;

 ,B3 C A$B' A# :! !4/ KT & 1M3D 49 ( B, 4:
,B3% C A$4U Z! KT p A; =. :! 2 A3 - 9W :"

 .p G' C 9- 9) $40 <3 =J ( 6; <' 6- A+ / 6#C =% B3 C AR :; =. :"
.! A- 9' <W 7% 4H 6( % A# </ 73 p A; =. :+ ,)")% ) 9Q 6- FB' 9;
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L+-+1*- 19 F#&#234+1*. 
This cycle of b’rakhot o'ers 
a utopian vision of a time 
when governance and the 
courts will truly reflect a 
system of justice, when 
righteousness will achieve 
its proper recognition, 
and when evil will be 
obliterated. That vision 
culminates in the reestab-
lishment of Jerusalem as 
God’s holy place and the 
Messiah’s ushering in a time 
of proper rule.

F#-41.# M6&,#- 41 6- 
,*8$ % 7K 19 )* '( ! "6$ % & '( "!. Isaiah &:$. 
promises that God will 
restore judges as they once 
were and “your city shall 
be called just.” Justice is 
the basis for the society 
we anticipate, one that will 
reflect our deepest hopes 
and desires. As the b’rakhah 
says, God is the “Sovereign 
who loves justice and com-
passion.”

G1..1$ '*& '*,6+-" 
! "- "8 E0 .* @ )*< "$. Sorrow is the 
result of physical assault; 
anguish has no physical 
cause. Both sorrow and 
anguish obscure our judg-
ment. (Abraham ben Elijah, 
the Gaon of Vilna)

N6-4+/# '*& /123'--+1* K ",9 1 '( &:,* ! "G "? 1L. Without a system of justice, compassion is ine'ectual; without com-
passion, justice is cruel.

!"1-# $"1 $165& &#9'2# 6- +$ &8$ & '( 1; .,: .; 1*. The reference is to members of the Jewish community or sectar-
ians who reported on Jewish activities to governmental authorities, leading to adverse measures taken against 
the Jewish community as a whole. The Talmud asserts that such a report led to the destruction of the Temple 
(Babylonian Talmud, Gittin ++b). Acts of speech such as defamation and the perversion of  truth can lay the 
ground for the commission of hateful acts—an understanding of human nature exploited by modern-day 
propagandists.

4"# .+,"4#16- +$ &G$ &,? .,L .!. This b’rakhah enumerates the outstanding individuals of each generation and 
invokes God’s blessing upon them. The list includes the spiritual leaders of each generation, the pious and 
righteous individuals who are exemplars of religious ideals, and righteous converts who have made a decisive 
choice regarding the nature of their religious lives. In the shadow of these people we ask for God to turn to us 
as well.

4"# 3+16- +$ &?$ &J E- .!. The Talmud applies this term to people who go beyond the letter of the law. Such people 
are both careful about their ritual observance and generous in the way they act with others.

 ,) 9c 7# :Q 6& <J B3% C AR E(4% :" ) K348- 7' 9& :J 8I" E L< 4M3D ! 1'" E KD 1!
 )")% ) 9Q 6- B3% C A! K( F4! <+B ,) 9# K3 E- =" ?4k K% BN C GH 7+ ' A2 9) :" 

.X 95 <8 7H 6; B3 C A. :S 6R :" ,1% 7+ E# 6' <&B / G2 C G# :; V :S 6& :!
.X 95 <8 7+B ) K. K/ :R & A)4- F G! C G+ ,)")% ) 9Q 6- FB' 9;

Between Rosh Hashanah and Yom Kippur we substitute: 
.X 95 <8 7H 6) F G! C GH 6) ,)")% ) 9Q 6- FB' 9;

 ,) K" <. 7$ % 7) :Q ! =- 0" KI" KD H2 7V 72 4$
 ,/ A&-LQ ( =k C G' :J ) 9( <8 7' 9)I! D* :"
 ,B$ C A' 9J 7% ) 9' A) :+ V% C G& :%4-I! D* :"

 ' AT =+ <$B ' A; 68 <$B ' AY =( :$ ) 9' A) :+ 1% 7/ AO =) :" 
 .B3% C A+ K% :& ) 9' A) <+ 7; 6(% C 73 <* 6$ :"

.1% 7/ Ai 6(% C 73 <* 6+B 1% 7& :%4- ' A&48 ,)")% ) 9Q 6- FB' 9;

 ,! A- 9' <W 7% $% A; V :H 6( % A3 <. 7i ! =( :" 1% 7/% 72 E# 6) ! =( :" 0" K," KG 7W 7! 2 7(
 ,B3% C A! K( :" . G/ C Gt 6) % A' AT ! =( :" ,1 G)% A' :042 $ 6X% A! :5 ! =( :"

 ,B3% C A)> M- )")% ,V% C G+ E# 6' - K3 B+ M) G%
 ,$ G+ M- G; V <+ 78 :; 1% 7# :X4; 6)I! D* :! &4X ' 9* 9W ? A$ :"

 ,1 G) 9H 7( B3 C A. <! G# 1% 7W :"
 84& A3 -> 1 K!4( <!B

 .B3 <# C 9X 9; V :& % 7J
.1% 7.% 7S 6t =! # 9X <& 7+B ? 9( <8 7+ ,)")% ) 9Q 6- FB' 9;

Third Cycle of B’rakhot of Request: 
Visions of Redemption

8'+,%)*
Restore judges to us as in the early days, 
and wise counselors as of old. 
Remove from us sorrow and anguish. 
May You alone, A678*9, with kindness and compassion
:rule over us. 
May You find our cause righteous.
Barukh atah A!"#$%, Sovereign who loves justice 
:and compassion.

Between Rosh Hashanah and Yom Kippur we substitute:  
Barukh atah A!"#$%, Sovereign of judgment.

,/* *#! "4 2%)1*!#*++
May the hopes of those who would defame us be dashed, 
may all wickedness be instantly frustrated, 
and may all Your enemies be quickly cut oF. 
Root out, subdue, break, and humble the arrogant, 
speedily, in our day.
Barukh atah A!"#$%, who defeats enemies and 
:humbles the arrogant.

,/* (%-/,*"'+
May Your compassion, A678*9 our God, 
flow to the righteous, the pious, 
the leaders of the people Israel, 
the remnant of the sages, 
the righteous converts, 
and us all. 
May all those who trust in Your name be truly rewarded, 
and may our share be among them, 
so that we never be shamed for trusting in You.
Barukh atah A!"#$%, promise and support of the righteous.

8'+,%)*
A world of true justice is a 
world in which God’s love 
is sovereign.

,/* *#! "4 
2%)1*!#*++
Interpreting the verse 
“Sinners shall cease from 
the earth, and the wicked 
shall be no more; bless 
Adonai, O my soul” (Psalm 
@DE:AJ), Rabbi Judah 
taught: Sinners shall be no 
more—sinners shall be-
come upright people; the 
wicked will be no more—
they shall no longer be 
wicked; and only then will 
we be justified in saying 
“Bless Adonai, O my soul.”

—.96,*/- 78 N/*H./

The Masidic master 
Mordechai of Lechovitz 
would teach: when we pray 
that evil be wiped out, we 
should meditate on what 
in our own behavior is 
sinful.

,/* (%-/,*"'+
In speaking of the reward 
for the righteous, the 
Hebrew uses the word tov, 
meaning “good” (translat-
ed here as “truly”). At the 
end of the creation story 
in Genesis, we are told 
that God saw all that was 
created and it was good 
(tov). The reward of the 
righteous is that they will 
have eyes that see the good 
as God did.

Who are the sages? These 
are the people who teach 
children.
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8*('+$0*5
The Masidic master Naftali 
of Ropshitz asked, “Why is 
the blessing in the present 
tense?” And he answered: 
“Because each day we 
rebuild Jerusalem.”

5*++%$#%) /"3*
What is the establishment 
of the Davidic kingdom? 
It is the ability to see 
God everywhere and in 
everything.

—.7/-4 O*K9. 4L,*9. 
7L /069H375

The Masidic master Solo-
mon Hakohen Rabinowitz 
taught that we all make the 
shoot of David flourish, for 
everything good that we 
do nurtures the growth of 
redemption.

/*$( "'( ."%)*
. . . even if we haven’t 
found the words to express 
ourselves properly.

N#.6-'5#2 + &$ % I; " '( ,*/ 1$.  Israel’s 
capital city, the site of the 
ancient Temple and King 
David’s throne, ideally 
represents the place where 
Jews are most rooted, in 
common community, in 
their relationship with God.

=#--+'*+/ J13#. This 
was the last b’rakhah to 
be added to the Amidah, 
bringing its total number 
of blessings to nineteen 
instead of the original 
eighteen. It was added 
in Babylonia where the 
exilarch, the head of the 
Jewish community, traced 
his lineage to the exiled 
house of David. (Almost all 
manuscripts reflecting the 
rite practiced in the Land 
of Israel in the &st millenni-
um exclude this b’rakhah.) 
Ultimately, though, this 
prayer does not center on 
a Messiah but rather on 
God’s triumph—a world 
ruled by just laws, a world 
at peace. Reuven Hammer, 
remarking on the fact that 

the word “Messiah” does not appear at all in this 
prayer, argues that too many failed and false mes-
siahs in Jewish history led to the exclusion of the 
term from this central liturgical moment.

91. $# '$'+4 ?16. 4.+623" B> 13 "# ,* '($ &; $ &,5  
,*8$ % &,* &G. The hope in God’s triumph has always  
included the overthrow of oppressive rule.

"#'. 16. )1+/# ,*8% 7; )*G # .: 1 '(. We conclude the 
three cycles of b’rakhot of request with an all-
encompassing b’rakhah. Rabbinic authorities 
recommended that we add here our own words, 
expressing those concerns that are uppermost in 
our minds at this time. This prayer is replete with 
mention of God’s compassion. What prayer can 
open for us is a moment of feeling the universe as 
welcoming and compassionate. 

 ,&B8 9Q 1% 7+ E# 6' :; V :'% 7( 0 K" E 72 1D8&" K2 4$
 , 9Q <' C 6; 7S ' G8 E- 6J n 9*4$ :; ?4J <8 7$ :"

 ,1 K!4( ? =% <3 7; B3% C A+ K% :; &4' K. :; n 9$4- ) A3 <&B
 .?% 7* 9Q n 9*4$ :! ) 9' A) :+ / 7" K/ - Av 7* :"

.1 7% C K! K8B' :% ) A34; ,)")% ) 9Q 6- FB' 9;

 , 6#% C 7+ <R 6$ ) 9' A) :+ V :S <& 6( / 7" KS T 7) E .XY# .+
 ,V C G$ 9(B8% 7; 1B' 9Q 43 <' =. :"

 .14U =)I! DJ B3% C 7B 7. V :$ 9(B8% 7! % 7J
.) 9(B8 :% ? G' C G. 6#% C 7+ <R 6+ ,)")% ) 9Q 6- FB' 9;

 ,B3% C A)> M- )")% 8I E L23, ( 7) 4D
 ,B3% C A! K( 1 A# 6' :" 2B#

 ,B3 C A$ 9c 70 :QI$ G- ?4R 9' <&B 1% 7+ E# 6' :; ! A; =. :"
,) 9Q C 9- 1% 73B3 E# 6$ :" $4c 70 :Q 6( C A+48 ! A- % 7J

 .B3 C A&% 78 :Q ! =- 1 K.% A' ,B3 C AJ <! =+ ,V%C G3 K0 :c 7+B
 .1% 7+ E# 6' :; ! A- 9' <W 7% V :H 6( $ 6c 70 :Q 6( C A+48 ) 9Q 6- % 7J

.) 9c 70 :Q 6( C A+48 ,)")% ) 9Q 6- FB' 9;

8*('+$0*5
In Your mercy, return to Your city, Jerusalem. 
Dwell there as You have promised; 
rebuild it permanently, speedily, in our day. 
May You soon establish the throne of David in its midst.
Barukh atah A!"#$%, who rebuilds Jerusalem.

5*++%$#%) /"3*
Cause the shoot of Your servant David to flourish; 
may the honor of the house of David be raised up 
with the coming of Your deliverance, 
for we await Your triumph each day.
Barukh atah A!"#$%, who causes salvation to flourish.

+'55$,%"# "4 (*9'*+,+: /*$( "'( ."%)*
Hear our voice, A678*9 our God; 
be kind and have compassion for us. 
Willingly and lovingly accept our prayer, 
for You, God, hear prayers and listen to pleas.  
Do not send us away empty-handed—
for in Your kindness You listen to the prayers 
of Your people Israel.
Barukh atah A!"#$%, who listens to prayer.
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Modim: On Gratitude
God, on days when I am 
unable to feel grateful 
because my expectations 
imprison me, because my 
responsibilities burden 
me, or because the pain 
of living consumes me, 
remind me to be grate-
ful. Grateful for the gift 
of life. For my soul, my 
breath, my being. Grateful 
for my family, my friends, 
and my community. For 
relationships that heal and 
nourish. Grateful for the 
opportunity to learn, to 
grow, to become; and for 
the miracles that abound 
all around me and that ask 
only to be found.

—4H*8* 2*9.*8

F#-41.# $1.-"+3 41  
?16. -'*/46'.( 6 7 '( "! 1*
B> % 43$ 7,6 /$ &6 1? &; ! "? )*6 E# "!23 40. 
The Hebrew text here 
literally refers to the “holy 
of holies,” the innermost 
area of the sanctuary—that 
place where God was expe-
rienced most intimately—
and it is that intimacy and 
purity of relationship that is 
yearned for in this prayer.

?16. &+)+*# 3.#-#*/# 
)*3 "8$ &5 1 '(. The Hebrew word 
shekhinah has been used 
for centuries to refer to 
God’s immanence, the 
presence of God that is 
felt in the world. The word 
shekhinah is grammatically 
feminine, and Jewish mysti-
cal tradition has tended to 
personify the Divine Pres-
ence, called the Shekhinah, 
as feminine.

Three Concluding B’rakhot
,/* +*(.%)* ,/$, 2* "44*(
A678*9 our God, embrace Your people Israel and their prayer. 
Restore worship to Your sanctuary. May the prayers of the 
people Israel be lovingly accepted by You, and may our service 
always be pleasing.

On Rosh 'odesh and 'ol Ha-mo·ed we add:
Our God and God of our ancestors, may the thought of us rise up 
and reach You. Attend to us and accept us; hear us and respond to 
us. Keep us in mind, and keep in mind the thought of our ancestors, 
as well as the Messiah, the descendant of David; Jerusalem, Your holy 
city; and all Your people, the house of Israel. Respond to us with 
deliverance, goodness, compassion, love, life, and peace, on this

On Rosh 'odesh: On Pesa$: On Sukkot:
Rosh Modesh.  Festival of Matzot. Festival of Sukkot. 

Remember us for good; respond to us with blessing; redeem us with 
life. Show us compassion and care with words of kindness and deliv-
erance; have mercy on us and redeem us. Our eyes are turned to You, 
for You are a compassionate and caring sovereign.

May our eyes behold Your compassionate return to Zion. 
Barukh atah A!"#$%, who restores Your Divine Presence to Zion.

-($,%,'!* 4"( 0%4* $#! %,+ 60*++%#-+ 
a We thank You, for You are ever our God 
:and the God of our ancestors; 
You are the bedrock of our lives,
:the shield that protects us in every generation. 
We thank You and sing Your praises—
for our lives that are in Your hands, 
for our souls that are under Your care, 
for Your miracles that accompany us each day, 
and for Your wonders and Your gifts that are with us 
:each moment—evening, morning, and noon.
You are the one who is good, whose mercy is never-ending;  
the one who is compassionate, whose love is unceasing.
We have always placed our hope in You.

On 'anukkah we add Al Hanissim on page &%(.
On Purim we add Al Hanissim on page &%).

 ,1 9$ 9c 70 <$ 7&B ! A- 9' <W 7% V :H 6( :; ,B3% C A)> M- )")% ,! LX 4&
,V C G$% A; '% 7& </ 7! ) 9/4& E( 9)I$ G- & A8 9) :"
 ,?4R 9' :; ! A; =. :$ ) 9& E) 6- :; 1 9$ 9c 70 <$B

.V C GH 6( ! A- 9' <W 7% $ 6/4& E( /% 7+ 9Q ?4R 9' :! % 7) <$B

             On Rosh 'odesh and 'ol Ha-mo·ed we add:

 ,) G- 9' A% :" 6(% C 7T =% :" ,-L& K% :" ) G! E( =% ,[B3% C A$4H 7- :"] B3% C A$4& E- % A)>- A" B3% C A)> M-
 ?4' <* 7i :" ,B3C A34/ <. 70B B3C A34' <* 7i ' A* KO 7% :" / A. K5 7% :" ,( 6+ 9l 7% :" ) GR 9' A% :" 

 ?4' <* 7i :" ,V C GS <& 6( / 7" KSI? G; 6#% C 78 9+ ?4' <* 7i :" ,[B3% C A$4H 7- :"] B3% C A$4& E-
 ,V%C G3 K0 :! ! A- 9' <W 7% $% A; V :H 6(I! DJ ?4' <* 7i :" ,V C G8 </ D. '% 7( 1 7% C =! K8B' :%

14% :; ,14! K8 <!B 1% 7U =# :! ,1% 7+ E# 6' <!B / G2 C G# <!B ? A# :! ,) 9&4X :! ,) 9X% A! <0 7!
 On Sukkot:  On Pesa$: On Rosh 'odesh:
 $4J Zv 6) k 6# $4t 6H 6) k 6# 8 G/ CL# 6) 8-L'  

 ,) 9* 9' <& 7! 4& B3 C A/ <. D0B ,) 9&4X :! 4; ,B3% C A)> M- )")% ,B3 C A' <* wi .) GO 6) 
1 A# 6' :" ,B3C AN D# :" 2B# ,1% 7+ E# 6' :" ) 9(B8 :% ' 6& </ 7&B .1% 7U =# :! 4& B3 C A(% 784) :" 
.) 9Q C 9- 1B# 6' :" ?BN =# F G! C G+ ! A- % 7J ,B3%C A3% A( V%C G! A- % 7J ,B3 C A(% 784) :" B3% C A! K(

.1% 7+ E# 6' :; ?4U 7R :! V :&B8 :; B3%C A3% A( ) K3%C Gi M# G$ :"
.?4U 7R :! 4$ K3% 7* :8 '% 7i E# 6H 6) ,)")% ) 9Q 6- FB' 9;

 % A)>- A" B3% C A)> M- )")% -B) ) 9Q 6- 98 ,5 12 8I HTE BI ;+ 0" K-3) b
./ G( K" 1 K!4( :! [B3% C A$4H 7- :"] B3% C A$4& E-

.'4/ K" '4/ :! -B) ) 9Q 6- ,B3 C A( <8 7% ? Ak K+ ,B3%C AU =# 'BR
 ,V C G$ 9c 7) :Q ' A5 62 <3B V :c ) G/43

 ,V C G/ K% :; 1% 7'B2 :H 6) B3%C AU =# ! =(
 ,F K! $4/B. :5 6) B3% C A$4+ <8 73 ! =( :"

 ,B3 C 9H 7( 14%I! D* :; G8 V% C Gv 73 ! =( :"
 ,$ A(I! D* :; G8 V% C G$4&4X :" V% C G$4- :! <0 73 ! =( :"

 .1 7% C 9' x) DR :" ' G. CL& K" & G' C G(
 ,V% C G+ E# 6' B C! K* -> % 7J ,&4o 6)

 ,V% C G/ 92 E# BH C 6$ -> % 7J ,1 A# 6' :+ 6) :"
.F K! B3% C 7B 7. 1 K!4( A+

On 'anukkah we add Al Hanissim on page &%(.
On Purim we add Al Hanissim on page &%).
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Peace
-
Commentators remark 
that as we pray for peace, 
we should let go of that 
which preys on us, that we  
not be consumed by anger.

&
Oh accept, accept, our 

thanks for the day’s 
three miracles, of dusk, 
of dawn, of noon, and 
of the years which with 
Thy presence are  made 
felicitous.

Grant us—our last 
petition—peace, Thine 
especial blessing,

which is of Thy grace and 
of the shining and turn-
ing of Thy Face.

—*. .. 3H498

Travel Prayer
Without You, this road
is thorns and thistles.

Allow me to search Your 
ways and to find

my feet walking in a furrow
and may pleasantness be  

upon them.
May the one who gives 

strength to the weary
give my life paved roads
on which to go to come 

and to arrive
wherever my heart carries 

me, like a caravan of  
the self

and may blessings be 
granted to the work of 
my feet.

May the one who hears  
the prayer of all mouths
hear my footsteps.

—*/-4, ,49;-
(translated by David Jacobson)

='( ?16. *'2# 8# 
3.'+-#& '*& #O'54#& 
B> 1: & '( + .: )*/ 13 &$ 1* => ./ ",6 13 &$. In the 
language of the Bible and 
the prayerbook, “God’s 
name is exalted” when 
we acknowledge God, 
recognize God’s goodness 
in creation, and act to 
enable God’s justice and 
compassion to be visible in 
the world.

<86*&'*4 '*& 5'-4+*, 
3#'/# 6 "/ + )*; " '(. The He-
brew word shalom, “peace,” 
comes from the same root 
as the word shalem, which 
means “whole.” The peace 
that is prayed for here is 
more than the end of war 
—that, of course, would, 
in itself, be a blessing—but 
rather a moment in which 
each of us can feel whole, 
and can feel the wholeness 
of humanity and of the 
universe.

>"1 85#--#- ?16. 3#135# 
;-.'#5 $+4" 3#'/# => 7/ "6 1: .! 
+ )*; " H '( .,6 ; 70 "/ 1D( &$ )* ,: .#23 40. The 
peace that descends on the 
people Israel exemplifies 
the peace that shall de-
scend on the whole world.

=( 01& $ .!); A0. One opinion 
voiced in the Babylonian 
Talmud states that every 
Amidah must be accompa-
nied by a personal prayer 
(Berakhot $,b). The prayer 
that is printed here is of-
fered by the Babylonian 
Talmud (Berakhot &!a)
 as an example of how the 
Amidah might end with 
a personal prayer. It is 
attributed to Mar son of 
Ravina (-th century). Un-
like the rest of the Amidah, 
these personal prayers are 
distinguished by the use of 
the first-person singular. 
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./ G( K" 1 K!4( :! /% 7+ 9Q B3 C AJ <! =+ V <+ 78 1 6+4' <$ 7% :" F 6' 9; <$ 7% 1 9c ZJ ! =( :"
Between Rosh Hashanah and Yom Kippur we add:

  .V C G$% 7' :& % A3 :;I! DJ 1% 7&4X 1% 7U =# :! &4$ <*B

 ,) K! C Gv VB C/4% 1% 7U =# 6) !L* :"
 ,$ G+ M- G; V <+ 78I$ G- B! :! =)% 7"

 .) K! C G2 B3 C A$ 9' <i G( :" B3 C A$ 9(B8 :% ! A- 9) 
.$4/4) :! ) G- K3 V <!B V <+ 78 &4o 6) ,)")% ) 9Q 6- FB' 9; b

 1% 7W 9Q ! A& A$ % A& :84%I! DJ ! =( :" V :H 6( ! A- 9' <W 7% ! =( ' 1& 032 1D
 .14! Kl 6)I! D* :! ?4/ 9- F G! C G+ -B) ) 9Q 6- % 7J ,1 K!4( :!

 ! A- 9' <W 7% V :H 6(I$ G- F A' 9& :! V%C G3% A( :; &4X :" 
.V C G+4! <8 7; ) 9( 98I! D* <&B $ A(I! D* :;

Between Rosh Hashanah and Yom Kippur we recite the 
following paragraph, in place of the line that follows it: 

,) 9&4X ) 92 K3 <' 60B ,14! K8 :" ,) 9* 9' :; ,1% 7U =# ' G0 C A2 :;  
,! A- 9' <W 7% $% A; V :H 6(I! D* :" B3 <#C =3 E- ,V%C G3 K0 :! & A$ 9J 73 :" ' A* KO 73  

.14! K8 <!B 1% 7&4X 1% 7U =# :!  
.14! Kl 6) ) AW4( ,)")% ) 9Q 6- FB' 9;

     

.14! Kl 6; ! A- 9' <W 7% 4H 6(I$ G- F A' 9& :+ 6) ,)")% ) 9Q 6- FB' 9;
The silent recitation of the Amidah concludes 
with a personal prayer or the following:

 % =! :! =. <+ 7! :" ,) 9+ <' 7+ ' A; 6S 7+ % =$ 90 <WB ,( 9' A+ % 7348 :! &3X 4I ," B!P Z+
 ,V C G$ 9'4$ :; % 7; 7! # 6$ :5 .) G% <) 7Q !LJ =! ' 90 9( GJ % 78 <0 =3 :" ,1LS 7$ % 78 <0 =3

 ,) 9( 9' % =! K( 1% 7& :84# 6)I! D* :" .% 78 <0 =3 P4S <' 7Q V% C G$@ <R 7+ <&B
 ,V C G+ :8 ? 6( C 6+ :! ) AW E( .1 9Q <& 68 E# 6+ ! A. <! =. :" 1 9$ 9R E( ' A0 9) ) 9' A) :+

 ? 6( C 6+ :! ) AW E( ,V C G$ 9l Z/ :. ? 6( C 6+ :! ) AW E( ,VC G3% 7+ :% ? 6( C 6+ :! ) AW E(
.% 73C A3 E( =" V :3% 7+ :% ) 9(% C 784) ,V% C G/% 7/ :% ?BR :! K# A% ? 6( C 6+ :! .V C G$ 9'4Q

 .% 7! E-4k :" % 7'BR )")% ,V%C G3 K0 :! % 7; 7! ?4% <k G) :" % 70 % A' <+ 7- ?4R 9' :! B% <) 7%
Some have the custom of taking three steps backward and bowing 
at the conclusion of the Amidah, as if exiting the court of a sovereign.

 B3% C A! K( 14! K8 ) GW E( =% -B) ,"% K+4' <+ 7; 14! K8 ) GWL(
.? A+ 9- B' <+ 7- :" ,[! A& A$ % A& :84%I! DJ ! =( :"] ! A- 9' <W 7%I! DJ ! =( :"

At the conclusion of the Amidah, we may be seated. When the weekday eve-
ning service follows the festival, turn to page !#( for Kaddish Shalem.

For all these blessings may Your name be praised and exalted, 
our sovereign, always and forever.
:Between Rosh Hashanah and Yom Kippur we add: 
:And inscribe all the people of Your covenant for a good life.
May all that lives thank You always, and faithfully praise Your 
name forever, God of our deliverance and help. 
a Barukh atah A!"#$%, Your name is goodness and praise of 
You is fitting.

3*$)*
Grant abundant and lasting peace to Your people Israel and  
all who dwell on earth, for You are the sovereign master of the 
ways of peace. May it please You to bless Your people Israel at 
all times with Your gift of peace.

Between Rosh Hashanah and Yom Kippur we recite the 
following paragraph, in place of the line that follows it: 
May we and the entire house of Israel be called to mind  
and inscribed for life, blessing, sustenance, and peace in  
the Book of Life.
Barukh atah A!"#$%, who brings peace.

Barukh atah A!"#$%, who blesses Your people Israel with peace.

$!!%,%"#$0 3*(+"#$0 3($:*(
The silent recitation of the Amidah concludes 
with a personal prayer or the following:

My God, keep my tongue from evil, my lips from deceit. Help 
me ignore those who would slander me. Let me be humble 
before all. Open my heart to Your Torah, that I may pursue 
Your mitzvot. Frustrate the designs of those who plot evil 
against me;  nullify their schemes. Act for the sake of Your 
name; act for the sake of Your triumph; act for the sake of 
Your holiness; act for the sake of Your Torah. Answer my 
prayer for the deliverance of Your people.
May the words of my mouth and the meditations of my heart 
be acceptable to You, A678*9, my rock and my redeemer.
Some have the custom of taking three steps backward and bowing 
at the conclusion of the Amidah, as if exiting the court of a sovereign.

May the one who creates peace on high bring peace to us and 
to all Israel [and to all who dwell on earth]. And we say: Amen.
Oseh shalom bimromav hu ya*aseh shalom aleinu v’al kol yisrael  
[v’al kol yosh’vei teiveil], v’imru amen.
At the conclusion of the Amidah, we may be seated. When the weekday eve-
ning service follows the festival, turn to page !#( for Kaddish Shalem.
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3-'52 PQ. Shabbat has 
come to an end, and we re-
cite this psalm to mark the 
transition to the week. 
Psalm ,& is one of the most 
reassuring in the entire 
Psalter. First the voice of a 
priest or a leader assures 
the supplicant that he or 
she will be saved from any 
danger, and then we hear 
God’s own voice vouch-
safing that message. About 
to face the week, the 
worshippers are assured 
that God will be with us, 
strengthening us on our 
journey, accompanying us, 
and keeping us in life. 
 The recitation of Psalm 
,& is preceded by the 
last verse of Psalm ,%. 
In the Land of Israel in 
ancient times, psalms were 
introduced by reciting the 
last verse of the preceding 
psalm. But it is also the 
case that the last verse of 
Psalm ,% forms a prelude 
to Psalm ,&. Reading it as 
we are about to enter the 
world of work, we pray that 
what we do might be last-
ing and pleasing to God.
 In this psalm, it is only 
the supplicant (whose 
voice is here indicated in 
italics) who speaks the 
personal name of God. All 
other references to God use 
other epithets, such as “the 
one on high.” To empha-
size that they are not the 
formal name of God, we 
have put all such references 
in lower case. One of the 
reassuring aspects of this 
psalm is that in the end, it 
is God’s own voice assuring 
protection. And it is with 
that assurance that we 
enter our week.

At the evening service following Shabbat, Psalm *) is recited. Most congre-
gations distinguish it from the Amidah with the recitation of 'atzi Kaddish. 

8% 7S =. % 7R E#
Leader:

 ,n A$B( <' 7J ,- 9' :& % 7S - 9+ :! K( :; ,- 9; 6' n A+ :8 8 6S =. <$ 7% :" ! =S =T <$ 7%
 $% A;I! D* :/ % AU =# <&B ?4*% A+4% <&B ?4*% AU =# :; n A$B* <! =+ F% 7! <+ =% :"

.Q L) 1+ B' <+ 7- :" ,&% 7' K. ? 6+ <i 7&B - K! Kk E( 6; ,! A- 9' <W 7% 
Congregation and Leader:

.+ /A B) 42 1( " L) 42 1( H28 0 72 1( 42 5 7& 1' 4) + 19 7& R L) 4D + L! 4" 
Leader:

 ' 6S 6) <$ 7% :" - Au =3 <$ 7% :" 1 6+4' <$ 7% :" ' 6- 95 <$ 7% :" # 6; 6Q <8 7% :" F 6' 9; <$ 7%
 I! DJ ? 7+ - 9c C A( :! ,+8! 5" K& 49 ,- 98 </ Z. :S n A+ :8 ! =c 6) <$ 7% :" ) Gc 6( <$ 7% :"
[between Rosh Hashanah and Yom Kippur we substitute: I! DJ 7+ - 9c C A( :! - 9c C A( :!]
 ,- 9+ :! K( :; ? 9'% 7+ E- 6S - 9$ 9+ 9# G3 :" - 9$ 9# :; <8 ZQ - 9$ 9'% 78 :" - 9$ 9* <' 7;

.Q L) 1+ B' <+ 7- :"
Some congregations rise to recite the following:

 ,B3% C A! K( ) K3 :34J B3% C A/ K% ) AW E( 6+B ,B3% C A! K( B3% C A)> M- % K3L/ E- 1 6(L C3 % 7)% 7"
C"=X 0"2!# .B)C A3 :34J B3% C A/ K% ) AW E( 6+B

 % 72 <# 6+ )")% =! ' 6+L- .? K34! <$ 7% % =S 68 ! AR :; ,?4% <! G( ' G$ C A2 :; ' LD6"
 ,8B. K% # 65 7+ V :!% 7t =% -B) % 7J .4; # 6X <& G- % =)> M- ,% 7$ 9/BR <+B

 ) KN 7R ,) G2 <# GQ "% K0 K3 :J $ 6# C 6$ :" F K! F G2C K% 4$ 9' <& G- :; .$4B =) ' G& C GS 7+
 .1 9+4% PB( K% p A# A+ ,) K! <% C K! / 6# C 65 7+ - 9'% 7$ -> .4Q 7+ E- ) 9' A#L2 :"

 P G! C G- V :S 7t 7+ !L5 7% .1 7% C 9' x) DR /B8 K% & GX C GY 7+ ,F> E) =% ! G0 CL- 9; ' G& C GS 7+
 $ 6+ Zc 78 :" ,X% 7; 6$ V%C G3% A( :; . =' .8 KT 7% -> V%C G! A- ,VC G3% 7+% 7+ ) 9& 9& <'B
 .VC G34( :+ 9Q <+ C 6W ?4% <! G( ,% 72 <# 6+ )")% ) 9Q 6- % 7J .) G- <' 7Q 1% 7( 98 :'
 "% K* 9- <! =+ % 7J .VC G! x) D- :; & 6' <. 7% -> ( =kC G3 :" ) 9( 9' V%C G! A- ) GN Z- :$ ->
 PLT 7Q ? G5 ,V <3B C- 9u 7%  1 7% C 65 6J ! =( .V% C G* 9' :SI! D* :; V <' D+ <8 7! F 9c ) GB =R :%

 .?% 7N =$ :" '% 70 :J 2L+ <' 7Q ,FL' </ 7Q ? G$ C G0 K" ! =# C 68 ! =( .VC G! <k =' ? G& C G- 9;
 .% 7+ :8 ( 6/ K% % 7J B) C A& :T =W E- ,B) C AX :c 60 E- =" . =8 9# % 7& % 7J

 B) C AR :c 6# E- ,) 9' 9R :& % 7*L3 K- 4H 7( ,B)C A3 M( G- :" % 73 C A- 9' <. 7% "
 .% 7$ 9(B8% 7; B) C A- <' 6- :" ,B) C A(% 7; <W 6- 1% 7+ K% F G' CL- .B) C A/ :; 6* E- ="

-R 1%!)$ .% 7$ 9(B8% 7; B) C A- <' 6- :" ,B) C A(% 7; <W 6- 1% 7+ K% F G' CL-
      Some congregations recite V’atah kadosh here; see page !)+.

At the evening service following Shabbat, Psalm *) is recited. Most congregations distinguish it from the 
Amidah with the recitation of 'atzi Kaddish. 

&atzi Kaddish
Leader:

May God’s great name be exalted and hallowed throughout the created world, as 
is God’s wish. May God’s sovereignty soon be established, in your lifetime and in 
your days, and in the days of all the house of Israel. And we say: Amen.
Congregation and Leader:

May God’s great name be acknowledged forever and ever! 
Y’hei sh’meih raba m’varakh l’alam u-l’almei almaya.

Leader:

May the name of the Holy One be acknowledged and cele brated, lauded and 
worshipped, exalted and honored, extolled and acclaimed—though God, who is 
blessed, b’rikh hu, is truly [between Rosh Hashanah and Yom Kippur we add: far] beyond all 
acknowledgment and praise, or any expressions of gratitude or consolation ever 
spoken in the world. And we say: Amen.

Some congregations rise to recite the following:

May the peace of the Lord, our God, be with us; may the work of our hands last 
beyond us, and may the work of our hands be lasting.  Psalm ,%:&!

One who dwells in the secret places of the one on high, lodges in the shadow of 
the Almighty— I call A!"#$% my protector, my fortress, my God, whom I trust. God 
will save you from the hidden snare, the threat of deadly plague, God’s wings will 
nestle you and protect you, God’s truth will be your shield and armor. You shall 
not fear terror at night, arrows flying in daylight, pestilence stalking in the dark, 
nor plague blackening the noon. Though a thousand may fall at your side, tens of 
thousands at your right hand, nothing will reach you. You have but to look with 
your own eyes, and you shall see the recompense of evildoers.

Yes, You, A!"#$%, are my protector. You have made the one on high your refuge—evil 
shall not befall you, nor plague approach your tent, for God will instruct angels to 
guard you wherever you go. They will carry you in the palms of their hands, lest 
your foot strike a stone; you will tread on pythons and cubs, trample on snakes and 
lions. “Because you desired Me, I shall save you. I shall raise you up, for you were 
conscious of My name. ! When you call upon Me, I shall answer you; I shall be 
with you in times of trouble, I shall strengthen you and honor you. I shall satisfy 
you with the fullness of days and show you My deliverance; I shall satisfy you with 
the fullness of days and show you My deliverance.” Psalm ,&

Orekh yamim asbi·eihu v’areihu bishuati.
Some congregations recite V’atah kadosh here; see page !)+.
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Kaddish Shalem
Leader:

May God’s great name be exalted and hallowed throughout 
the created world, as is God’s wish. May God’s sovereignty 
soon be established, in your lifetime and in your days, and in 
the days of all the house of Israel. And we say: Amen.

Congregation and Leader:

May God’s great name be acknowledged forever and ever! 
Y’hei sh’meih raba m’varakh l’alam u-l’almei almaya.

Leader:

May the name of the Holy One be acknowledged and  
celebrated, lauded and worshipped, exalted and honored,  
extolled and acclaimed—though God, who is blessed,  
b’rikh hu, is truly [between Rosh Hashanah and Yom Kippur we add: far] 
beyond all acknowledgment and praise, or any expressions of  
gratitude or consolation ever spoken in the world.  
And we say: Amen.

May the prayers and pleas of all Israel be accepted by their 
creator in heaven. And we say: Amen.

May heaven bestow on us, and on all Israel, life and abundant 
and lasting peace. And we say: Amen.

May the one who creates peace on high bring peace to us and 
to all Israel [and to all who dwell on earth]. And we say: Amen.

From the second night of Pesa$ through the night preceding Shavuot, 
we turn to page +% for the Counting of the Omer.

Leaving Shabbat with Blessing
May God grant you heaven’s dew, earth’s riches,  
and an abundance of grain and grapes.
V’yiten l’kha ha-elohim mital ha-shamayim u-mish’manei ha-aretz  
v’rov dagan v’tirosh.
            Genesis $!:$"

E'&&+-" G"'5#2 marks 
the completion of the 
evening service. What fol-
lows is Havdalah, marking 
the conclusion of Shabbat. 
Aleinu (page $"&) is a late 
addition to the evening 
service and it is not recited 
in the Sephardic rite.

='( 01& ,.'*4 (16 @ 4,3 &$ 1* 
B> 1;. These are the words 
spoken by Isaac as he 
blessed Jacob. We end 
Shabbat calling upon an 
ancestral blessing to ac-
company us in the week 
ahead.

,.'3#- '()/$ &3. In the ancient 
world, water was mixed 
with wine to purify it.

1 A! K8 8% 7S =.
Leader:

 ,n A$B( <' 7J ,- 9' :& % 7S - 9+ :! K( :; ,- 9; 6' n A+ :8 8 6S =. <$ 7% :" ! =S =T <$ 7%
 $% A;I! D* :/ % AU =# <&B ?4*% A+4% <&B ?4*% AU =# :; n A$B* <! =+ F% 7! <+ =% :"

 .Q L) 1+ B' <+ 7- :" ,&% 7' K. ? 6+ <i 7&B - K! Kk E( 6; ,! A- 9' <W 7%
Congregation and Leader:

.+ /A B) 42 1( " L) 42 1( H28 0 72 1( 42 5 7& 1' 4) + 19 7& R L) 4D + L! 4"
Leader:

 - Au =3 <$ 7% :" 1 6+4' <$ 7% :" ' 6- 95 <$ 7% :" # 6; 6Q <8 7% :" F 6' 9; <$ 7% 
,+8! 5" K& 49 ,- 98 </ Z. :S n A+ :8 ! Kc 6) <$ 7% :" ) Gc 6( <$ 7% :" ' 9S 6) <$ 7% :"

I! DJ ? 7+ - 9c C A( :!
[between Rosh Hashanah and Yom Kippur we substitute: I! DJ 7+ - 9c C A( :! - 9c C A( :!]
 ,- 9+ :! K( :; ? 9'% 7+ E- 6S - 9$ 9+ 9# G3 :" - 9$ 9# :; <8 ZQ - 9$ 9'% 78 :" - 9$ 9* <' 7;

.Q L) 1+ B' <+ 7- :"
 ?4)B& E- 1 9/ x. ! A- 9' <W 7%I! D* :S ?4) :$B( 9&B ?4) :$4! :R ! =; =. <$ 7Q

.Q L) 1+ B' <+ 7- :" ,- KU =+ <8 7& % 7S
 ,! A- 9' <W 7%I! DJ ! =( :" B3% C A! K( 1% 7U =# :" ,- KU =+ :8 ? 7+ - 9; 6' - 9+ K! :8 - A) :%

.Q L) 1+ B' <+ 7- :"

 B3% C A! K( 14! K8 ) GW E( =% -B) "% K+4' <+ 7; 14! K8 ) GWL( 
.Q L) 1+ B' <+ 7- :" ,[! A& A$ % A& :84%I! DJ ! =( :"] ! A- 9' <W 7%I! DJ ! =( :"

From the second night of Pesa$ through the night preceding Shavuot, 
we turn to page +% for the Counting of the Omer.

 ,p G' C 9- 9) % AN =+ :l 7+B 1 7% C 6+ 9l 6) ! =o 7+ 1% 7)> M- 9) V :! ? GQ 7% :" 
.8L'% 7$ :" ? Kk KS &L' :"

T%=C% #"*+&'[[[[[[[

Shalom
A man growing old is going
down the dark stairs.
He has been speaking of the 

Soul . . . .
Of dreams
burnt in the bone.

He looks up
to the friends who lean
out of light and wine
over the well of stairs.
They ask his pardon
for the dark they can’t help 

. . .

“It’s alright,” answers
the man going down,
“it’s alright—there are many
avenues, many corridors of 

the soul
that are dark also.
Shalom.”

—6489/4 H454,175

Blessings for Going Forth
 FB' 9&B '% 7( 9; ) 9Q 6- FB' 9;

.) G/ 9u 6; ) 9Q 6-
 % 7' <0B V :3 <X 7& % 7' :5 FB' 9;

 V C GQ <+ G) :& % 7' <0B V :$ 9+ </ 6-
 $4' :Q <8 6( :" V% C G0 K! E- ' =k :8 

.VC G3-LR
.V C GQ <' 6- <8 7+B V E- <3 =X FB' 9;

 V C G-L& :; ) 9Q 6- FB' 9; 
.V C G$- AR :; ) 9Q 6- FB' 9&B

Blessed shall you be in the 
city and blessed shall you 
be in the country.

Blessed shall be the issue  
of your womb, the 
produce of your field, the 
oFspring of your cattle, 
the calving of your herd, 
and the lambing of your 
flock.

Blessed shall be your harvest 
basket and your kneading 
bowl.

Blessed shall be your com-
ings in and blessed shall 
be your goings out.

—64014,787.K CB:A–P
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Some recite Havdalah on page !#% before continuing with Aleinu. 
We rise for Aleinu.

 ,$% 78- A' :; ' AR4% :! ) 9c Z/ :T $ A$ K! ,!LJ 6) ?4/ E- =! 6# C A; 68 :! 8I" E L2 1(
 ,) 9+ 9/ E- 9) $4# :5 <8 7+ :J B3 C 9+ 9W -> :" ,$4R 9' E- 9) % A%4k :J B3 C 9W 9( -Lc G8

 .1 K34+ E)I! D* :J B3 C A! K'Lk :" ,1 G) 9J B3 C A. <! G# 1 9W -Lc G8
 ,1% 7/4+B 1% 7" E# 6Q <8 7+B 1% 7( :'4J B3 <#C =3 E- =" b

.-B) FB' 9; 84/ KY =) ,1% 7* K! :H 6) % A* <! =+ F G! C G+ % A3 <0 7!
 ,! =( C 6H 7+ 1 7% C 6+ 9l 6; 4' K. :% & 684+B ,p G' C 9- / A2L% :" 1 7% C 6+ 98 ) GX43 -B) G8

 ./4( ?% A- B3% C A)> M- -B) ,1% 7+4' :+ % A) <& Dk :; 4O Z( $ =3% 7* <8B
 f4$ 9'4$ :; &B$ 9J 6J ,4$ K!Bi 2 G0 C G- B3 C AJ <! =+ $ G+ M- 

 ,V C G& 9& :! ! G- C 9$L& A8 E) =" 14U =) C 9Q <( 6/ K% :"
 ,! =( C 6H 7+ 1 7% C 6+ 9l 6; 1% 7)> M- 9) -B) )")% % 7J

./4( ?% A- ,$ 6# C 9Q 7+ p G' C 9- 9) ! =( :"

 ,VC GO Z( $ G' C G- <0 7$ :; ) 9' A) :+ $4- <' 7! ,B3% C A)> M- )")% V :! ) GB =. :3 ? AJ ! =(
 ,?B$ A' 9J 7% $4' 9J 1% 7!% 7! M- 9) :" ,p G' C 9- 9) ? 7+ 1% 7!Bc 7T '% 7& E( 6) :!

 ,V C G+ <8 7& B- :' <. 7% ' 9W 9& % A3 :;I! D* :" ,% =S 68 $B* <! =+ :; 1 K!4( ? AY =$ :!
 .p G' C 9- % A( <8 7'I! DJ V%C G! A- $43 <0 6) :!

 ,! A& A$ % A& :84%I! DJ B( :/ A% :" B'% C 7J =%
 .?48 K!I! DJ ( 6& 9l 7Q ,F G' C G;I! DJ ( 6' <* 7Q V :! % 7J

 ,B3 C AQ 7% ' K. :% V <+ 78 /4& <* 7! :" ,B!L C5 7% :" B( :' <* 7% B3% C A)> M- )")% V%C G3 K0 :!
 .V C G$B* <! =+ !L(I$ G- 1 9c Z* B! :; =.% 7"

,/ G( K" 1 K!4( :! ) 9' A) :+ 1 G)% A! E( F> <+ 7$ :"
 ./4& 9* :; F> <+ 7Q / 6( % A+ :!4( <!B ,-% 7) V :c G8 $B* <! =H 6) % 7J

 ./ G( K" 1 K!L( :! F> <+ 7% )")% fV C G$ 9'4$ :; &B$ 9J 6J "
 ,p G' C 9- 9)I! DJ ! =( F G! C G+ :! )")% ) K% K) :" f' 6+ M- G3 :"
./ 9# G- 4+ <8B ,/ 9# G- )")% ) G% <) 7% -B) 6) 14U =;

We are seated.

From the first day of the month of Elul until Yom Kippur (or in some  
communities through the seventh day of Sukkot, Hoshana Rabbah),  
we add Psalm !", on page ,*.

Some recite Havdalah on page !#% before continuing with Aleinu. 
We rise for Aleinu.

Aleinu
It is for us to praise the ruler of all, to acclaim the Creator, who has not made  
us merely a nation, nor formed us as all earthly families, nor given us an  
ordinary destiny. 
a And so we bow, acknowledging the supreme sovereign, the Holy One, 
who is praised—who spreads out the heavens and establishes the earth, whose 
glory abides in the highest heavens, and whose powerful presence resides in the 
highest heights. This is our God, none else; ours is the true sovereign, there is  
no other. As it is written in the Torah: “Know this day and take it to heart, that  
A678*9 is God in heaven above and on earth below; there is no other.”
Aleinu l’shabei*a) la-adon hakol, lateit g’dulah l’yotzer b’reishit, 
shelo asanu k’goyei ha-aratzot, v’lo samanu k’mishp’)ot ha-adamah, 
shelo sam )elkeinu kahem, v’goraleinu k’khol hamonam.
a Va-ana)nu korim u-mishta)avim u-modim,
lifnei melekh malkhei ha-m’lakhim, ha-kadosh barukh hu.
Shehu noteh shamayim v’yosed aretz, u-moshav y’karo ba-shamayim mima*al,  
u-sh’khinat uzo b’govhei m’romim, hu eloheinu ein od. 
Emet malkeinu efes zulato, ka-katuv b’torato: v’yadata hayom  
va-hasheivota el l’vavekha, ki Adonai hu ha-elohim ba-shamayim mima*al, 
v’al ha-aretz mita)at, ein od.

And so, A678*9 our God, we await You, that soon we may behold Your strength 
revealed in full glory, sweeping away the abominations of the earth, obliterat-
ing idols, establishing in the world the sovereignty of the Almighty. All flesh will 
call out Your name—even the wicked will turn toward You. Then all who live 
on earth will understand and know that to You alone every knee must bend, all 
allegiance be sworn. They will bow down and prostrate themselves before You, 
A678*9 our God, treasure Your glorious name, and accept the obligation of Your 
sovereignty. May You soon rule over them forever and ever, for true dominion is 
Yours; and You will rule in glory until the end of time. 
! As is written in Your Torah: “A678*9 will reign forever and ever.” 
And as the prophet said: “A678*9 shall be acknowledged sovereign of all the earth. 
On that day A678*9 shall be one, and the name of God, one.”
V’ne*emar: v’hayah Adonai l’melekh al kol ha-aretz,
bayom hahu yihyeh Adonai e)ad, u-sh’mo e)ad.

We are seated.

From the first day of the month of Elul until Yom Kippur (or in some communities 
through the seventh day of Sukkot, Hoshana Rabbah), we add Psalm !", on page ,*.

Concluding Prayers 0!%&$0 +"%2
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From a Father’s 
Ethical Will
Say Kaddish after me but 
not for me. Kaddish is the 
unique Jewish link that 
binds the generations of 
Israel. The grave doesn’t 
hear the Kaddish, but the 
speaker does, and the words 
will echo in your heart. 
The only immortality I 
seek is that my children 
and my children’s children 
be good Jews, and thereby 
good people. God bless 
you and keep you.

Your father
—I9HH9*. H4I9/ 

*+,*.7I912
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Mourner’s Kaddish
Mourners and those observing Yahrzeit:

May God’s great name be exalted and hallowed throughout 
the created world, as is God’s wish. May God’s sovereignty 
soon be established, in your lifetime and in your days, and in
the days of all the house of Israel. And we say: Amen.
Congregation and mourners:

May God’s great name be acknowledged forever and ever!
Mourners:

May the name of the Holy One be acknowledged and 
 celebrated, lauded and worshipped, exalted and honored, 
extolled and acclaimed—though God, who is blessed,  
b’rikh hu, is truly [between Rosh Hashanah and Yom Kippur we add: far] 
beyond all acknowledgment and praise, or any expressions of 
gratitude or consolation ever spoken in the world. And we say: 
Amen.

May heaven bestow on us, and on all Israel, life and abundant 
and lasting peace. And we say: Amen.

May the one who creates peace on high bring peace to us and 
to all Israel [and to all who dwell on earth]. And we say: Amen.

Mourners and those observing Yahrzeit:
Yitgadal v’yitkadash sh’meih raba, b’alma di v’ra, kiruteih, v’yamlikh 
malkhuteih b’)ayeikhon u-v’yomeikhon u-v’)ayei d’khol beit yisrael,  
ba-agala u-vizman kariv, v’imru amen.

Congregation and mourners:
Y’hei sh’meih raba m’varakh l’alam u-l’almei almaya.

Mourners:
Yitbarakh v’yishtaba) v’yitpa*ar v’yitromam v’yitnasei 
v’yit*hadar v’yitaleh v’yit*halal sh’meih d’kudsha, b’rikh hu, 
l’eila min kol [between Rosh Hashanah and Yom Kippur we substitute: l’eila 
l’eila mikol] birkhata v’shirata tushb’)ata v’ne)amata da*amiran b’alma, 
v’imru amen.

Y’hei sh’lama raba min sh’maya v’)ayim aleinu v’al kol yisrael,  
v’imru amen.

Oseh shalom bimromav hu ya*aseh shalom aleinu v’al kol yisrael  
[v’al kol yosh’vei teiveil], v’imru amen.

14$ K% 8% 7S =.
Mourners and those observing Yahrzeit:

 ,- 9; 6' n A+ :8 8 6S =. <$ 7% :" ! =S =T <$ 7%
 ,n A$B( <' 7J ,- 9' :& % 7S - 9+ :! K( :; 

 ?4*% A+4% <&B ?4*% AU =# :; n A$B* <! =+ F% 7! <+ =% :"
 ,! A- 9' <W 7% $% A;I! D* :/ % AU =# <&B

 ,&% 7' K. ? 6+ <i 7&B - K! Kk E( 6;
.Q L) 1+ B' <+ 7- :" 

Congregation and mourners:

.+ /A B) 42 1( " L) 42 1( H28 0 72 1( 42 5 7& 1' 4) + 19 7& R L) 4D + L! 4"
 

Mourners:

 - Au =3 <$ 7% :" 1 6+4' <$ 7% :" ' 6- 95 <$ 7% :" # 6; 6Q <8 7% :" F 6' 9; <$ 7%
 ,+8! 5" K& 49 ,- 98 </ Z. :S n A+ :8 ! =c 6) <$ 7% :" ) Gc 6( <$ 7% :" ' 6S 6) <$ 7% :"

I! DJ ? 7+ - 9c C A( :!
[between Rosh Hashanah and Yom Kippur we substitute: I! DJ 7+ - 9c C A( :! - 9c C A( :!]
 ,- 9+ :! K( :; ? 9'% 7+ E- 6S - 9$ 9+ 9# G3 :" - 9$ 9# :; <8 ZQ - 9$ 9'% 78 :" - 9$ 9* <' 7;

.Q L) 1+ B' <+ 7- :"
   

 1% 7U =# :" -C KU =+ :8 ? 7+ - C 9; 6' - C 9+ K! :8 - A) :%
 ,! A- 9' <W 7%I! DJ ! =( :" B3% C A! K(

.Q L) 1+ B' <+ 7- :" 
 14! K8 ) GW E( =% -B) "% K+4' <+ 7; 14! K8 ) GWL( 

 ,[! A& A$ % A& :84%I! DJ ! =( :"] ! A- 9' <W 7%I! DJ ! =( :" B3% C A! K(
.Q L) 1+ B' <+ 7- :"
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Meditation for 
the New Week
As I leave Shabbat behind,
let me carry Shabbat 

within:
Remind me to pause, 
to be present for myself,
to cherish others,

to see the beauty in Your 
creation, 

to nourish peace.
Enable the joy of life to fill 

my being,
the smell of spices to lift 

my spirit,
the flame of faith to burn 

in my soul.
Let me carry Shabbat 

within.
—4H*8* 2*9.*8

Hineih Y’shuati— 
Behold My Salvation
Perhaps this week I will 

not fear.
Perhaps this week, I will 

hold possibility in my 
hand like a silver house 
of cloves, take the time 
to count each twinkling 
in the night sky,

raise my fingers boldly 
up to the flame and taste 
salvation, gladness, joy.

Then, may I bless what is 
given,

wish it also upon others,
pass around my overflow-

ing cup,
put out the fire in this 

sweetness when the time 
for letting go comes.

—1*.*,* ;7-48
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When reciting Havdalah at home, we begin here: 

./ 9# <0 G- -> :" # 6X <& G- ,% 7$ 9(B8 :% ! A- ) AN 7)
.) 9(B8% 7! % 7! % 7) <% =" ,)")% n K% $ 9' <+ 7i :" % 7O D( % 7J

.) 9(B8 <% =) % A3 <% =( 6H 7+ ,?4W 9W :; 1 7% C 6+ 1 GQ <& 6- <8B
.) K! C Gv V C G$ 9* <' 7& V :H 6( ! =( ) 9(B8 <% =) )")% =!

.) K! C G2 ,&L. E( =% % A)> M- B3 C K! & KT <W 7+ ,B3 C 9H 7( $4- 9& :R )")%
.F 9; 6# C AXL; 1 9/ 9- % A' <8 6- ,$4- 9& :R )")%

.B3 C A- <' D. 14% :& B3C A3 E( =% F G! C GH 6) ,) 9(% C 784) )")%
.' K.% 7" ?4W 9W :" ) 9# <+ 7W :" ) 9'4- ) 9$ :% K) 1% 7/B) :U =!

.B3 C 9c ) G% <) 7Q ? AJ
The cup of wine is lifted:

.- 9' <. G- )")% 1 A8 <&B ,- 9u G- $4(B8 :% 24J

In a synagogue or at a public service, we begin here:

f% =' A& E# % 7' <& 62
 .? G0 C KT =) % 7' :5 - A'4; ,1 K!4( 9) F G! C G+ B3% C A)> M- )")% ) 9Q 6- FB' 9;

The following two blessings are recited only on Saturday evening. 
At the conclusion of a Festival, we continue with the final paragraph.

 ,1 K!4( 9) F G! C G+ B3% C A)> M- )")% ) 9Q 6- FB' 9; 
.1% 7+ 9W :& % A3% 7+ - A'4;

 ,1 K!4( 9) F G! C G+ B3% C A)> M- )")% ) 9Q 6- FB' 9; 
.8 A- 9) % A'4- :+ - A'4;

 ,1 K!4( 9) F G! C G+ B3% C A)> M- )")% ) 9Q 6- FB' 9; 
 ,F G8L C# :! '4- ?% A; ,!4# :! 8 G/ CL. ?% A; !% 7S <& 6H 6) 

 ,1% 7H 6( K! ! A- 9' <W 7% ?% A; 
 .) GW E( 6H 6) % A+ :% $ G8 C A8 :! % 7(% 7& :l 6) 14% ?% A;

.!4# :! 8 G/ CL. ?% A; !% 7S <& 6H 6) ,)")% ) 9Q 6- FB' 9;

When reciting Havdalah at home, we begin here: 

Behold, God is my deliverer; I am trustful and unafraid.
A678*9 is my strength, my might, my deliverance.
Joyfully draw water from the wellsprings of deliverance.
Deliverance is Yours; may Your blessings rest upon this  

people forever.
A!"#$% Tz’va·ot is with us; the God of Jacob is our  

sronghold, forever.
A!"#$% Tz’va·ot, happy is the person who trusts in You.
Deliver us, A678*9; our Sovereign, answer us when we call.
The Jewish people experienced light, gladness, joy, and 

honor—so may it be with us.
La-y’hudim hayetah orah v’sim)ah v’sason vikar, ken tihyeh lanu.

The cup of wine is lifted:

As I lift up the cup of deliverance, I call upon A678*9.

In a synagogue or at a public service, we begin here:

With the assent of my friends:
Barukh atah A!"#$%, our God, sovereign of time and space,  
who creates fruit of the vine.
Barukh atah Adonai eloheinu melekh ha-olam, borei pri ha-gafen.

The following two blessings are recited only on Saturday evening. 
At the conclusion of a Festival, we continue with the final paragraph.

Barukh atah A!"#$%, our God, sovereign of time and space,  
who creates fragrant spices.
Barukh atah Adonai eloheinu melekh ha-olam, borei minei v’samim.

Barukh atah A!"#$%, our God, sovereign of time and space,  
who creates lights of fire.
Barukh atah Adonai eloheinu melekh ha-olam, borei me’orei ha-eish.

Barukh atah A!"#$%, our God, sovereign of time and space,  
who distinguishes between the sacred and the ordinary, light 
and darkness, the people Israel and the peoples of the world, 
and between the seventh day and the six days of creation.  
Barukh atah A!"#$%, who distinguishes between the sacred 
and the everyday.
Barukh atah Adonai eloheinu melekh ha-olam, ha-madvil bein kodesh 
l’)ol, bein or l’)oshekh, bein yisrael la-amim, bein yom ha-sh’vi*i l’sheishet 
y’mei hama·aseh. Barukh atah Adonai, ha-mavdil bein kodesh l’)ol.

J')&'5'" literally means 
“distinction” or “di'erentia-
tion” and it is a ceremony 
that marks the ending of 
Shabbat and the begin-
ning of the work week. It 
consists of blessings over 
wine, spices, and light, and 
a final blessing about the 
distinction between Shab-
bat and the week. The Bible 
restricts the use of fire on 
Shabbat and so the week 
symbolically begins with 
lighting a fire. Shabbat, 
which began with the light-
ing of candles, now is also 
brought to its conclusion 
with candelighting. But 
whereas we began Shabbat 
with individual candles, 
we end it with one candle 
whose wicks are inter-
twined, as if Shabbat has 
created a unity that was 
lacking before. To rouse our 
senses to become awak-
ened to the beauty we shall 
encounter during the week, 
we make a blessing over 
spices. Finally, the blessing 
over the wine sanctifies the 
week to come.

K#"15&, 01& +- 2( &#5+)-
#.#. $ &3 "# ,* '( 1$ ; 70 ! 7,8 &!. As we 
enter the week we pray for 
protection, deliverance, 
and happiness. The bibli-
cal verses in this passage 
come from Isaiah &$:$–# 
and Psalms #:,, -.:&$, "-:&#, 
and $%:&%. The penultimate 
verse, remarking on joy and 
gladness, is taken from the 

description in the Scroll of Esther (":&.) and expresses the joy at the deliverance from the destruction that had 
been contemplated by Israel’s enemy; we add the wish that the same be true for us. The final verse, taken from 
Hallel (Psalm &&.:&#), leads directly into the recitation of the blessing over the cup of wine.

K:RGG;C0 !JR G7;HRG <CA H<CA:R. It is customary for everyone to partake of these blessings, so the spices are 
passed for all to smell, and each person holds up his or her hand to the light, marvelling at the distinctions 
between skin and nails, live and dead flesh both needed.

Havdalah 0!1'0
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R5+M'" 4"# 3.13"#4 ,*! ",$ &; 70
0$ &6 ",8 .!. The week begins 
with the wish that the 
events of this week will 
be messianic. Elijah is said 
to be the herald who an-
nounces the coming of the 
Messiah.

=+.+'2 too shall announce 
the coming of the Messiah 
with song and dance. The 
Hebrew words to this song 
were written by Leila Gal 
Berner.

='( 4"# 1*# $"1 -#3'-
.'4#- ;$ &,? 16 .,: .!. Selected 
stanzas of a piyyut written 
by Isaac Judah ibn Ghiyyat 
(&%#%–&%",, Spain). The 
full song contains an 
acrostic of the name 
Yitz)ak Hakatan. A similar 
poem to be recited at 
the end of Yom Kippur is 
found in many Sephardic 
prayerbooks. This version 
of Hamavdil, recited at 
the end of Shabbat with 
Havdalah, is included in all 
Jewish rites. It makes this 
moment analogous to the 
conclusion of Yom Kippur: 
in leaving Shabbat, we leave 
behind the sins of the pre-
vious week and start a new 
week with freshness.
 Many of the lines of the 
piyyut are based on biblical 
verses.

'- 4"# ,.'+*- 19 -'*&, 1. 4"# -4'.- +* 4"# -%( '4 *+,"4 ! "; 1$ % I,; .,6 +$ &6 "5 )* ,5 .5 1* ; )*- .5. Referencing God’s 
blessing of Abraham: “I will bestow My blessing on you and make your descendants as numerous as 
the stars in heaven and the sands on the seashore” (Genesis $$:&!).

4"# $'4/"2'* / 7: )* '(. Based on Isaiah $&:&$: “The watchman said, ‘morning came and so did night. . . .’”

=16*4 !'81. / )*6 ",3 / .!. Psalm #.:! compares God’s righteousness to the highest mountains. Mount 
Tabor is the highest mountain overlooking the verdant Jezreel Valley in the Land of Israel. The image 
has a second meaning: as we round the mountain, it hides what is on the other side. As we turn to the 
week, past sins are forgiven, like a mountain hides what is on its other side.

5+%# ' (#-4#.&'( . . . 1. ' $'4/" +* 4"# *+,"4 ! "; 1$ % I,; .,6 ! "/ ,*: 1 '( .0 . . .; )*: 13 40 + )*$ 1,5. A play on Psalm ,%:-, 
where human life is described as fleeting. The poet turns the image on its head, remarking that God 
allows our sins to quickly pass by.

Light
Adam was created just 
before Shabbat began, 
and during Shabbat 
the world was lit with 
the light of creation. 
After Shabbat darkness 
descended and Adam 
rubbed two stones 
together and a fire was 
lit. Astounded, he said a 
b’rakhah: “Blessed is the 
one who creates lights 
of fire.” On Shabbat we 
make Kiddush and  
celebrate God’s creation 
of the world; as Shabbat  
departs, we recite 
Havdalah and cele-
brate the possiblity of 
human manufacture  
and creativity.

—1*H.06 7L 1-4 
H*86 7L 9/,*4H

Bring Light to 
the Darkness
The Masidic master of 
Ruzhyn taught: This 
is the service a person 
must perform all of one’s 
days .  .  .  to let the light 
penetrate the darkness 
until the darkness itself 
shines and there is no 
longer any division 
between the two, as it 
is written: “And there 
was evening and there 
was morning—one day” 
(Genesis @:J).
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Greetings are exchanged:

 !&4X 6(B C& 98 !y 9-"" (XBk 6-

 ,% 7; <8 7Q 6) B)C KU 7! A- ,+" K' /\ B! 8!E /A K2 L+ 
 .% 7/ 9( <! 7T =) B)C KU 7! A- ,B)C KU 7! A- ,B)C KU 7! A- 

,B3% C A! A- -4& K% B3% C A+ K% <& ) 9' A) <+ 7;
./ 7" KS ? G; 6#% C 78 9+ 1 7( ,/ 7" KS ? G; 6#% C 78 9+ 1 7(

.n 9/ K% :; ) 9' <+ 7i :" iL( ) 9-% 7& :N =) 0 /" H& K)
,1 K!4( $ 6' <+ 7i !% 7S <k =) :! B3 C 9Q 7- /4. <' 7Q 1 K% <' 7+

.1 K!4( 9)I$ G- ? AY =$ :! B3 C 9Q 7- /4. <' 7Q 1 K% <' 7+
.) 9(B8 <% =) % A3 <% E( 6+ ! G- B3 C A-% 7& :$ -% 7) B3% C A+ K% :& ) 9' A) <+ 7;

,!4# <+ 7% -B) B3% C A$-Lo 6# ,!4# :! D .- E6, Q" L9 2" KG H' 7V 7!
.) K! <% C 9c 6; 1% 7& 9*4J 6* <" !4# 6* ) G; <' =% B3 C A5 <2 6* :" B3 C A( <' =i
' A+4T % =! K( ! A- K! - 9' <. G- ,' G+ CLQ ! AR :J ) K3 K5 14%

.) K! <% C K! 1 =k :" ' G. CL& - 9$ 9- ,' A+48 ' 6+ 9-
 . . . !4# :! 8 G/ CL. ?% A; !% 7S <& 6H 6)     

,'4& E( 6Q 'L& 9( % =( 98 :5 ! 6( ,'4& 9Q ' 6) :J V :$ K. </ 7R
.) K! <% C 9c 6; ) 9'B+ <8 6- :" '4& E( =% % 7J !4+ <$ G- 14% :J

 . . . !4# :! 8 G/ CL. ?% A; !% 7S <& 6H 6)     

Songs for the Week Ahead
Greetings are exchanged:

May you have a good week!
A gute vokh! Shavua tov! 

Elijah the prophet, Elijah the Tishbite, 
O Elijah, Elijah, Elijah from Gilead—
come speedily, in our time,
ushering in the Messiah, descended from David.
Eliyahu ha-navi, eliyahu ha-tishbi, 
eliyahu, eliyahu, eliyahu, ha-giladi. Bimheirah v’yameinu yavo eileinu, 
im mashia) ben david, im mashia) ben david.

Miriam, the prophetess, strength and song are in her hands,
Miriam will dance with us, increasing the world’s song,
Miriam will dance with us, repairing the world.
Soon, in our days, she will bring us
To the waters of redemption.
Miriam ha-n’viah oz v’zimrah b’yadah. 
Miriam tirkod itanu l’hagdil zimrat olam, 
Miriam tirkod itanu l’taken et ha-olam. 
Bimheirah v’yameinu hi t’vi·enu el mei ha-y’shuah, el mei ha-y’shuah.

May the one who separates the holy and the everyday,
forgive any sins and slights.
May our families and our fortunes 
be as many as the grains of sand, or the stars in the sky at night.
This day has disappeared, like the palm tree’s shadow.
I call to God who has brought an end to the light
that lit my way today. Today, the watchman announced
the coming of the morning and now the night.
Your righteousness is like Mount Tabor,
allowing my sins to quickly pass out of sight—
like a yesterday that is gone or a watch in the night.
Ha-mavdil bein kodesh l’)ol, )atoteinu hu yim)ol,
zareinu v’khaspeinu yarbeh kha)ol v’kha-kokhavim balailah.
Yom panah k’tzel tomer, ekra la-El alai gomer, 
amar shomer ata voker v’gam lailah.
     Ha-mavdil bein kodesh l’)ol . . .
Tzidkat’kha k’har tavor, al f’sha·ai avor ta·avor,
k’yom etmol ki ya·avor va·ashmurah balailah.
     Ha-mavdil bein kodesh l’)ol . . .
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The Cycle of the Week
Some times need laughter, 

other times, tears;
some times need speaking, 

others listening;
some times need leading, 

and others following;
some times need giving, 

other times, receiving;
some times are filled with  

self-concern, others with 
selflessness;

some days are holy,  
others workaday.

May the disparateness not 
tear us apart,

but let the individual 
strands intertwine

like the wicks of this 
candle,

giving light to the world.

A Yiddish Saturday 
Night Prayer

 ?"0 ,1)'&- ?B0 X 9-k
 ,&.(% ?B0 ?B- ,.#R%

 .! K-0 ?% =%/ X%) 6-&
 .X%"3 ?% =%i ?%- !-',%

 '(.%!%%) ,'(;%! ' G(/
 % 7/ ..("" =- X%%k $&, 

 i/3B- ! K-i y 9-"" (XBk
 ?B- X3Bi(k BR ?(+".
?B- !i+ BR ,?(&(! 1BR 

 ?B- ',"( BR ,)*'&
 ,/2# ?B- ?# BR ,/"&* 

 )23'0 '(XBk 6- BR 
 BR ?B- )#!R) ?B- 

 ?B- 23%""(k ?X"k (! =- 
 ,$"3""( $!%#+ 
.)!2 ?+-" ?+-

God of Abraham, of Isaac, 
and of Jacob, protect 
Your people Israel in their need, as the holy, beloved Shabbos takes 
its leave. May the good week come to us with health and life, good 
fortune and blessing, prosperity and dignity, graciousness and loving-
kindness, sustenance and success, with all good blessings and with 
forgiveness of sin.

='-4#. 19 '55 4+2# @ )* ,6 &/ 
+$ &: "; )*# "!. Based on a prayer 
to be recited at the conclu-
sion of Shabbat, mentioned 
in the Talmud of the Land 
of Israel (Berakhot +:$).

"1$ 8#'64+965 ,**0 ",8 ! ":. 
Isaiah +$:!.

<CA B7RC IBF SG - .3 19,*  
,*8% I;. This piyyut, which is re-
cited in the Ashkenazic rite 
on Yom Kippur at Neilah, is 
recited in the Separdic rite 
each week.

N<HBK, =? GRFL<C!, AB 
CB! IR<F  $ &,? 16 .# 0 "/$ &,3 ; .0 
6)G E# .$. God’s message of 
assurance to Jacob (Genesis 
-.:#) is repeated by Isaiah 
(--:$). We enter the week 
asking that we, too, may 
have nothing to fear.
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Prayers for the Week Ahead
+
Master of all time, may the new week come to us peacefully, 
and may it not include sin or injury. Bless us and prosper the 
work of our hands, that we may hear sounds of joy and gladness 
in the coming days. May we not be jealous of anyone and may 
none be jealous of us, and may the words of the prophet
be fulfilled: “How beautiful upon the hills are the footsteps of 
the messenger announcing peace, heralding good tidings.”

'
And open for us, A678*9 our God,
compassionate Creator,
this week and every week:
the gates of patience, the gates of understanding,
the gates of happiness, the gates of rejoicing,
the gates of honor and beauty, the gates of good judgment,
the gates of song, the gates of kindly love,
the gates of purity, the gates of uprightness,
the gates of atonement, the gates of study,
the gates of serenity, the gates of consolation,
the gates of forgiveness, the gates of help,
the gates of goodly income, the gates of righteousness,
the gates of holiness, the gates of healing,
the gates of peace, the gates of Torah,
and the gates of prayer.

?
A678*9 said to Jacob: Jacob, My servant, do not fear.
A678*9 chose Jacob: Jacob, My servant, do not fear.
A678*9 shall redeem Jacob: Jacob, My servant, do not fear.
A star shall rise from Jacob: Jacob, My servant, do not fear.
In days to come, Jacob shall take root: Jacob, My servant, do not fear.
A leader shall emerge from Jacob: Jacob, My servant, do not fear.
Remember this, Jacob: Jacob, My servant, do not fear.

+
 B3 C A$- 9' <. 7! 1% 7- 9; 6) 1% 7+ KU =) B3% C A! K( ! A# 9) ,0" K) 123( 1! Q39 K& 

 ) 9* 9' :; 1% 7W .( 9' ( =k C G0B - <X A#I! DJ 7+ 1% 7*BW E# 14! K8 :!
 1% 7- 9; 6) 1% 7+ KU =; B3 C A(% 7+ <8 6$ :" B3% C A/ K% ) AW E( 6+I! D* :; ) 9# K! <R 6) :"
 -> :" 1 9/ 9- & A! ! =( B3 C A$ 9- <3 7. ) G! E( 6$ -> :" .) 9# <+ 7W :" ?4W 9W

 f&B$ 9J G8 - 9' <. 7+ B3 C K!I1 GU =. :" .B3 C A; 7! ! =( ) G! E( 6Q 1 9/ 9- $ 6- <3 7.
 14! K8 6(% C 7+ <8 6+ ' Au 6& :+ % A! <k =' 1% 7' 9) G) ! =( B"- KN ) 9+ 

.&4X ' Au 6& :+

'
,1% 7+ E# 6' 9) & 9- ,B3% C A)> M- )")% 8I E 12 T 7# HM8

 , 6(B C& 98I! D* <&B 6(B C& 9l 6) ) GO =;
,) K3% K9 % A' E( 68 ,1 7% C 65 6- $ 6*% 7' ;+ % A' E( 68

,) 9R% KG % A' E( 68 ,) K!% KS % A' E( 68
,&4X / 6( E B$ % A' E( 68 ,' 9/ 9) :" /4! % A' E( 68

,/ G2 E .T % A' E( 68 ,) 9' <+ KC % A' E( 68
,' G8 E6" % A' E( 68 ,' 6) E6< % A' E( 68

,/BH K2 % A' E( 68 ,) 9' 95 7J % A' E( 68
,) 9+ 9# .I % A' E( 68 ,$4#B3 4) % A' E( 68

,) 9' <i .( % A' E( 68 ,) 9#% 7! 4U % A' E( 68
,) K. K/ 4X % A' E( 68 ,) 9&4X ) 92 K3 <' 7] % A' E( 68

,) 9-B0 4& % A' E( 68 ,) 9l Z/ 4, % A' E( 68
,) 9'4: % A' E( 68 ,14! 1D % A' E( 68

.) 9c 70 4: % A' E( 68

?
.&L. E( =% % 7S <& 6( - 9'% 7Q ! =-  f'6, ;( B" 42 !$!" & 7) 1+
.&L. E( =% % 7S <& 6( - 9'% 7Q ! =-  .&L. E( =% :; )")% ' 6# 19
.&L. E( =% % 7S <& 6( - 9'% 7Q ! =-  .&L. E( =%I$ G- )")% ! =- /S
.&L. E( =% % 7S <& 6( - 9'% 7Q ! =-  .&L. E( =U 7+ & 9*4J F 6' 1G
.&L. E( =% % 7S <& 6( - 9'% 7Q ! =-  .&L. E( =% 8 A' <8 =% 1% 7- 9; 7!
.&L. E( =% % 7S <& 6( - 9'% 7Q ! =-   .&L. E( =U 7+ :S <' A% 4$
.&L. E( =% % 7S <& 6( - 9'% 7Q ! =-  .&L. E( =% :! $-Li 'L* 4C
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